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Editor's Note
'I to) yÃˆ.,tir
a+ the Kev(,lutionary Communist Pany issued
.all for a Ji. hdtc r n the nature and international role of the
Soviet Union. The call focused on the urgency of the Soviet
question for the revolutionary movement today; as itsopening
passage explained:

"The long raging debate over the nature and international role of the Soviet Union is intensifying again all
over the world and needs to be made sharper and
clearer still. The heightening is a product of important
world developments over the relatively recent period,
including both the reversal in China after Mao's death
and the sharpening of the conflict between the Soviet
Union and U.S. imperialism.
"Splits have emerged over this question within
revolutionary movements, and long-standing alignments have broken with new ones forming. New
research and theoretical work has been published and
has been welcomed, provoking still newer controversy and debate. Some who claimed to be Maoist have
'reevaluated' their stand on the Soviet Union - while
the Chinese revisionists themselves, despite all their
proclaimed anti-Sovietism, are unable to find
anything in Mao's revolutionary scientific analysis of
the process of capitalist restoration that they can
uphold,
"Wherever revolutionary-minded people gather,
and wherever new forces break into mass struggle the question pushes itself into the front; 'Soviet Union:
friend or foe; capitalist or socialist? What is its underlying nature, its fundamental class relations, what
laws of motion motivate its actions across the globe and fundamentally, how does this superpower confront the revolutionary struggles of the world? As an
ally? Or as one more imperialist power to be fought,
overthrown and destroyed?"
The timeliness of the call was borne out in practice. Eight
hundred people attended the main debate between Raymond
Lotta and Albert Szymanski, and hundreds more turned out
for a series of six smaller panel discussions in the days before.
The international turnout and participation was strong, including orig'inal theoretical contributions from Colombia and
Uganda printed in the Revolutionary Worker newspaper in the

period leading up to the debate. But what most distinguished
the entire event, what set if off in an increasingly arid
theoretical atmosphere on the Left, was the hard-edged clarity
of the theoretical confrontation between the two positions:
those who uphold the revolutionary communist analysis of
the Soviet Union as an imperialist power, and those (including
the position's leading exponents) who insist on the socialist
character of Soviet society.
Thiscan be seen in the two booksgenerated by thedebate.
The first - The Soviet Union: Socialist or Social-Imperialist?
Essays Toward the Debate On the Nature ofSoviet Society - came
out before the debate and featured essays by David Laibman,
Al Szymanski, and Santosh K. Mehrota and Patrick Clawson.
The first two authors published separate critiques of the
Maoist thesis of capitalist restoration in the Soviet Union,
while the latter two collaborated on an exposure of the imperialist character of Soviet relations with lndia Thebitokalso
r e o ~ i c dthe imm~rtantiY78 tirticle bv the RCPUSA entitled
"The Tarnished 'Socialism' Thesis, or the political Economy of
Soviet Social-Imperialism."A new introduction, foreshadowing themes later developed and elaborated on by Raymond
Lotta at the debate, accompanied the essay.
The second book - The Soviet Union: Socialist or SocialImperialist? The &iestion isJoined - is a transcript of the New
York City debate itself, between Szymanski and Intta. Intta's
presentation, of course, built off the pioneering work done by
Mao and those .grouped
. around him in China during the '60s.
as well asimportant thiurencal worksince then most notably
the RCPsown Red Pacers 7 Hou, Caniia11.mHas Been Resfored
in the Soviet Union, published in 1974,and Bob Avakian's pathbreaking Conquer the World? The International Proletariat Must
and Will, published in 1981. While firmly grounded in that
tradition, Intta's presentation clearly broke new ground in
analyzing capitalist restoration in the Soviet Union.
Intta chose not to focus on specific cases of counterrevolutionary betrayal or reactionary social policies and/or institutions in various spheres of Soviet society; instead, he
attempted to lay bare how the laws of capital operate in the
Soviet Union and how that operation forms part of the global
dynamic of imperialist accumulation. In doing so, he addressed four main points: the commanding roleof profit in the
Soviet economy and the corresponding commodification of
labor power; the character of economic planning in the Soviet
Union and the assertion of the laws of capital through the
mediumof the plan itself; the manifestation of the"many-ness"
of capital in the Soviet economy in the forms of competition
and fragmentation peculiar to the Soviet Union; and finally,
the roots of the compulsion driving the Soviet Union and its
bloc into ever sharper confrontation with the U.S.-led imperialist bloc.
The above theses can be said to form the point of departure for the articles in this issue of Revolution;the articles con.
tained here should be read as complementary to the earlier
books. None of the articles attempts an overall critique of the
capitalist nature of Soviet society; that, we feel. has been
outlined in the Lotta work. What they do show is how the
demands of capital and compulsions of imperialism have
~

~~~~~~

twisted and dominated various and important spheres of
Soviet society. The first article of this issue, "Notes Toward An
Analysisof the Soviet Bourgeoisie,"by Lenny Wolff and Aaron
Davis, can be said in a sense to answer the constantly offered
challenges of Laibman, Szymanski, et al., to prove the existence of a Soviet bourgeoisie. The article is important not only
for its research and analysis nn the class i u r ~ a ~ i oinn %viet
society and the reproduction of the Soviet hiera:chv' hut a l i ,
for its methodological critique of Szymanski's and Laibman's
views on the state and the functioning of the bourgeoisie, as
well as their overall approach to social analysis,
Mike Ely's "Against the 'Lesser Evil' Thesis: Soviet Preparationsfor World War 3,"detailsSoviet military preparationsand
strategic doctrine, and puts that data in a Leninist analytical
context. Ely specifically criticizes the Kautskyite strain of
apologetics for the Soviet military buildup that has emerged in
recent years, as well as the illusions of many more honest opponents of the U.S. military buildup. No issue is more central
today than the imperialists'preparationsfor a new - and horrible - war of redivision.
Finally, Soviet education isoften put forward asa strong
point of Soviet society. Yet Leona Krasny's article "Soviet
Education: Reading, Writing, and Revisionism," exposes
the real content of Soviet education and begins to analyze
its social role in reproducing a bourgeois social division of
labor.
Inall, the articles brought together in this issuecan be said
to round out, in a certain sense, the process begun two years
ago with the initial call for the debate. All of them were in fact
developed out of preparatory research for the debate. The
flurry oftheoretical worknecessitated by the debate [itself call^
ed forth by larger historical necessity) hasnow been synthesiz~
ed.
In no way does this mean that the question of the Soviet
Union has somehow been settled. Marx's aphorism on the
relation between the weaponsof criticism and the criticism by
weapons is to the point here - the Soviets, after all, have an
army,they represent a material force, and their influence cannot be vanauished bv ideological strueele alone, however
sharp. On the other hand, without such struggle no bourgeoisie -including the one currently holding power in Moscow will ever be vanquished!
Beyond that, however, the debate'simportancegoes to the
heart of the very goal of the revolution, the vision of the society the proletariat has been fighting to construct since the Paris
As Raymond Loka said in his concluding remarks
&-he.
at thedebate. 'How we analvze the historical exnerience of the
Soviet union and how we analyze the developkg situation in
the world has everything to do with the kind of struggle we
wage. Communism can only be achieved through the fiercest,
the most determined, and the most conscious struggle to make
a leap into the future of mankind."
Such was the importance of the May 1983 debate, and
such continues to be the importance of the ongoing struggle
aver this question. In today's world, when the likelihood of
world war and the necessity for world revolution ever more
urgently p o x themselves, that is no small thing.

Notes Toward an Analysis
of the Soviet ~ourgeoisie
by Lenny Wolffand Aaron Davis

If the Soviet Union is capitalist, then where is the bourgeoisie? The defenders of the Soviet Union constantly return
to this question, and use it to argue the nonexistence of any
Soviet bourgeois class. Their line of argument proceeds along
two interrelated tracks.
First, they claim that the "logic" of the socialist mode of
production - by which they essentially mean state ownership of the means of production - rules out the generation
within socialist society of either bourgeois
relations or a
bourgeoisie. Thus the restoration of capitalism is rendered
loeicallv
short of an invasion bv. imoerialists
or a
"
' imoossible.
=
.
counterrevolution by dispossessed exploiters. Second, they
list characteristics that are said to typify a capitalist class and
then ooint to the alleeed absence of anv such ohenomena in
the Soviet Union to deduce the nonexistence of a Soviet
bourgeoisie.
While the question of the function and shape of the
Soviet bourgeoisie is secondary to the crucial determinant of
Soviet society - the dominance of the law of value - there is
some point to examining the arguments marshaled by the
revisionists to prove their case. In doing this we, too, will
proceed along two tracks: (1)we will take up and refute in
turn the assertions by the revisionist apologists concerning
constraints on luxury consumption, equality of income,
working-class control of the state, the lack of a mechanism
for reproduction of a specifically capitalist ruling class, and
the role of managers in the Soviet Union; (2) we will analyze
and critiaue the anti-Marxist underoinnines
- of their entire
argument, including their premises regarding the state the
defining characteristics of social classes and the'logic of the
socialist mode of production.
As a point of departure, we take the following passage
from the introduction to the reprinting of "The 'Tarnished

-

Socialism' Thesis" by the RCP:
"Capitalism does not reside in any single legal property relation between individual men and the means
of oroduction. In the real world it consists of a network of relations between social classes, relations
which have a material foundation in commodity production, in the differences between mental and
manual labor, town and country, etc., and whichare
expressed through the complex, dialectical interaction between base and superstructure. Thus, there
is no form or structure which, by dint of its 'innate
characteristics,' is impervious to capitalism."'
While there is no rigid linkage betweencertain structural
forms and a soecific class content, caoital must nevertheless
generate the forms, in both base and superstructure, that are
appropriate to its reproduction. These forms have definite
implications for the international practice of the state, the
scope of the law of value in social reproduction, the relations
between leaders and led, etc. In that sense, we hope both to
shed light on how the institutions and practices, of Soviet
society serve the reproduction of capitalist social relations
and to indicate further lines of research on this question.

tion of the means of production presupposes f r a g
mentation or dispersion of ownership. The objectivitv of values arising out of impersonal forces independent of human agency requires uncoordinated,
simultaneous micro-decisions and aggregates which
areunknown before the fact, indeed, thesecrecy and
duplication of information-gathering systems characteristic of unplanned, competitive accumulation.
The quest for profit at the micro level must beshown
to determine the composition of output rates of
growth, the path of technical change, and the
distribution of income. Moreover, profits accruing to
enterprises must appear as the result of a spontaneous struggle, not as the outcome of socially planned
activity. Thus, the prices which govern profitability
must form sp~ntaneously."~

-

Here Laibman obscures the transition emphasized by
Staee
the
Lenin in Imperialism, The Hiahesl
"
- of
. Cauitalism:
,
emergence of monopoly, resulting in the immense socialization not only of production but technical invention and
ownership as well: The entire second half of Laibman's
description basically does not apply to the practice and
character of the predominant form of capital under imperialism, which is finance capital. "The auest for profit at the
micro level" yields in imperialism to the financial strategies
of huee blocks of capital, in which individual enterprises
may well be drained and left to stagnate, or else artificially
pumped up, depending on the ~ a r ~ e r i n t e r e soft sthe financial
erouo
controlling them. Elsewhere, Albert Szvmanski and
u
.
Laibman each try to pose the runaway shop as almost the
quintessence o f private ownership - but even these
runaways are not generally based on decisions at the "micro
level" but flow out of economic strategiesdeveloped and pursued by the financial group. The point is that in theeraof imperialism this more social ownership regulates the flow of
capital through many different and variegated channels.
Lenin's description in Imperialism is worth citing at length:

-

I. Who Is the Bourgeoisie in the
Epoch of Imperialism?
The Maoist argument, says David Laibman, must
demonstrate three things to prove the Soviet Union
capitalist: the sources of the power of capital, the existenceof
a ruling class, and the operation of capitalist laws of motion.2
We have no quarrel with Laibman's demands per se, and all
of them in our opinion can be (and have been) proven. We do
disagree with his definition of terms, his mix of a pre-imp*
rialist model of capitalism with a bourgeois-sociological ap.
proach to classes. For Marxism, the bourgeoisie is the personification of bourgeois production relations; thus it's of
first importance to correctly understand the character of
these production relations today, in the era of imperialism.
But Laibman's sketch of the operation of capital tends to
plant at least a foot and several toes hack in the nineteenth
century. He writes:
"Of utmost importance in establishing the existence of capital is the valorization, not only of the
separate means of production, but also of the enterprise itself. This would mean that a sum of value
functions as capital; i.e., is embodied in the enterprise hut is independent of it and is therefore
transferable from enterprise to enterprise. Thus,
enterprises, together with their physical equipment
or separably, can be bought and sold. This valoriza-

-

-

"This is something quite different from the old free
competition between manufacturers, scattered and out of
touch with one another, and producing for an unknown
market. Concentration has reached the point at which it is
possible to make an approximate estimate of all sources of
raw materials (forexample,the iron ore deposits)of acountry and even, as we shall see, of several countries,or of the
whole world. Not only are such estimates made, but these
sources are captured by gigantic monopolist associations.
An approximate estimate of the capacity of markets is also
made, and the associations 'divide' them up amongst
themselves by agreement. Skilled labor is monopolized, the
best engineers are engaged: the means of transport are
captured. . . .Capitalism in its imperialist stage leads
directly to the most comorehensivesocialization of oroduclion, it so to speak drags the capitalists against their will
and consciousness into siimc son of a new social order a
transitional one from complete free competition to corn
plete socialization.
Production becomes social, but appropriation remains
private. The social means of production remain the private
Revolution/Summer 1984

nrovertv
. . . of a few. The general framework of formally
recognized freecompetition remains, and the yoke of a few
monopolists on the rest of the population becomes a hundred times heavier, more burdensome and int~lerable."~
Similarly, the dominance of monopoly a n d the roleof the
imperialist s t a t e seriously affect price determination:
m e a s u r e s like cartel-nricine ( t o s h a r e out urofits!.
government-mandated price controls (to influence the
allocation of resources), or t h e sort of orderly marketing
agreements witnessed todav within the Western bloc (to
lessen the impact of predatory price wars; all contain
elements of "social planning" that were either unknown o r
exceptional before t h e late nineteenth century. It is impossible t o come to grips with such phenomena a s the "composition of output rates of growth, the path of technical change,
and the distribution of income" outside of a n understanding
of monopoly coordination a n d state intervention i n the
reproductive process.
Does this suggest then that capitalism rationally roordinates production a n d "macro-plans" i n such a way a s to
overcome crisis? O n the contrary. T h e law of value imoinees
.
upon and - through the force of anarchy - determines the
outcome of caoitalist olanninc at all levels. Indeed Laibman's
schema not only negates the higher forms of organization of
imperialism, but also coversover the heightenedanarchy those
hieher
. forms venerate. In the staee of imnerialism.. capital accumulates internationally but remains nationally rooted. As
such not only d o the contradictions of accumulation lead t o
unprecedented global crisis, but they also give rise t o international rivalry among contending imperialist powers over
the division of the world, which sets the framework for international accumulation. This rivalry has ueriodicallv emoted
into interimperialist war, and it is i n this that the contradiction betwien t h e unprecedented degree of organization and
the greatly heightened anarchy characteristic of modern
capital finds its concentrated expression.*

-.

-

-

-

-

-

.

' .

In fact, the trend toward more social forms of privateownership
was noted by Marxand Engels, as well as Lenin; theconcept is hardly foreign to Marxism, and it is perhaps a bit disingenuous for those
claiming to argue in the Marxist tradition to evade it. Marx noted in
Capital how direct personal private property in the means of production in the form of individual proprietorships or partnerships was
beginning to break down with the rise of stock companies (modern
corporations) and the expansion of the credit system:

"Thecapital. . ,is heredirectly endowed with the form of
social capital (capital of directly associated individuals) as
distinct from private capital, and its undertakings assume
the form of social undertakings as distinct from private
undertakings. It is the abolition of capital as private property
within the framework of capitalist production itself. . . .
"Aside from the stock-company business. . .credit offers
to the individual capitalist, or to one who is regarded a
capitalist, absolute control within certain limits over the
capital and property of others.. . . The control over social
capital, not the individual capital of his own, gives him control

-

The import for the argument at hand is this: to hinee the
concept of private appropriation to one very specific (and n o
longer dominant) organizational form of capital leads away
from a n understanding of contemporary social relations, and
into a misidentification of the bourgeoisie.* Modern formsof
ownership themselves a r e hiehlv socialized: aoorouriation
principally goes o n a t the level of the financial group (rather

-.

.. .

of social labor" (emphasis addedl.5
In the Soviet Union today we see a highly developed, highly
mystified form of control over social capital, not individual capital of
one's own, giving control over social labor.
Engels projects the further development of this trend in a
passage of Socialism: Utopian andscientific. This speaks in particular
to Laibman's related contention on the impossibility of state
capitalism:
"If the crises revealed the bourgeoisie's incapacity to continue to administer the modern productive forces, the convi of ~the lai-se
~
~ e
-.oroduction
~
~ and communication
establishments into joint-stock companies, trusts and state
property ihowsthat the bourgeoisiecan be dispensed with
for this purpose. . . .
"But neither conversion into joint-stock companies and
trusts nor conversion into state property deprives the productive forces of their character as capital. This is obvious
in the case of joint-stock companies and trusts. But the
modern state, too, is only the organization with which
bourgeois society provides itself in order to maintain the
general external conditions of the capitalist mode of production against encroachmentseither by the workers or by
individualcapitalists.Themodernstate,whatever its form
is an essentially capitalist machine, the state of the
capitalists, the ideal aggregate capitalist. The more productive forces it takes over into its possession, the more it
becomes a real aggregate capitalist, the more citizens it exploits."'
~

~~~~

The weakness in Engels' formulation here lies in the fact that "the
ideal aggregate capitalist" may be interpreted (and hasbeen by some)
to mean that the stateisactually a single, unitary capitalist. There is,
in fact, real contention between discrete blocs of capital within the
formalunitary state formoftheSovietUnion, evenas the statein the
main (and simultaneously) represents the national capital as a
whole. Especially inconditions where the state itself isboth political
reoresentative
and maior owner this becomes extremely com~lex,
~,
and is an expression of the contradiction between the anarchy of
production generally, and the interlinked trend toward ever greater
organization.'

' While l.aihman holds that siiite monopol) capnalism can only
relate to institutions like the post office within d social format~m
overwhelmingly characterized byjund~callypnvdieownership and
cannot possibly describe any conceivable social formation as a
whole, other revisionist theoreticians - and the CPUSA itself routinely use the term to denote an alleged emergence of close personal ties between the monopolies and the members of the state apparatus. Ostensibly this signals a "tighter grip" by the "ultra-right"
bourgeoisie on the state apparatus: the converse - that the election
of candidates deemed by the CPUSA to be free of open ties to the
monopolies represents a step toward socialism - provides part of
the theoretical fig leaf for the CP's rnaneuverings within the
Democratic Party.

than the individual enterprise); state intervention (including
direct state ownership and constraints on the juridically
private sector) is typical. It is such relations which the imperialist bourgeoisie personifies.

represented the interests of the national capital, of the
bourgeoisie overall. '0 The relationship between politics and
economics becomes yet more entangled in considering his
stewardshiv of the World Bank here while also ~ n n c.i ~ a. l l s
representing the bourgeoisie as a whole, he did so specifically in the function of creating favorable conditions for the
flow of capital into the Third World, supervising the lending
To Which Class Does
of billions of dollars and imposing highly restrictive condiRobert McNamara Belong?
tions on the borrowers. In this case he represented the interests of Western-bloc capital as a whole in its rivalry with
the Soviet Union, and in its attempts to more thoroughly
In this light, we turn to Albert Szvmanski's sumrising
digression at the New York City debatewith ~ a ~ m o ~n odt t a penetrate and plunder (and secure) the Third World.
Through it all, however, McNamara is a modern bourgeois
on the class oosition of Robert McNamara.
par excellence, and we again thank Mr. Szymanski for his
"If capitalists in the West can hire managers,"Szymanski
assurance that the Soviet rulers - i.e., the Soviet statestated, "does the fact that McNamara was president of Ford
monopoly capitalist class - are quite comparable to this
Motor Company make him part of the ruling class? No, the
criminal!
a .in the".^. there's no
Ford family can hire ~ c ~ a k a r So
Laibman and Szvmanski posit as criteria for the nonexconfusion that beinga
" manager does not make vou
. part
. of the istence
of a Soviet bourgeoisie the organizational props and
capitalist class. So it's completely possible the working class
methods
of control of vremono~olvcapitalism. It is not too
even ~ c ~ k a r a
can hire a manager"8 difficult to show that these do not apply to the Soviet Union.
himself, were the right
opening
to
present
itself.
Indeed,
if
- .
But precisely because they have set up straw men, we
Szymanski means to say that the top leaders of the Soviet
haven't
learned anything about the question at hand. What
Union find their American analog in Robert McNamara,
must be studied are the characteristic modes of operation of
we'd like to thank him for an interesting and rather useful
finance capital and the specific institutional (and historically
way toget a handle on theclasscharacter of theSoviet rulers.
conditioned! forms it assumes in the Soviet Union.
McNamara, remember, was no mere plant manager, but
president of one of the ten largest corporations in the U.S.
From there he went on to serve nearly two full terms as
Secretary of Defense, and afterward headed up the World
Bank. What kind of class analysis can maintain this man is
part of the managerial stratum, and not a member of the
bourgeoisie?*
Robert McNamara was a more significant personificaWhen Laibman and Szymanski take up the study of the
tion of imperialist production relations than were the vast
Soviet class formation and its reproduction, they fall back
majority of capitalists who hold controlling interests in any
almost entirely on the approach of bourgeois sociology. They
number of small or medium-size firms, even if his private
identify epiphenomena like income, net worth, and family
fortune might not come close to theirs. McNamara has exerstanding as the key determinants of class position. This
cised tremendous power in his various and sundry positions
whole approach arose in opposition to (and continues to opto allocate means of production as capital and to appropriate
pose) the Marxist focus on the essential question: the relasurplus value, which is the essence of capital.
tionship of the individual (as a member of a social group) to
True, McNamara's role is complex, and not cut-andthe means of production. Thus Szymanski sets up his argudried. When he ran the Defense Department - and he did
ment as follows:
not run it in the interests of the Ford family! - his responsibilities did not entail the direct manimilation of capital: he
'(l)[T)here is n o wealthy class [in the Soviet
was dealing on the different and higher plane of politics, and
Union] which has a living standard or wealth
remotely comparable to that of the economic elite of
the capitalist countries; (2) the top positions in Soviet
' For one thing ifs an analysis that narrows down the
society, unlike as in capitalist societies, are lareelv
bourgeoisie to the "sixteen families"popularizeda few years back -.
that is, only the very wealthiest dominant families of the key finanfilled by people of common origins; (3) no privileged
cial blocs really qualify as members of the bourgeoisie. While the
elite social stratum exists with its own highly distincFords, Rockefellers, du Fonts, Kennedys, etc.. may stand near the
tive life style, exclusive intermarriage patterns and
apex of the bourgeoisie, the class itself (in the U.S.) is by no means
virtual
certainty of passing on its positions to its
numericallv insignificant. The "handful of families" analvsis
at
, . -~
children, asis the case in the capitalist countries; and
minimum seriouslv downolavs
. the necessity for armed struaele
"" and
-~ (4) the differences in income, life style and passing
I . . r
in the 8rri-n.-rialist countries and has served the revisionist
on of privileges to children is very much like the difa
n ~ r ~ n m c 'f n
( ri i h r ~ ~ h i l i t y their antimonopoly coali.
i o n " pr~gramme.~
ferences between the working class and the profes-

. ' .

11. Revisionist Proofs and
Pluralist Paradigms

.

u

.

i ~ f

sional middle class in the U.S., indicating that those
in 'power elite' positions in the USSR are much more
like middle managers and professionals in the West
than they are like an owning or ruling class. In sum
there is no evidence that a 'state bourgeoisie'exists in
the USSR.""

in the form of .
property
. . in capital and land, while the
masses are only owners of the personal condition of
oroduction. of labor Dower If the elements of ~ r o duction are so distributed, then the present-day
distribution of the means of consumption results
automaticallv. If the material conditions of ~ r o d u c .
tion are the cooperative property
. .
. of the workers
themselves, then there likewise resultsa distribution
of the means of consumption different from the mesent one. Vulgar socialism (and from it in turn a section of the democracy) has taken over from the
bourgeois economists the consideration and treatment"of distribution as independent of the mode of
production and hence the presentation of socialism
as turning principally on distribution. After the real
relation has long been made clear, why retrogress
again?'"

In a similar vein, Laibman demands that the Maoists identify
"a stable elite with adistinct upper-class lifestyle a s a
base for informal communication and differential
socialization. A partial list of ingredients: qualitatively significant income differentials, where the differentials are linked to positions of authority in the
political-administrative structure; the ability to acquire equity control over natural and produced
resources by investing this income; residential
segregation; differential access to education;
evidence of significant intermarriage among the
elite; evidence that most positions of authority in the
political-administrative hierarchy are occupied by
.people
. who have had elite socialization, i.e.. of nonworking-class backgrounds."'z
None of Szymanski's points speak to the essence of the
bourgeoisie - its ability to allocate means of production as
capital, for the purpose of the self-expansion of value. Laibman at least mentions something resembling this in one of
his prerequisites of a bourgeoisie - "the ability to acquire
eauitv' control over natural and ~ r o d u c e dresources bv investing this income" - but hinges it again on the private (in
this case clearly meaning "individual" or juridically private)
investment of income, which isnot, as has been noted, essential to the capital relation, especially during the era of imperialism.
Despite all that, by thoroughly addressing the four main
arguments advanced by Szymanski, and by directly answering Laibman's challenge on its own terms, more can be learned about the class structure of the Soviet Union.

At the same time, the clear (if secondary) corollary of the
above passage is that the actual distribution in a capitalist
society corresponds to a specifically capitalist ownership of
the means of production. And this is in fact the case in the
Soviet Union.
Again, as we have stressed, it is not privileged consumption but production as production of capital, as selfexpanding value, that essentially characterizes capitalist appropriation. Marx observes in Volume 1 of Capital:
"At the historical dawn of capitalist production and every capitalist upstart has personally to go
through this historical stage - avarice, and desire to
get rich, are the ruling passions. . . .
"Accumulate, accumulate! That is Moses and the
prophets!"

.

Distribution, Luxury Consumption,
and Stratification

But there is, after all, a social role for luxury consump
tion. Marx notes that, 'When a certain stage of development
has been reached, a conventional degree of prodigality,
which is also an exhibition of wealth, and consequently a
source of credit, becomes a business necessity to the 'unfortunate' capitalist. Luxury enters into capital's expenses of
representation." Further, with the growth of accumulation,
the possibility of expanding the capitalists'sphere of personal
enjoyments without unduly restricting accumulation arises.
Often, then, there arises a "conflict between the passion for
accumulation" - the essential characteristic of a capitalist "and the desire for eniovment."
'Two souls, alas, dodwell within his breast;
The one is ever parting from the other."'4
We address the issue, then, of the relative strength of
these two souls in the breast of the Soviet bourgeoisie
The lareest
obstacle in develonineu a.nrecise characterizau
i o n of the Soviet ruling class in this regard land in relation to
a number of other questions as w e t ) is the fact that the
Soviets publish absolutelv no income statistics or oav scales
2

Distribution forms a secondary aspect of the relations of
production; Marx's point in Critique of the Gotha Programme
indicates what's wrong in Szymanski's lopsided emphasis on
this aspect:
"Any distribution whatever of the means of consumption isonly a consequenceof thedistributionof
the conditions of production themselves. The latter
distribution, however, is a feature of the mode of
st
of production,
production itself. ~ h e c a ~ i t a l imode

for example, rests on the fact that the material conditions of production are in the hands of nonworkers
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applicable to any strata above the level of enterprise managers and professionals, and Soviet sociologists systemati-

callv exclude these strata from s t ~ d v . The
1 ~ upuer
.. levels of
the party/economic/state hierarchy that constitute the Soviet
state-monopoly class are prohibited as an object of (at least
published! investigation in the Soviet Union.
We must therefore inevitably rely primarily on Western
bourgeois studies - an admittedly biased source. As a check
on this bias [since pro-Soviet analysts themselves must inevitably rely upon Western sourcesas well), we will contrast
our own treatment with Albert Szymanski's, focusing here
on his books published before the Soviet debate. Szymanski
has made the most ambitiousattempt toprove that the rulers
of the Soviet Union do not indulge in significant privileged
luxury consumption. Finally, we will note the confirmation
of the essentials of our factual account by pro-Soviet sources.
As noted earlier, appropriation of surplus value and its
reinvestment by the Soviet state-monopoly
class
. . capitalist
.
takes place overwhelmingly through control over state ap.
~ r o ~ r i a t i oand
n investment. Private incomes of the ruling"
class do not in the main enter into the accumulation of capital but represent part of that portion of surplus value appronriated as revenue for the personal consumption of the statemonopoly capitalist class.
The personal incomes of members of the state-monopoly
capitalist class, to the extent that there is any information
available, are significantly higher than those of workers or
managers, but do not appear to be spectacular. Szymanski,
however, understates their level from the available sources.
The one documented figure in his book and article that bears
e dthose of
on the issue of ruling class incomes, as o ~.~ o s to
managers
- or professionals, is a single reference to a "top
government official" earning 600 rubles, made in passing in
Mervvn Matthews' book. Class andsociety in Soviet Russia. In
a subsequent book, Privilege in the Soviet Union [perhaps the
most comprehensive bourgeois academic account currently
available on the subject), Matthews clarifies this matter. Income figures are based on data gleaned from personal interviews. The 600 ruble figure is the reported basic income of
the First Secretary of the Tula Oblast, as well as that of the
arealso eligible for
First Secretary of a small rcpuhlii.-.'Â¥The
an additional bonus of 2 10 rubles Vet such .oeoole
. are hardly
the top of the Soviet hierarchy. Unfortunately, the only
substantiated figure Matthews has for higher officials is that
for a Marshal of the USSR with a total reported monetary income of 2000 rubles a month."
But especially near the top of the hierarchy, where the
Soviet ruling class is concentrated, monetary income is not
the main source of privileged luxury consumption. The
ereatest Dart of the orivileeed consumption is provided for
"
directly by the state or other institutions.la Such privileged
consumption, as Bob Avakian has pointed out, is "consump.
tion of things which are 'socially' owned - collectively
owned by the ruling revisionist bourgeoisie. This certainly
does not prevent them from being 'private' in the sense that
they are the private preserve ofaclass, the part of theprivately appropriated surplus value (appropriated by the Soviet
bourgeoisie from the exploitation of the proletariat in the
Soviet Union as well as exploitation and plunder internaA

.
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tionally) that is spent on personal [overwhelmingly luxury)
consumption by that class (as opposed to the much larger
part that is rein~ested]."'~
While institutionally provided "expense accounts" and a
broad array of other "perks" are quite common in the West,
this phenomenon of the bulk of ruling class luxury consump.
tion taking a "socially" organized form is definitely a
peculiarity of the revisionist bourgeoisie. This arises, first,
out of the historical legacy and current "socialist"cover of the
Soviet bourgeoisie,
and the consequent political need to
disguise the extent of the appropriation of surplus value for
the nurnoses of luxurv consumntion. (The nrohibition of
published studies of the Soviet ruling class fills a similar
function.)
There are also reasons more tied up with the actual
operation of the Soviet economy. Shortages of consumer
goods - due toa combinationof low pricesfor thegoods that
are available, an extremelv poor svstem of distribution, and
the lopsided development of the soviet economy in regard to
agriculture and light industry - are so prevalent that monetary income is seldom a guarantee of the ability to consume.
This is particularly the case with luxury goods which, as a
general rule, are not broadly available, but it extends even to
everyday
. . necessities. For instance, in 1979 the Central Committee itself noted "interruptions in trading" of medicine,
soap, laundry soap, toothbrushes, toothpaste, needles,
.~~
thread, diapers, and other light industry c o r n m ~ d i t i e sThe
shortage inluxury goods f ~ ~ i n d i v i d uconsumption
ai
in particular flows nut of a mixed set of constraints: to effect the
sort of shift in the Soviet productive base to make luxury production broadly accessible for individual consumption
would both strain the economy and exacerbate the political
effect of the extensive shortages in basic goods at a time
when tremendous priority is being given to - and sacrifice
on the part of the masses being demanded for - military producti~n.~'
Finally, it is helpful to recall Marx's comment that luxury
enters into the capitalist's costs of representation, To the extent that the in&ment
of personal wealth still plays a
significant role in the West, luxury born of personal
monetary expenditures is a sign of "prosperity" and hence of
advantage in promoting common business dealings, securing
credit, etc. In the Soviet Union, it is not personal income, but
one's position in the hierarchy that is the decisive factor in
securing control over a portion of social capital. Position and
status in the hierarchy are of importance in securing credit,
arranging various deals, etc., which continue to be of important concern to Soviet capitalists." Luxury consumption
hence takes a form emphasizing one's control over social
capital.
Luxury consumption also plays a significant part in
building a social base through rewards. This is actually what
Szymanski is dealing with in his focus on the luxury consumption of managers and professionals. But while significant, this form is not the most important manifestation of
luxury consumption, which instead takes place in the top
echelon of the Soviet bourgeoisie. Where Szymanski does
L

.
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touch on the privileges of the ruling class, he is generally
simply wrong. For instance, he asserts that "there is no
tendency for there to be a high concentration of privilege"in
housing, among other things, and cites as "proof" a book
which actually says, "The housing preserves of Soviet
political leaders are too well known to require comment,
beginning, for example, with the estates in the Kuntsevo
region of M o s c o ~ . " ~ ~
The limousines, country dachas, sanatoria and resorts
reserved for the revisionist bourgeoisie and their faithful
hangers-on are also too well known to require c0mment.~4
Indeed, an entire department of the ~ e n t r =Committee,
l
the
"Administration of Affairs," oversees the expenditure of a
secret budget to maintain a network of choice apartments,
dachas, guest houses, rest homes, cars, and servants for the
party elite.
There is a threefold system of special stores and s h o p
pins privileges for the Soviet bourgeoisie and their more
privileged functionaries. One is the well-advertised beryozha
hard-currency shops where Western and superior Soviet
eoods are sold. The normal Soviet citizen is barred from these
shops, but the privileged can buy there, using special certificate rubles (worth eight times their facevalueon the black
market). The second is a network of quality, restricted access, subsidized cafeterias and restricted outlets for home
delivery from larger stores and buffets. Finally, there are the
well-known closed "special stores" offering quality goods at
often nominal prices to a select clientele. Some 100 such
stores have been identified in Moscow alone, including
specialty shops such as tailors, book dealers, hairdressers,
launderers, cleaners, picture hangers, etc. Hedrik Smith tells
the story of a Soviet journalist - herself among the more
well-to-do sections of Soviet society - who, after being
smuggled intooneof these special stores by an acquaintance,
emerged with eyes big with wonder and announced to her
husband: "For them, communism has arrived."
A network of special production units exist to serve this
restricted distribution system. For instance, special dairy
herds are known to be kept in agricultural enterprises near
Moscow, and the Mikoyan Meat Processing Combine is said
to have a separate production unit for high-quality meat.
Other privileges for the upper levels of the hierarchy include a special closed system of hospitals, clinics, and
dispensaries widely known as the "Fourth Directorate"of the
Ministry of Health; provision of servants and maids; special
delivery and cleaning services: retirement pensions above
the nominal "maximum"; and even special ticket offices and
reservations for cultural events.
It is true that even in a -genuinely socialist country certain relative privileges for leading persons are necessary (for
instance, exnenses for visits of diolomatic nersonnel and
dignitaries, etc.), and that more generally the continued existence of the division of labor and inequalities among the
people, along with commodities, money, etc., provide a
significant pull upon the more privileged sections of the
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socialist societies as the transition to classless society - a
contradictory character which the revisionists fundamentally deny.
It is also true that during the socialist Stalin period, from
the late 1930s on, privileged consumption went beyond what
was objectively necessary - and this was, in fact, one factor
strengthening the position of the new bourgeoisie arising
within the Communist Party itself that seized power after
Stalin's death. But it is the predominance of the law of value,
not simply the existence of privileged consumption as such,
that essentially distinguishes capitalism from socialism and modern-day Soviet social-imperialism from Soviet
socialism under Stalin.25
Moreover, the degree and the actual social and political
significance of relative privilege were quite different between the two eras. The cleavage is summarized, oddly
enough, by a decidedly anti-Stalinist scholar, Maria
Hirszowicz, in a recent book:
'The enormous pressures imposed by Stalin on the
party and state bureaucrats obliged them to be
feverishly active and left them no time for a private
life; simultaneously, the growing terror and
ideological uniformity discouraged the a d ministrators from stepping out of line in both their
personal interests and habits. On top of all this, the
general scarcity took its toil. Their salaries were not
very high, their flats were drab, their clothes far
from smart and their social life very limited. . . .
"The model of the 'Soviet man' formed under
Stalin's rule imposed heavy demands on the party
state bureaucracy. In official propaganda and literature the 'Soviet man' was depicted as one prepared to
sacrifice his life for the benefit of the oartv.. .he
mistrusted those of upper class origin: he despised
the set of values inherited from the ruling class; he
rejected western attitudes; he was modest in his life
style. . . .
"Under Khrushchev and even more so under
Brezhnev, the ethos of the party state bureaucracy
seemed to evolve, essentially, into something resembling western consumerist culture, . . .Consumerism ceased to he regarded as an expression of a pettybourgeois tendency and acquired respectability as
the manifestation of the personal needs and cultural
tastes of the individual. . . .The western standard of
living, which was once rejected as the nadir of
human culture, was not only approved but set up as
a worthwhile model. . . .
"The party and state bureacracy has developed,
then, a new ethos in which the pursuit of a career,
the pleasure of purchasing goods, including new
gadgets, the placing of personal interests at the cen.
ire of one'sprivate life and the acquisition of as much
money as possible to satisfy the new wants, are not

. .

population to attempt to "liveit up."This itself is a manifest*

only approved but encouraged. This is a general

tion of the profoundly contradictory character of genuinely

trend that applies to all strata in society, yet it is the

bureaucracy first of all that is given the opportunity
to satisfy these new aspirations. . . ."z6
Despite the obvious expression of the author's prejudices
in these lines, the essential distinction is clear enough. This is
not to uphold Stalin's method of dealing with this contradiction a s a model for a contemporary socialist society - much
has been learned in the intervening years about both the
problems and dangers tied up with privileged consumption
and the necessity to mobilize the masses to strueele aeainst.
restrict, and lay the basis to eventually uproot such capitalist
remnants. Still it is one thing for errors to occur within an
overall setting of proletarian power, and another for such errors to be persisted in, deepened, and petrified into pillars of
neobourgeois rule.
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Comparisons
Comparisons of the Soviet bourgeoisie to the American
bourgeoisie seem to be inevitable. Matthews attempts a
rough estimate of the consumption income (both monetary
and direct consumption) of the lowest level of Soviet "elite,"a
strata for which somewhat greater information is known or
can be inferred. (Szymanski does not like Matthews' estimate, but it is confirmed, for what it's worth, by Yanowitch
and McAuley, two other bourgeois academicians whom he
cites approvingly in a number of contexts.)"
Matthews concludes that the lowest income of his elite
group is approximately five to eight times the average earnines of Soviet workers and emolovees.
This compares to a
'
threshold income for the same top proportion of American
incomes of about twelve times the average earnings in the
U.S."
Matthews'"lowest-level income eliteTdoesnot reallv deal
with the monopoly-capitalist class proper in either the Soviet
Union or the United States. However, it is perhaps useful as a
surrogate measure, given the poverty of information generally. If so, it suggests that the Soviet bourgeoisie has yet to attain the imperial splendor of the U.S. ruling monopolycapitalist class, and to that extent they partake of the cbaracter of Marx's "capitalist upstarts." However, it also suggests
(particularly if we recall the Soviet figures reflect only consumption income, while the U.S. figures include some income that will be investedlthat, in relative terms, the Soviet
bourgeoisie does quite well for itself.
As we go further up the Soviet hierarchy, luxury consumption, particularly in the form of direct consumption,
rises rapidly - and available information declines just as
rapidly. One of the more widely cited estimates of income at
the top is that given by Roy ~ e d v e d e v(the Soviet "Marxist"
critic and advocate of "democratization"of what he oerceives
and supports as Soviet "socialism"), based on personal experience:
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I n Soviet ministries and important military establishments, the ratio between the highest and the low-

est rates of pay is also 1:20 or even 1:30, but if one
takes into consideration the many services available
to nomenklatura officials at public expense (food
coupons, medical treatment, holidays, personal
transport, dachas, etc.), the total value translated into monetary terms would make the ratio 1:50 or
sometimes even 1:100. Obviously this is quite excessive for a socialist country."29
Finally, the privileges of the Soviet bourgeoisie are so ohvious and well-known that even many pro-Soviet forces are
forced to admit their existence. For instance, Goldfield and
Rothenbere. in a book at one point widelv distributed bv
Line of ~ & c and
h intended toprove that the Soviet Union is
not capitalist, admit that, "The Soviet elite enjoys access to
living quarters, health care, education, and consumer goods
denied the Soviet masses. Further, the tastes of this elite for
luxury goods and conspicuous consumption is decadent even
by western standards."30
The admission of the pervasiveness of Soviet bourgeois
luxury consumption squeezed from the value produced by
the working class (nationally and internationally), while in
itself not proof of the capitalist nature of the Soviet ruling
class (the predominance of the law of value and surplus
value are the essential questions there), points to the exploitation of the masses by the Soviet ruling class. Yet these
areue
people
- that this luxury consumption founded on exploitation reinforces the Soviet rulers' allegiance to
"socialism."
which has ugiven them these ~ r i v i l"e e e s . ~And
'
~.
these same revisionist theoreticians accuse Maoists of
'idealism"!
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Rising Consumption, "DecliningInequality ,"
and Revisionist Political Stabilization
Up until 1966 wages, consumption, and social welfare
benefits had risen in the Soviet Union. At the same time.
relative income inequality (among the people, not between
the people and the ruling class) bad declined. Insofar as they
have been the product of the policies of the revisionist state,
they need to be analyzed from the standpoint of grasping the
character of the canitalist state as a n orean
" for defendine and
reproducing the domination of the ruling class and capitalist
relations generally.
While consumption and wages have been rising in the
Soviet Union, this is comparable to the trend in other imperialist countries in the
period.32 To the extent that
thev are not simolv a oroduct of a period of economic exoansion, higher wages and various social welfare benefits represent a ;onscious attempt by the ruling class to underwrite
"social peace" in the imperialist metropoles and bribe a more
bourgeoisified section of the working class in particular with
a portion of the spoils of imperialism. This is essentially the
case in the Soviet Union as well. While a complete analysis is
beyond the scope of this article, it is interesting to note that
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Soviet studies themselves reveal substantial differences
among Soviet workers in regard to wages, access to social
benefits. and a number of other measures which sueeest the
division of the Soviet working class along classic imperialist
lines of a more bourgeoisified labor aristocracy and a more
proletarian ~ e c t i o n . ~ '
The contention that income inequality has been declining in the Soviet Union is of some particular interest, as
restricting income inequalities is a lone-term task under
socialism.~irst, the facts of the matter have frequently been
distorted. The Soviet "decile ratios." which are eenerallv the
basis for the assertion of declining inequality, measure the
ratio of the highest earnings in the bottom90% of earnings to
the highest earnings in the bottom 10% of earnings - in
other words, these ratios are completely unaffected by the size
and trend ofearnings in the top 10%.These ratios only measure
earnings trends among the .oeoole.
. It is misleading and dishonest to attempt, as is often done, to pass them off as proof
of any decline in inequality between the people and the ruling class.34
Further, while it is true that the decile ratio decreased
from 4.44 in 1956 to 2.83 in 1968, it has been increasing since
then, registering
- 3.35 in 197635(the most recently available
figure), or almost precisely equal to the degree of inequality
in Great Britain bv the same measure.36
But the essential question is not simply the trends themselves but what these trends represent: dothey represent the
strengthening and reproduction of socialist relations or do
they represent the strengthening of capitalist relations, i.e ,
thi* law of value?. In this regard
- . it is auite sienificant that
the Soviets themselves explain both the decline and the increase in decile-measured inequality by reference to what
they call "objective factors" - in reality,
.. value relations.
The Soviets attribute the decline in inequality among the
people from 1956 to 1968 to increases in the skill and educational composition of the labor force and shifts in sectoral
development - not to any turn toward egalitarian principles
of distribution.37 Of these changes, the powerful trend
towards urbanization is particularly important, as the income of a collective farmer was [and is) considerably below
that of an ordinary laborer. In some regards, however, the
Soviets themselves probably overstate the case. While they
are undoubtedly correct as concerns some of the overall factors at work ;n the economy during this period, the increases
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Wh1.e pa) Jifferentials were quite restricted during the 20sand
hcginning of the 30s they were expanded during the mid-30%and
occ5~5tedmto tnc mstwar m r 1 4 Some of thus was I" fact necessaw
economic terms, due to the early severe shortage of skilled
workers and the abnormalsituationcreated by thedecimationof the
Soviet population in World War 2. Much of it was also politically
motivated, as with the exceptional income given to Stakhanovite
workers. In a n y event, in this sphere as in the economy overall, no
one, East or West, has accused Stalin of paying too much attention to
the law of value. However, he did not fully appreciate that such pay
differentials are remnants of capitalism and need to be restricted
over time, as was the case with China under Mao's leadership.
in

at that time in the minimum wage in particular (though they
did serve the economic goal of drawing more women into the
labor force) seem to be explicable mainly in terms of considerations of the political stability of the new revisionist
regime. (Even after these minimum-wage increases, in 1974,
one out of every three Soviet children lived in a family with
income below the official - understated - Soviet poverty
line.")
The more recent trend toward increasing" earnings
" inequality among the people is also justified by the Soviets
essentially by reference tovalue categories: "A characteristic
feature of the seventies is also the increase in the differentiation of wages as one means of strengthening the principle of
material incentive^."^^
In the '60s rising wages and social welfare benefits and
an increased minimum wage contributed to a short-term
decline in inequality among the people. The recovery and
economic growth
after the years of sacrifice under socialism
.
in preparing for, waging, and recovering from the immense
devastation of World War 2 made it possible to achieve these
things without any significant alteration in the proportion of
the Soviet GNP devoted to private and collective forms of
consumption.*Â¡Bu the need tocarry out these measures was
profoundly political.
The transition to capitalist relations - begun in the late
'50s and relatively consolidated by the end of the '60s - was
fraught with immense dangers and difficulties for the new
Soviet bourgeoisie. The necessary and virulent attack on
Stalin in 1956 set loose politically destabilizing influences
throughout the soviet-led bloc, and at least partially caused
the lemtimacv crises in some of the People's Democracies ie.e.
the revolts i n ' ~ u n ~ and
a r ~Poland), while serving to further
politically disorient the Soviet masses. Meanwhile, U.S.
pressure on the Soviets, though relaxed in some respects, still
continued; Soviet leaders had to both secure and protect
their zone of influence in Europe as well as find the ways to
begin penetration into the Third World in the face of U.S.
ascendency. And all the while the revisionists had to carry
forward changes in the realm of politics and ideology that
would lay the basis for the fully capitalist restructuringof the
Soviet economic base.
They thus stood in dire need of the acquiescence of the
Soviet working class. The banner under which they sought to
win the allegiance - or at least passive acceptance - of the
workers was the banner of "goulash
communism.' Of
necessity, particularly in the '60s, a significant amount of
eoulash was dished out to the Soviet workers ithoueh
u
.
" they
have yet to develop the level of bourgeoisification of sections
of some Western imperialist working classes). Szymanski's
argument that this is evidence of "socialism" is merely the old
economist theme song that, in Lenin's phrase, a kopek added
to a ruble is worth more than any working-class power and
socialism - or, in this case, that it is working-class power.
The trend toward equalization of incomes among the
people was consciously reversed by the Soviet state in the
1970s. The late70s and '80s have seen a slowdown in the rate
of Soviet economic growth. Whether the Soviet bourgeoisie
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will be able to maintain or even increase current levels of
wages and social welfare benefits - which is assuredly to
their political advantage as they strive to win their people to
preparation for yet a third imperialist world war - depends,
as it does in the West. on their ability to stave off economic
crisis as they prepare for the ultimate bourgeois means of
temporarily resolving the crisis of the world imperialist
system: world war.
Incidentally, the question of the alleged narrowing of income differentials and the raising of the social wage should
not be considered apart from the significant "second
economy" in the Soviet Union. This includes everything
from private plots in farming (which accounted for one-third
of all man-hours in farming and one-fourth of the gross output in Soviet agriculture) to what is recognized as extensive
thievery of state property, widespread speculation in hardto-come-by goods, "tipping" of sales personnel and government officials (i.e., graft),and private entrepreneurial operations One observer of the Soviet economy cites the "large
number of household repair and building services, typically
provided by people 'moonlighting' outside, or even during,
working hours; automotive repair; the sewing and tailoring
of garments; the moving of furniture and other transport services"; and goes on to remark on the pervasive character of
these sorts of activities - e.g., the widespread knowledge
that ownership of a car necessarily entails dealing on the
private market for repairs, spare parts, and even gasoline. In
addition there are contractors who organize production
brigades from the cities to work on collective farms, the
classical underground factory owners, and finally the corrupt officials at the higher levels. As examples of the latter,
this specialist documents the widespread sale of party and
government positions in Azerbaidzhan around 1970 (the sums
ranged from 10,000 rubles to 250,000 for Minister of Trade),
and in Georgia, two years later, where the central party apparatus stepped in to stop it.4'
These phenomena are significant from several aspects.
First, most scholars hold that they are necessary to social
reproduction in the USSR, and in particular fill crucial gaps
in the realm of consumption, including among the basic
masses. At the same time, this kind of growing shadow
economy makes for yet another source of anarchy (and is
itself - along with the fabled problemsin Soviet distribution
of consumption goods altogether - an expression of the basic
anarchy of the system). Finally, these kinds of activities indicate the basis for a much wider gap in income among the
masses than is commonly reported, showing the partial
character of the data on income equality among the peopleas
well as the real limits on the so-called social wage (since
many must resort to the second economy to actually procure
essential services like decent health care, etc.). They also indicate soil for the emergence of significant sections of the
petty bourgeoisie and the entrenchment of advantages for
the skilled workers (relative to the unskilled), both of which
exacerbate class stratification.
In sum, distribution in the Soviet Union is fully compatible with and substantially reflects the rule of the bourgeoi-

sie. Luxury consumption, if somewhat peculiar in form,
nevertheless takes place on a socially. significant scale and
plays a role similar to luxury consumption in the West. The
distribution among the masses reflects some remnants of the
socialist past (including in the political necessity facing the
Soviet rulers), but the determinant factor today is the
dominance (and reinforcement) of the law of value.
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The Class Origins Argument
and Economist Instrumentalism
The claim that there is no wealthy elite in the Soviet
Union dovetails with the second key argument advanced as
to why the working class rules in the Soviet Union - the
class origins of the Soviet leadership. At the New York
debate, Szymanski stressed:
"In the United States, only about 3 percent of the
top businessmen and the top managers are from the
working class or poor farm families. In the Soviet
Union it's 80 percent and constant. That's a aualitafive difference - 80 percent of the top managers and
ton Central Committee neonie are from the common
class, compared to 3 percent in the United States that's a qualitative difference that reflects a
aualitativelv' different
mode of oroduction. because if
..
there wasa ruling class there, even a small one, they
would act like it if they had the power, and they
would pass it on."42
L

.

In a similar vein, Laibman includes in his "list of ingredients"
for determining the presence of a ruling elite, "evidence that
most positions of authority in the political-administrative
hierarchy are occupied by people who have had elite
socialization, i.e., of non-workine-class backgrounds:"'
Thus the class character of the state assumed to be strongly
linked to. even in laree cart directly' determined bv.. the class
origins of its leading personnel.
Szymanski reiterates that any putative Soviet elite must
be shown to use its power, in a way that plainly equates the
"use of power" by capitalist elites to the enrichment of
specific sectoral interests through control and/or manipula.
lion of the state apparatus. In a characteristic passage,
Szymanski says:

-.
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"What could be more profitable than General
Dynamics, the Trident submarines, and the military
stuff? Cornorations are makine" immense amounts of
money off the military, but the thing that happens
there is they tax you and I and working class people,
and that money ends up in the corporations. Across
the board, the capitalistsdon't doanything that's not
profitable.""
A

Szymanski's analysis of the class nature of the state

through (a) the social origins of its leadership and (b) their
manipulation of the apparatus
to serve (individual) sectoral
..
interests is a form of bourgeois-sociological elite theory,
albeit with "left"traooines. Within the left this paradigm
- has
generally been called instrumentalism, which in our view
means more precisely that the state is approached as an
essentially neutral instrument subject to the manipulation of
different elites*
Bourgeois sociologists often counterpose the model of
'plural elites" to the Marxist view of the state as a class dictatorship. Taking the Roosevelt New Deal coalition, for examole.. thev ooint to the role olaved bv labor unions, small
farmers and small businessmen, ethnic minorities, etc. - as
well as the opposition of some sections of "big business" to
Roosevelt - and argue that no single class can accurately be
said to have dominated the state. Hence the stateasa neutral
instrument; reforms, by extension, are seen as measures of
supposed working-class power.
One stream of left thought tries to refute that argument
by attacking its evidence. To pursue the example of the
Democratic Party, the radical instrumentalists have attempted to unearth evidence of hidden direct dominance by
various financial fat cats. While such dominance evidently
exists, the more profound question is the social role played
by the ~ e m o c r a t i cParty. unfortunately, the approach of the
radical instrumentalists leaves the theoretical foundations of
the "plural e1ites"argument intact, and hasenabled bourgeois
sociology to dominate the terms of the debate.
In fact, the class origins of the leaders of the bourgeois
state are often diverse, but their objective function - executive committee for the common affairs of the bourgeoisie is not. Marx notes in The Civil War in France that the French
bourgeoisie in the 1850s and 1860s was well-served by the
eovernment
of Louis Bonanarte which lareelv
=~
- . excluded individual capitalists and thus evaded the petty profiteering
and endless bickering in which the bourgeoisie was then
bogged down.
Our point is not that the individual actions of

..
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* In this analysis of instrumentalism, the authors have drawn on
Nicos Poulantzas'article in New Leff Review, No".-Dec. 1969, "The
Problem of the Capitalist State."
The CPUSA, even in its glory days of the'30s, put forward this
openly bourgeois argument to justify their support for Roosevelt
from 1935 on, albeit at times with a thin coating of Marxist terminology.
* * * Marx's famous statement in The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis
Bonaparte is relevant here:

'.

"1st as little must one imaeine that the democratic

heaven from earth. What makes them representatives of
the petty bourgeoisie is the fact that in their minds they do
not get beyond the limitswhich the latterdonot get beyond
in life, that they are consequently driven, theoretically, to
the same problemsand solutions towhich material interest
and social position drive the latter practically. This is, in
general, the relationship between the political and literary

specific political leaders somehow don't matter, but that
Ill their range of political choices is constrained and conditioned by the requirements of the capitalist accumulation
process and the historical development and particulaniv ot
the institutions of the political superstructure; and (2) their
class origins have little to do with how effectively or fully
thev serve the bourgeoisie
The practical importance of this issue becomes clearer in
considerine the role of social-democratic reeimes
in Europe
- Germany in the wake of World War 1, France today, etc.
The parameters of the SzymanskiILaibman analysis (and incannot reallv. provide
for a critique
strumentalism eenerallvl
.
"
< ,
of such eovernments.' Anyone who hopes to expose the
~ i t t e r r a n dregime's class character through either analyzing
the social orieins of its members, or locating which sectors of
the French bourgeoisie are enriching themselves through
that regime's various measures is at best way wide of the
mark. The regime is an adaptation by the French bourgeois
system toa particular set of internal and external political and
economic circumstances, in a context set mainly by an approaching interimperialist war. Even without the scions of
French wealth the Mitterrand regime has been quite
vieorous in oursuine French imperial interests.
Lenin did not characterize the democratic republic as the
best oossible shell for caoitalism because men of wealth
could most easily penetrate its high positions; he was pointing to the suppleness of its institutions, and to its ability
lesoeciallv with the advent of imperialism! to bribe and deceive significant sections of the masses so as to "establish its
power so securely, so firmly, that no change, either of persons, of institutions, or of parties in the bourgeois-democratic republic, can shake it."46 Especially during World War 1
and the revolutionary upsurge which followed it, Lenin
stressed the variegated channels of bourgeois influence
among the masses, and the class enemy's particular attention
to incorporating social-democratic luminaries iniu the parliamentsand war cabinets, and using the iioaal-democratic parties and unions as important conduits for hourgeuis political
influence. Hence. we would maintain that a Leninist view of
the state necessitates a stand against the crude economic
determinism pushed by szyman;ki (and Laibman).
Szymanski's earlier-cited, off-the-cuff analysis of U.S.
military spendingputs forth a similarly reductionist model of
the actions of the caoitalist state. Let's be clear: important
state policies like military spending - as well as areas like
military and diplomatic strategy overall, concerted aid programs (e.g., the Alliance for Progress), international trade
and monetary policies, initiatives concerning key branches
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representatives of a class and the class they represent

Today's revisionists and social~democralsdiffer in one respect - the
class limits which straitjacket their thinking are those of the big, not
the petty, bourgeoisie.
Since revisionism internationally pins significant hopes on
coalitions with these and similar forces, the limitations of the
analysis make a nice fit with revisionist political aims.

of domestic industry [e.g., energy policy) - are undertaken
in the interests of the national canital a s a whole. The state at
its highest level mediates these interests of the national capital. While its personnel often represent an amalgam of the
key blocs of finance capital, even having been groomed in
specific stables, as a governing bloc they principally represent the class overall - they fight not for specific sectoral interests, but for the long-range strategic interestsof thesystem.
Moreover, Szymanski negates the state's existence on a
plane higher than economics and in effect, he raises
economics above politics. Politics, as Lenin stated, is the concentrated expression of economics. The political sphere
necessarily assumes a degree of autonomyfrom the profit
sheets of different financial blocs or even "what's eood for the
economy overall," in the short run. Vietnam is the classic
case in point. The political exigencies of maintaining the
overall U.S. empire determined the U.S. aegression there, as
well as its laterwithdrawal. Its effects o n t h e U.S. domestic
economy - let alone how it happened to benefit this or that
bloc of capital - were very, very secondary in launching the
war.
What is crucial to grasp is that the economic base of U.S.
society makes neucolo~ialwarslike Vietnam inevitable and
that the specific position of the US. in the imperialist world
led to prosecute that war.
It's true that this process was the product of contradiction and struggle within the ranks of the bourgeoisie, but
those struggles reflected opposed evaluations, strategies, and
initiativeson the politic alp^& [withinan overall unified context of furtherine the strateeic
interests of the national
"
capital). It is a caricature of Marxism to analyze those struegl& as shadow-plays concealing supposedly more profound
differences focusing on "whose ox is being gored."
To conclude - the question of the imperialist state is a
crucial one for the revolution, deserving more attention in its
own right. However, any serious discussion must be founded on the basic orientation fought for by Lenin, and must
take into account three kev functional areas of the state: class
dictatorship (including repression, concessions, legitimacy
rituals, and so forth, for the purpose of controlling the
masses); assuring the reproduction of capitalist production
relations (economic management, interventions and adjustments in the various circuits of capital, etc.); and the
defense and extension of the international interests of the imperialist national capital.
These functions reauire and rive rise to extensive and
highly integrated structures, which make up the core institutions of the imperialist state. The institutional structures of
the various capitalist states varv more or less according to
historical circumstance and political contingency, but all are
ultimately circumscribed and determined by the exigencies
of capitalist accumulation.
Further, the capitalist state is not the preserve or province or direct arm of any particular unit of capital; it serves
the larger politico-strategic interests of the total national
apital in its three main interrelated functions.
Finally, in capitalist society the contradiction between
~~
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leaders and led is concentrated in the antagonism between
bureaucratic repressive structures and the broad masses.
These are the essentials of the bourgeois state, and these indeed apply toand provide the theoretical basis to analyze and
understand the Soviet Union.

B i r t h r i g h t vs. t h e S o c i a l R e p r o d u c t i o n o f
the B o u r g e o i s i e
"If there is a ruling class,"Szymanski stated at the debate,
"it must act like one." He continued:
"It has to have luxury consumption, it has to use its
privileges, and has to pass that on. And if the answer
is, 'well, they have a new, more advanced form of
ruling class,' that doesn't have luxury consumption,
it doesn't have a lot of privileges, and doesn't pass it
on, you have to ask why not? If they're so powerful.
why don't they use that power likeevery other ruling
class does? Don't they care about their children?"
Szymanski's assertion that if the bourgeoisie cannot pass
on its capital then it cannot be the bourgeoisie deserves &me
attention. Theauestion of which comes first - a rulingclass,
or the specific social relations that it embodies and
represents - is not the old chicken-and-egg conundrum, but
an important point of Marxism.
Gnin's remark in the early years of proletarian dictatorship in the Soviet Union is to the point:

-

"On the ground cleared of one bourgeois generation,
new eenerations continuallv, amear
.. in history,.. as
long as the ground gives rise to them, and it doesgive
ris= to anynumber of bourgeois. As for those who
look at the victory over the capitalists in the way that
the petty proprietors look at it - 'they grabbed, let
me have a go too' - indeed, every one of them is the
source of a new generation of bourgeois."'e
"Asloneas
around "
eives rise to them" - earlier works
" the "
have analyzed why the "ground of Soviet society is imperialist, and why production as the production and self-expansion
of value necessarily constitutes the essential economic
reproduction of the state-monopoly capitalist class and a propertyless proletariat. But what is the specific mechanism of
the social reproduction of the bourgeoisie, i.e., how is the
next generation of bourgeois selected and developed?
Inheritance of private property, and the consequent
weight, particularly in the first stages of capitalist development, of the bourgeois family as an institution for the social
reuroduction of the capitalist class, dates back at least to
forms of private property developedunder slave society and
law, upon which such early formulations
codified in
of boureeois iuris~rudenceas the Nauoleonic Code were
based. With the rise of monopoly capitalism and the develop-
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ment of more socialized forms of private appropriation
(notably modern-day corporations1 the educational system
grew in significanceas an institution for the social reproduction of thecapitalist class and for class stratification general.
The corporate hierarchy and other economic administrative institutions also developed a greater importance
in this regard.
Familial social origins do continue to play an important
role in the social reproduction of the capitalist class in the
West. However, one thing that distinguishes classes under
capitalism from the social estates of the feudal period is that
social positions are not strictly hereditary. In fact, the restlessness of the capitalist mode of production from the very
beginning cuts against the rise of an hereditary aristocracy.
Beyond this, Szymanski's argument is simply an extension of the view that directly personal private property in the
means of production is the essential feature of capitalism,
which we have already dealt with at length. It is itsexistence
as a personification of capital, and not the particularities of
its social reproduction, that marks a class as capitalist. Second, such a view ignores such phenomena in the West as
state-owned capitalist enterprise, capital controlled by
religious institutions, pension funds, union treasuries and
the like. In addition, a greater or lesser degree of "intergenerational class mobility" (the nouveau richel is characteristic of capitalism at variousstages in its development. And
even where membership in the ruling class often has a strong
"hereditary" bias, control of particular corporations - not to
mention individual positions - frequently changes hands.
As for the Soviet Union, the two main institutionsfor the
social reproduction of the bourgeoisie are the party hierarchy and the educational system.
While during the Stalin period many political leaders,
top management, and even many specialists often began
their careers as workers - being promoted on the basis of
political criteria and often receiving any special education
later in life - this has chanced decisivelv in the revisionist
period. As one Western academic summarizes the evidence
from Soviet studies and other sources: "Higher managerial
positions are also increasingly staffed by specialists with
higher or specialized secondary education received prior to
labor market entry.. . .There is little doubt.. .that the
passage of time has seen a decline in the proportion of
managerial personnel and technical spr'cialists who begin
their work careers in manual positions. . . .''rn
Available biographical data and other sources indicate
that this trend is characteristic of the core of the statemonopoly capitalist class as well. In Alec Nove's words: "it
must be stressed that higher education has now become a
necessary (though not sufficient) condition to get into
nomenklatura and into senior positions eenerallv," and increasingly Soviet bureaucratsare typically recruited into the
hierarchy straight out of school.5' The essence of the matter
even in the case of those who do still nominally begin their
careers as "workers," is captured in the words of a recent
popular Soviet play: "The point is that he is not going to stay
here long. He willdancearound the furnace for half a year or
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so and up he will go climbing. But for the rest of his life he
will call himself a member of the working class.'5Z
However, despite the growing role of the educational
svstem in the social reoroduction of the capitalist class, the
Communist Party remains the preeminent institution for the
selection and reproduction of the ruling class. Indeed, the
term nomenklatura, often used interchangeably with"elite"in
the parlance of Western Sovietologists, refers to those positions appointed by or requiring approval from the appropriate party body and carrying with them special privileges
according to rank such as we have described. The careful
training, testing, and selection of individuals by the appropriate party
. . bodies as they move up through the hierarchy
ensures adherence to the ideology, outlook, and objective
class function of the revisionist boureeoisie on the Dart of
those newly entering its ranks, as well as the ioyalty and obedience of those at the lower levels of the bureaucracy
through which they have passed. The core of the statemonopoly capitalist class has become a n increasingly stable
group. For instance, even a somewhat syn~patheticobserver
of the Soviet scene has remarked, "In some respects Central
Committee membershipduring the Brezhnevera took on the
appearance of a life peerage - at least members remained
until well past normal retirement age " 5 J
As we've seen, the defenders of the Soviet Union make a
big deal about the working-class background of many of the
current top Soviet leaders. This is, in a significant
sense, a
product of the socialist period. The present top revisionist
leadership is lareelv drawn from those v. no came to the fore
in the wake of the purges of the 1930s, in a period when the
Communist Party and the then socialist state were consciously developing a new leadership and intelligentsia
drawn from the ranks of the working ~ 1 d S s . ~ ~
While social origins are not an essential distinguishing
feature of a capitalist class, available information suggests
the
that the family does have more than a little influence
social re~roductionof the Soviet boitireoisie, though less
than is generally the case in the Western imperialist countries.
Western academic studies, contrasting biographical data
on older top Soviet leadership and younger important politicians and administrators recruited more recently, indicate
that the proportion
of those of workina-class origin
. .
- has been
falling, while the proportion drawn fruri, the "intelligentsia'
la broad cateeorv
" ' including the so-cdlled "adininistrativemanagerial stratum") has been rising.55 While Soviet
sociologists do not study top leaders, their studies confirm a
similar trend among management and specialists at the
enterprise level.36
This appears to be due in part to the greater role played
by the educational system in reproducing class stratification
generally. Soviet studies show that the children of whitecollar workers are three times as likely to get into college as
the children of manual workers - and the disproportion is
much higher at prestigious universities. (It would undoubtedly be higher still if manual workers were compared
to more privileged strata alone, rather than white-collar
~
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workers as a whole, a category that includes many proletarian clerical and sales workers,)57
At the pinnacle of Soviet society, certain universitiesand
institutes have become known as the province of the
children of the elite. Such, for instance, are the faculties of
journalism and law at Moscow State University, as they are
largely "political" fields, as well as the Foreign Languages Institute and the Moscow Institute of International Relations
(MIMO),that lead to diplomatic careers. One journalist recounts the following conversation: "'You have to have very
good Party and Komsomol recommendations to get into
MIMO,'one graduate told me, and he mentioned a score of
sons and daughters of Party and Government officials who
had got in through connections, . . .Few 'ordinary' students
make it because, although
" this is not a secret institution, it is
not listed in the normal handbook for Soviet institutions of
higher education for prospective applicants. My friend said
he knew of an instructor at MIMO, a Party member, who
had been fired for refusing to obey orders from the dean to
give top grades to children from elite families. . . . " 5 a While
this last may be an exaggeration
or extreme instance, Nove
-makes clear that "in recent years there has been a notable increase in the intensity of the scramble for hieher
education
"
places, owing to the fact that full secondary education has expanded much more rapidly than have institutions of university status, . , .The use of backstairs methodsand string pulling via influence has therefore become more important, and
here nomenklatura officials and their hangers-on have evident advantages. . . . ' ' 5 9
In sum, as the Soviet sociologist Filippov himself admits,
"the systems of vocational, specialized secondarv and higher
education are nothing but 'extensions' of the existing social
structure. Each educational track is 'tied' to a corresponding
class, social group, or social stratum."6o
Wedo not suggest
.
. that the Soviet ruling class is or is soon
to become an "hereditary" group - nor is this an essential attribute of a capitalist class. What the evidence does suggest
-- is
that the Soviet state-monopoly capitalist class is increasingly
drawn from administrative, managerial, and intellectual
strata in the upper levels of Soviet society. The Soviet
bourgeoisie is socially reproduced primarily through the
operation of the party and educational institutions and,
secondarily, the family,

-

-

The Role of Managers
Szymanski's final empirical argument on the nonexistence of a Soviet bourgeois class centers on a n analogy
between middle-level managers in the U.S. and what
Szymanski calls "those in 'power elite' positions in the
USSR."6' Since the capitalist class employs managers, why
can't the working class?, be asks. And conversely, since
managers must be employed, how can they as a class actually
control an economy? Bob Avakian's response to this argument is worth quoting at length:

"Szymanski's argument that the managers in the
Soviet Union are just that - managers - and could
no more run the economy (and the country) than
could their counterparts in the (openly) imperialist
countries, can be dispatched rather quickly. First,
we are not saying
. - that these strata )enterprise
managers and the like) do in fact run the economy,
that they are in fact the ruline boureeoisie.
Thevare
"
a very important social base (of support)
for
the ac
..
tual state-monopoly capitalist ruling class (a point
made in 'Tarnished'! and they are one source (under
socialism as well as under capitalism itself, including
revisionist capitalism) of new bourgeois elements,
some of whom will actually rise tothe'heights'ofthe
ruling class. But more fundamentally, this line of
argumentation - or analogy - by Szymanski reveals
a basic error in methodology and an ignorance (real
or pretended) of the difference between capitalism
and socialism (as it actually has existed in the world
up till now and will continue to exist, as it emerges,
for some time in the future). That is, the reason the
managers of plants, etc., are not the real ruling class
and controllers of capital in the (openly) capitalist
countries (and especially in the stage of imperialism)
is that the social position of these managers - and in
particular their position in the overall social productive process - does not enable them to exert control
lor effective ownership) over the means of production and to exercise political power in society. It does
enable them to have a nrivileped
existence vis a vis
"
the workers, to lord it over the latter and to have
command over them in the productive process, up to
a certain point: but, on the other hand, it does not
allow them to do the same with (or be anything hut
subordinate to) the big (finance)capitalists - these
managers have neither the capital nor the political
power to do this. And for them to do so would require an actual 'revolution of the managerial class,'
which (a)they are not capable of achieving, even if a
few of them might vaguely conceive of such an idea;
and (bl even if it were somehow achieved, it would
only result in their rising to the same position as the
finance capitalists they 'overthrew,'but would in no
way make the managers as a stratum (as managers)
the commanders of the capital of society, the wielders of political power, etc.
"How does this compare to the situation of this
stratum (enterprise managers, for example) in a
socialist country and in a revisionist one? While,
again, these managers are not the ruling class in the
Soviet Union - it is not this stratum that was the
decisive, commanding" force in the revisionist takeover and restoration of capitalism nor is it such in the
(capitalist-imperialist1
society todav in the USSR ,
still this stratum does occupy a privileged position,
in terms of the division of tabor, income, etc., visa
vis the proletariat - and it did even when the USSR
~
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was actually socialist (as is the case to one degree or
another in all socialist societies). This provides the
basis (again, even assuming you are dealing with a
socialist country in fact) for these strata to lord it
over the workers and to turn their relations with
them into antagonistic ones (with more than a little
heln from revisionists at the 'commandine" heiehts'of
society). And if, somehow, these strata did 'seize
power' in a socialist country, there would certainly
be a basis for them to exploit and politically suppress
the proletariat. So what, after all, is Szymanski's
point? Let us summarize what his argument really
amounts to - and what is the truth his argument is
attempting to camouflage. First, his argument is
essentially that just as managers in capitalist countries are merely employees, even if fairly privileged
ones, of the actual owning and ruling class, the
capitalists, and cannot be anything else, so it is in
socialist society - the managers are, and can only
be, the employees, even if fairly privileged ones, of
the owning and ruling class, the working class. But
in reality it is like this: the managers in capitalist
society, even if they could assume (rise to) the position of the owningand ruling class, could only maintain the same capitalist system, merely replacing
their employers with themselves; and in socialist
society it is the same - the managers, if somehow
they could rise to the position of the ruling class,
could only do so as a capitalist ruling- class (that is, by
restoring capitalism), replacing their former
emolovers ,Ithe workine" class) with themselves as
the owners and rulers and replacing socialism with
capitalism. In other words, the roleof such strata as
emnlovees
of the workine" class in socialist society is
'
only relative and sharply contradictory, and it has
proven to be the case that it is profoundly mistaken
and very dangerous to simply look upon the
managers (and along with them other privileged
strata, generally speaking the intellectual workers of
various kinds) as mere employees of the working
class under socialism (as they were of the capitalists
under capitalism). Lenin once said, at a very early
point, that the managers had worked for the capitalists and they could work just as well (or even better)
for the proletariat, but he certainly came to realize
and emphasize that there were grave problems associated with the need to emnlov,
. ' . even to 'bribe' these
strata, that new bourgeois elements were engendered among them poking a real threat lo socialism
etc All this haseverythine
todo with the iransinonal
.
and profoundly contradictory nature of socialist society - a point fundamentally in opposition to and
negated by the revisionists - with the persistence of
the 'three great differences,' bourgeois right and
other inequalities, commodities, money, wagelabor, etc., as well as the existence of socialist countries in a world dominated by imperialism. Once
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again, arguments like Szymanski's are startlingly
shallow and ridiculous, and they are no less
treachero~s."~~
As for the particular role of Soviet managers, one should
note that the "managers" of Soviet statistics are enterprise
managers. As Soviet enterprises typically consist of a single
plant, the highest management position in theenterprise (the
director) is roughly comparable to a plant manager or plant
foreman in the West.63
If one can believe Western academic comparisons of
Western and Soviet studies, we find that the gap between
workers' and managers' pay is roughly comparable in the
Soviet Union and Britain [though greater in the U.S.):64that
the decision-making authority of Soviet enterprise directors
is somewhat greater than comparable North American plant
foremens6; that relative educational qualifications are corn
parable to the U.S., though higher than in Britain; and that
managerial careers are relatively stable, as in France, compared to greater mobility in the U.S. and Britain.66 While
perhaps of interest to some, all of this does not prove a great
deal, other than the erroneous methodology of those who
would make Soviet managers a stand-in for the revisionist
ruling class, or regale us with comparisons between Soviet
enterprise directors and Western finance capitalists.
In sum, all four points adduced by Szymanski to show
that "there is no evidence that a 'state bourgeoisie' exists in
the USSR - alleged absence of a wealthy elite, workingclass origins of Soviet leaders, noninheritance of elite status
within families, and insignificant inequality and privilege prove nothing of the kind. In fact, when the bourgeoisanalytic framework is stripped away and the data more thoroughly examined, and when Marxism is brought to bear on the
question, significant aspects of the forms of the reproduction
of bourgeois social relations in the Soviet Union begin to
emerge.

111. Proletarian Power and the
Soviet Union
Besides their attempted empirical proof of the nonexistence of a Soviet bourgeoisie, Szymanski and Laibman also
develop positive arguments as tothe proletarian character of
the Soviet state. These come down todata on the effectiveness
of proletarian participation in the Soviet state and theoretical
arguments concerning the structural guarantees afforded by
the socialist mode of production. Both are informed by an incorrect theory on the relation between base and su&rstructure in socialist society.
The arguments concerning the scope and meaning of
workers' participation are dealt with well in "The 'Tarnished
Socialism' Thesis," and we will only add a few points here
before moving on to the more theoretical material.

1

Revisionist Democracy
Szymanski notes a number of avenues of "worker influence" in the Soviet ruling apparatus. There is, for instance, the
matter of elections. While warnine us that theseare hardlv the
"most important mechanism of exerting power" in the Soviet
Union, he sternly cautions us that they are "not the farce that
they are portrayed in the West to be."67 He goes on to note that
in 1969 candidates were rejected in 145local Soviet elections certainly not a rubber stamp. But how significant proportionally have such rejections been? To -get a clearer picture,
let's examine some more recent data from the 1975 elections.
In
.
.. that vear 68 candidates were defeated. This works out to a
rejection rate of 1 out of every 30,000 candidates who were up
for consideration! And of these 68,62 were at thevillage level,
where there was an average electorate of 45 veovle.
. Further
comment seems u n n c e s s a ~ y . ~ ~
Szymanski also puts much stock in the Soviet press. Not
onlv are there "extensive letters to the editors in the Soviet
newspapers," the press itself is:
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"full of debates on a very wide range of issues: literary
policy, economic and legal reforms, city planning,
crime, pollution, farm problems, the role of the press,
women's role in the economy, access to higher education, etc. The only issues that are more or less immune
from open debate and concerted criticism are the
basic institutions of Soviet society (e.g., the leading
role of the Communist Party, the existence of a
military, the desirability of socialism) and the persons
(but not the policies) of the top leaders of the party.
The consensus of those who follow the Soviet media is
that the breadth and depth of public debate has been
growing and that in recent years there has been virtually no proposal for gradual change in the policy of
the Communist Party which has not been aired in the
mass media."m
One could say much the same about the capitalist press in
the West; that's not a debater's point, but an indication that
Szymanski is really describing the universal necessity of the
bourgeoisie to create public opinion. While every form of
bourgeois rule rests on armed dictatorship - and the Soviets
have plenty of that - it is to the advantage of the bourgeoisie
toclothe this dictatorship in democratic forms, toenforce their
rule not simply through recourse to violence at every turn, but
also through a manydimensioned bourgeoisdemocratic
mystification of the character of class rule and the state. As
Lenin noted:
"Nothing in our times can be done without elections;
nothine can be done without the masses. And in this
era of printing and parliamentarism it is impossible to
gain the following of the masses without a widely
ramified, systematically managed, well-equipped
system of flattery, lies, fraud, juggling with fashionable and popular catchwords, and promising all man-

-

ner of reforms and blessings to the workers right and
left - as long as they renounce the revolutionary
struggle for the overthrow of the bourgeoisie."'"
Limited debate within the press allows the bourgeoisie to
dominate the terms of public discourse and thinking, to stake
out both the mainstream position and the limits of acceptable
opposition. If workers can be drawn into this in one form or
another on a bourgeois basis, the advantages for the ruling
class are obvious and significant. The working class is not
spontaneously communist, after all.
Despite the convergences, the Soviet state is not a bourgeois democracy out of the Western imperialist mold. In a nutshell, we could sav that Soviet democracv lacks any institutionalized decision making by the masses, even in the sham
sense of US-style elections. There are far less civil liberties
and dissent is much more constricted - though the greater
liberalism in the West may be due at least as much to its
greater share of the plunder in the Third World, and consequent higher living standards, as it is to the historically given
shape of the bourgeois-democratic institutions. On the other
hand, the Soviet masses are drawn into participation in administration of social and economic life to a much more extensive degree than are workers in the West,
The particular form of bourgeois dictatorship in the Soviet
Union, then, does manifest a number of distinctive differences
from the tvoical boureeois-democratic
forms of the West. We
"
will call the Soviet form "revisionist democracy."*
Revisionist democracy is just as truncated, hypocrital,
and false for the proletariat as is bourgeois democracy in the
West. As exposure of the class essence of Soviet democracy
and participation has been offered elsewhere.72 we will confine ourselves to a few additional observations.
The class character of revisionist democracy and oarticiition is reflected in, among other things, w h o "participates" - and who controls. ~ o o k i at
n ~the question of party
membershiv, for instance the maioritv
. . of managers, administrators, and college-trained specialists aFe party
numbers A substantial nhnortty 01" ii)iddlr-lcve.white-c~llar
and skilled blue-collar workers iirc members I ut even in a
major industry in Leningrad less than 15 percent of the unskilled proletarians belong to the party. Elsewhere, especially
where women predominate, proletarian membership ratesare
even lower.73Soviet studies indicate similar differences in participation rates in other spheres." Moreover, one scholar's
summary of the results of Soviet studies in Leningrad in 1969
and 1971 indicates that, "in the party, the Komsomol and the
trade unions alike, executive jobs are the province of profes~

~
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s There is some evidence to indicate that the Soviets attempt to export this form of democracy. The emergence of the people's power
committees in Cuba at the least coincided with the shift to full Soviet
dominationovertheCuban economy (and tutelage over its political institutions)in the early '70s; the activity of these committees - "mass
democracy"over the pettiest details of daily life - seems to be a
species of revisionist democracy.71 Attempts have also been made to
implant similar forms in Angola, apparently with less effectiveness.

1
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sionallupper class groups in general and of their administrative sub-group in particular. Even in the soviets,
where workerscommonly forma majority of deputies, professionals dominate the executive committees and monopolize
their chairmanships."'5
Other evidence indicates that, despite the existence of
some democratic and participatory forms, the Soviet ruling
class is still having difficultyinculcating bourgeoisdemocratic
illusionsamong many of the workers. A Soviet study of enterprises in three regions discovered that a majority of skilled,
low-skilled, and unskilled workers felt, "they have no influence on the affairs of their work collectives," to say nothing
of society as a whole.76In a Soviet survey of worker participants in "permanent production conferences,"less than half
thought their participation had any effect." Another Soviet
study of a Sverdlovsk machinery plant over the course of a
year found that only 1 percent of thedirectives issued by plant
management were related to proposals by workers78 and the
Soviet literature generally admits "the frequent nonfulfillment of the recommendations of the trade union committeeand the production conference."'9 None of this even involves a question of the control of society by the working class
- which is of preeminent importance in a truly socialist society - but only "participation"in decisions reached by one-man
management at the enterprise level. Yet even here Soviet
ideologists, like Chkhikvadze, themselves have to admit that
"workers' participation" remains largely ineffective.^
White the Soviets have paid attention todeveloping forms
of bourgeoisdemocratic political control, this does not at all
substitute for straight-up armed repression. Though the
Western media publicizes only the pro-Western dissidents, we
note here the report of Natalia Malakhovskaya, a Christianlfeminist exile from the Soviet Union:
' . .While I would not stake my head that there is not
one single admirer of Trotsky in the Soviet Union, I
must say that I havecertainly never heard of any such
person. Marxists are a different matter: most of them
are confined in prisons and psychiatric hospitals, It
would be interesting to hear in what other countries
adherents of the official ideology are subjected to
similar treatment?. . .As a rule, Marxist groups are
made up of teenagers who have read the official textbooks on history and sociology and then, taking a look
around themselves have wondered: 'How can this be?
Nothing is the way the books say it ought to be! This
doesn't follow Lenin! This doesn't follow Marx? So
they dig deeper into their books, whisper amone
Ihcmselvrs and hold secret meetings and discussion;)
until such timeas they are all ~ a u y h tIn, ideniallv the
authorities have no qualms about imprisoning them
for there is no reason to fear any serious support from
Western Marxists for these youngsters. . , ,
'It must be noted that all the underground groups in
Leningrad, no matter what their leanings, maintain
very close contact with each other. They are united,
first of all, by their courage, their uncompromising
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commitment and firm refusal to swell their ranks by
unselective admission of new members. This is why
members of the most diverse groups quickly become
fast friends, why we always helped one another: we
hid each other's materials during house searches and
gave shelter to each other's members when necessary.
For this same reason my friends attended and recorded trials of neo-Marxists, even though they did not
share their views. . . ."a1
While we're on the subject of revisionist democracy and
dictatorship, Szymanski's discussion of Poland deserves at
least a word of comment. Seemingly confounding double-talk
with dialectics, he writes:
"As Poland has made painfully clear, manipulation
and lack of consideration for the sentiments (and interests) of the masses results in demoralization and
depoliticization, a decline in productivity and the
decay of the moral fabric of socialist institutions, and
in general social breakdown - mighty structural pressures indeed - to insure that the leaders of a socialized economy, however weak their direct ties to the
working class, take continuous measures to increase
popular participation, increase equality and expand
the sphere of goods distributed on the basis of need,
. e . , lead their countries towards consolidating authentic socialism and perhaps even towards full communi~m."8~
OK, now let's get this straight - Jaruzelski imposed martial
law [at Soviet behest) because the working class was getting
too"depoliticized"and he wanted to "take some measures to increase popular participation"? One can only imagine what will
happen if and when the Soviet Union feels compelled to push
for "full democracy and vigorous political life."
Actually.
. Szvmanski's point isn't too far from that of the
various reformists in openly capitalist societies who also decry
the breakdown
of normal oeaceful political domination of the
masses during times of upsurge and rebellion, and who complement the sounds of sirens and bullets with choruses promising greater popular participation and a more equal distribution of wealth. Nor, indeed, is the world outlook reflected in
this entire apologia.
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The Logic of the Socialist Mode of Production
Szymanski also makes a more openly ideological argument on theclasscharacter of Soviet state power. In thearticle
published before the Soviet debate, he wrote:
'It is inconsistent for many Marxists to apply
qualitatively different criteria to the question of
whether the bourgeoisie is the ruling class in a
capitalist society (or the landlord class the ruling class

in a feudal society) than they do to the question of
whether the proletariat is the ruling class in a wialist
society. . . .
"It is clear that there are informal or structural
mechanisms operating in class societies to insure that
hereditary monarchy, military juntas, fascist dictatorships, as well as popularly elected officials, act in the
interest of the dominant propertied class. Why, then,
can we not expect that parallel structures could not
exist in socialist societies to insure that those in
leading positions act in the class interests of the proletariat just as surely as the Brazilian or South Korean
junta acts in the interests of capital, or feudal
hereditary kings acted in the interest of landlords?*3
t the debate itself he re-expressed the p i n t in cruder terms:
"Say if McNamara when he was head of Ford Motor
Company wanted to keep his privilege and wanted to
increase his income, how would he do that? He dces
that by maximizing profits for the c o ~ o r a t i o n by
,
maximizing profits for the Ford family. Because that's
the logic of the capitalist mode of production. So what
would happen in a socialist economy if the managers
want to keep their jobs? Well, they're going to have to
maximize the logic of the socialist mode of prcduc.
tion. The parameters of the situation put great structural constraints on the leaders - they channel ambition, So if they were secretly capitalists, they would
have to act like socialists in order to keep their jobs.
And that's g d enough for me, and I think t h a t ' s g d
enough for most of the workers. . . .It's not a question
of the secret motive or even of the line. It's a question
of what they do, what's the logic of the mode of pro.
duction, whars the result, what class is in power."84
From a highly determinist instmmentalism, Szymanski
Imps to the seemingly opposite, though equally determinist,
aradigm that the actions of political leaders are determined
iainly by structural constraints of the state apparatus,
ither than class origins. Presumably the Soviet structural
~nstraintshailed here by Szymanski make all his previous
y m e n t s about class origins irrelevant - Rockefeller [or
IcNamara!) himself could head a Soviet ministry and would
ill be obliged to carry out socialism.
The revisionists thus insist upon a rigid linkage between
tructural form and classcontent. One looks for central planing, or state ownership, and the matter of class rule is set.
ed because there is no way that these forms - given the
lechanistic assumptions of the argument - could accom.
lodate capital. Interestingly, this method is not so far
moved from that of Bettelheim and his followers in their
ttempt to deny that the Soviet Union was ever socialist,
ven under Lenin. Here, one simply looks for a private sec.
11, wage payments, or commodity exchange.. .and the
,sue is also settled, because such practices are defined to be
compatible with socialism. In both cases we have a kind of

convenient litmus test, notably a particular practice or form
which predetermines the character of a society.
Now there is indeed a unity toa social matrix. But it cannot be deduced by classifying and toting up, in some quantitative way, various institutions. Society is not the mere aggregation of such institutions (or practices]. It is a structured,
if contradictory, whole which gives determinate context to
each of its [component]social institutions. Further, these institutions do not subsist as abstract entities or as things; they
embody and reproduce definite class relations.
In determining if a society is on the socialist road it is
necessary to examine whether or not the proletariat maintains, at the highest levels of society, the initiative to carry
social transformations forward in the interests of, and to
promote the advance of, world revolution. But while this initiative is backed by the power of the proletarian state and
uartv.
concentrated in the leadine" line of the vanguard
"
z . it is
rmted in specific production relations which regulate the
allocation o j social~aborand which determine the-very pur.
nose of social uroduction. For Marxists, then, the dvnamics
and direction of society turn on the complex, dialectical interaction between base and superstructure. And as the above
discussion suggests, this interaction is even more complex
under socialism.
In this light, it is absolutely wrong to equate capitalist
and socialist society in the way Szymanski does. One par.
ticularity of capitalist society is that the suppressed [but
historically rising) class, the proletariat, cannot institute the
relations of production characteristic of it within the shell of
the old society. This is different from all earlier societies, in
which the eerms of the new social relations could take root
and gradually grow within the old. Thus, the circuits of
capitil and theiorresponding class differentiation began to
emerge
" within an overwhelminelv
' feudal societv,
' and for a
rather long period the bourgeoisie more or less shared power
with the feudal lords. It's true, on the other hand, to borrow
a uhrase, that there were "structural constraints"enforcedby
tKat =me state that prevented full capitalist domination if
society, and that it was ultimately necessary for the b u r geoisie to smash the feudal states in order for bourgeois relations to become qualitatively dominant within those
societies.
But the "structural constraints" of capitalism are dif.
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' From the Communisl Mon!festo:"Each step in thedevelopmmt of
the burgeoisie was accompanied by a corresponding plitical advance d that class. An oppressed class under the sway of the feudal
nobility, an armed and self-governing association in the medieval
commune; here independent urban republic (as in Italy and Germanyl, there taxable 'third estate' of the monarchy (as in France),
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ferent. Revisionism to the contrary, the proletariat cannot
"share power" or dig-in in the bourgeois state. For example,
the state sector within capitalist society cannot be seen as
some sort of potentially {or actually] socialist stronghold
within capitalist society, as it is subordinate to and entirely
conditioned by thedictatesof theself-expansionof value. It is
this overall dominance of the law of v a h e that marks a society as capitalist; once that is ascertained, analysis must then
proceed on the basis of grasping the essential relationshipsof
the various superstructural institutions to that operation.
But what about socialism? Socialist society is unique in
its existence its economic base will simulthat througho~~t
taneously contain and generate economic relations characteristic of capitalism (e.g.,exchange through money), socialism ( e . g . ,payment for work) and communism le.g., subbotniks).This will find expression in the socialist superstructure
{moreon this shortly),and for this reason alone it is a serious
error not to apply "qualitatively different criteria" to the state
in capitalist and socialist society.
The soil for capitalist relations within socialist society includes the diffcre"ces (and inequalities] between mentafand
manual labor, hetween agriculture and industrv, and hetween the city and the countryside; it also comprehends the
continued operation of the law of value in a number of important spheres, including exchange through money, payment according to work and even significant sections of the
ownership system. What happens to those relations - that
is, whether thcir scope of operation is entrenched and expanded or struggled against and restricted is mainly fought
out in the superstructure and must be carried through in the
economic base. The soil for capitalist relations in the base
in lines and policies which, if applied,
finds ~xpressic~n
broaden t h svhere
~
of those bourceois relations. Those who
fight for and implement those lines, at the top levels of the
party, are the core of the bourgeoisie under socialism (and
become the new bourgeois rulers if capitalism is restored).
This sheds light on the irreducible importance of "what line
leads'' in every sphere of socialist society. Bourgeois lines in
command mean the exuansion of bourzeois
- relationsand the
strengthening of the bourgeoisie; proletarian lines, their
restriction land motion towards eventual eliminationl. All
this has direct material imulications
The state becomesan aiena for struggle between the proletariat and the new bourgeoisie generated within socialist
society. Things are further complicated by the fact that
ownership in socialist society [and overall direction of the
economy) necessarily rests in the hands of the state. Thus as
forces in positions of power and leadership espouse a
boureeois
line - that is. a line revresentine" the houreeois
u
u
relations in society land finding support internationally in
the existence of ihierialism wirldGide) - their authirity
bccomes transformed "from leadershiv guiding" the masses in
revolution toward the goal of communism into oppression
over the masses, forcing them back to capitalism - in the
name, however, of 'socialism' and 'communism.' ''86 Ownership in a sense changes hands in various units, elements of
the superstructure (including, very importantly, parts of the
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party) become neobourgeois strongholds, and different parts
of the superstructure begin serving capitalism, not socialism.
At the same time, as long as the state is principally in the
hands of the proletariat, as long as the overall line guiding
society indeed serves the international proletarian revolution and fosters the transition to communism, society is
socialist and the proletariat holds power in fact. This is not
tautological; the real direction of any society purporting to be
socialist can be analyzed and evaluated. As Bob Avakian
wrote concerning the Soviet Union:
"Thisjust takes us back to the fundamental question:
what is commanding what, what is determining and
regulating? IS commodity production, the law of
value and surplus value in command, or are these
things subordinate to and in the sewice of principles,
policies and relations that serve to move society
toward a new stage where such things have been
eliminated? Do these thingsdominateand lead to the
reproduction, on an extended scale, of relations in
which they are essential and regulating, or are they
dominated by 'calculations' and a whole process of
increasingly conscious mass decision mak'rng [and
implementing) that (overany pericd of time] increasingly restricts and moves toward finally eliminating
their role altogether? Can anyone argue that such
things as the law of value, profit, etc., have diminish.
ed over, say, the last two or three decades in the
USSR? On the contrary, everyone knows - and the
Soviet apologists do n i t atteGPt to hide this, though
they certainly do attempt to explain away ilsimphcatiois even ;hike a c t u ~ l l yextolling the-fact -- that
these 'categories' have assumed an increasing (and in
fact a commanding) role."e'
The proletariat under socialism has going for it the proletarian headquarters in the party, the mass organizations,
the sections of the state apparatus adhering to the revolu.
tionary line, state ownership, and (again1 the revolutionary
direction of the economy overall, etc., as well as the highly
. .
important factor of 0 t h revolutionary
~
strugglesgoingon in.
ternationallv. But iys uv against
a bourgeoisie
which is head"
"
quartered in the highest reaches of the party and the state apparatus, and which finds soil in the still fairlyextensive bourgeois.type relations within the socialist society, in the inter.
national dominance of the bourgeoisie, and in the powerful
force of habit of 5,000 years of class society.
Szvmanski uses the conceut of "structural constraints,"
however, to imply that once state ownership and related
oractices are established.. oroletarian rule is more or less
"locked in."This is not only wrong, but extremely damaging:
it's wrong because the oniy t h i 6 the proletari=t is "1Gk;d
into" in socialism is continuing" revolution under the dictator.
ship of the proletariat to transform the world into a communist one, and it's damaging because the very act of telling the
proletariat that its rule is guaranteed by all these so.cal1ed
structural constraints tends to "lock the working class itself
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into a state of political passivity,
The proletariat establishes its dictatorship to effect the
[long and tortuous) transition to communism, and its superstructure must be fitted land constantlv re.fitted1 to that task.
This transition has to e"tai1 a narroiinE- of th= division of
labor in society, both in the base and in the superstructure, in
which the massesare aroused to increasinelv' overcome what
Marx called this "enslaving subordination."This crucial point
- the mobilization of the Gorkers to increasingly assume the
leadershin over and actual direction of all snheres of societv
- does not reduce itself to Laibman's assurances that the
trade union leaders are staying on the ball, or Szymanski's
focus on the class origins of the Soviet leaders or the greater
role of the militias; it means mass political struggle over car.
dinal questions before society, over society's overall direction. Such strumle is both continuous and inevitably and
periodically co&& to a head in all-out battles betwein the
uroletariat and the inewl
. . bour~misieto determine which
class will in fact hold power and in which direction society
will move. Both the cootinual revolutionization of society
and the maior leaus called forward bv the exieencies of the
class struggle [internationally and within the socialist country, and in their interpenetration) find institutional expression: at different junctures new organs of p w e r , institutions, practices, etc., arise to carry forward and consolidate
the transformations effected by the mass struggle in various
soheres, And ves
a key characteristic of this nrocess is
'
changing the social composition of the organs of power and
leading institutions in society to afford and reflect deeper
and more conscious involvement of the masses themselves
as a crucial part in breaking down the division of labor in.
herited from capitalist society.
But again, exactly because all these forms arise within
the contradictory soil of socialist society, they can be utilized
to fight for either restricting or expanding bourgeois relations; none is somehow immune to capital.
In a funny kind of way, Szymanski gives us both instrumentalism and instrumentalism inside out. In analwine
.
capitalism, he seems to see the capitalist state as an institution able
to be seized and suborned bv different sectorsof the
-~~
bourgeoisie. The voluntarism in this approach comes out in
the notion that the ascendant bourgeois forces more or less
blithely utilize the state to fill their pockets [after all, "don't
they care about their children?). By substituting the
sociological notion of the capitalist class for the MarxistLeninist analysis of the laws governing the capitalist
economic base (including their effects on and relative objectification in the class formation), he lays the basis for his
detachment of the superstructure from the dynamics and imueratives of the economic base, and for the interrelated
itruggle on the higher and concentrated plane of politics.
But when he aonroaches socialist societv, in which the
latitude for the superstructure (and for consciousness
generally) is far greater andqualitatively different, heutterly
negates its initiative, its imnortance, and its ability to affect
and transform the economic base. Both approaches share a
mechanical view of the relation between base and
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superstructure.
The real relation, in any society must be treated dialectically - that is, in a framework recognizing that they are
mutually exclusive vet constantly interpenetratine,
- each
conditioning and constantly transforming the existence of
the other. The analvsis of anv societv must be founded in the
dynamics and contradictions of its economic base, and th?
content and significance of the various forms of the superstructure must be understood in terms of their generation
from, interpenetration with, and reaction back on the base.
But it's not a one.way causal arrow io any case; the super^
structure will at times be principal (e.g., during periods of
revolution), and is extremely intertwined at all times with
the base in the era of imperialism. As for socialist society, th?
dynamic role of the superstructure is qualitatively greater while the base remains the foundation, the superstructure
plays an initiating role, and the scope for human consciousness is unprecedented.
That is the leap humanity is currently fighting to make.
and that is the leap which the Soviet bourgeoisie - like its
U.S. counterparts - aims to suppress and prwent. And for
that reason the Soviet bourgeoisie - again, w ~ t hits Western
counterparts - must he overthrown, repressed, and replaced
by a genuine proletarian dictatorship.

Behind all the talk of narrowing wage scales and instit,,
tional constraints there lies an apologia, a method, and a
model for the future.
The apologia is for a societv dominated by the capital
relation, with that domination reflected in all its institutions.
I t s o u t c r d ~ f f e r e n cwe ~ t hthc 11nperla11~t
s o c ~ t ~ ~ rthe
\ o West
f
are like distmct~onsbetween d~ffercnt
k ~ n d s d#nnsat>r-the astute student will take the wide variation fully into ac.
count without losing sight of the basic generic unity. The
petrification of the antagonistic division hetw?en rulers and
ruled; the role of the state in fighting for and assuring
favorable conditions for the accumulation of capital. internally and around the world; the military. sup~ression
of the
..
oppressed nations and the preparation for a world war of
redivision, r e s t i n ~on the use of nuclear weapons: and the
reduction of the masses of workers to mere means for the
self-expansion of value - all these are the rule in both the
Soviet Union and the more classically capitalist p w e r s .
Apologetics for such a ruling class are apologetics for
criminals.
The method is bourgeois sociology filtered through revisionism. Analysis of class origins replaces analysis of class
relations, warmed-over elite theory [a little p ~ n karound the
edges) is posed against the Leninist understanding of the
state, and a retreat to nineteenth-century conditions of
capitalism is set in opposition to the real dynamics of imperialism and the importance of the distinction between
capitalism's two stages.
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And t h e model societv for t h e future? Not c o m m u n i s n ~ ,
not socialism, but w h a t Raymond b t t a called "decapitated
capitalism."The class privileges a n d prerogatives of t h e petty
bourzeoisie a n d other intermediate strata a r e to remain intact in this system, while the"irrational"institutionof private
o w n e r s h i p of t h e m e a n s of production will be brought u n d e r
control of t h e state. Thoroughgoing revolution i s o u t ; the rule
of t h e beneficial elite is i n , And w h e n t h e savior's mask illevitably turns back into t h e familiar visage of t h e capitalist
(even if n o w a bureaucrat.ca~italist1,calculating
- .profits a n d
barkjng orders, sponsoring i i v a s i o n i a n d planning w a r s , t h e
masses a r e assured it's all for their o w n "
good.
Soviet society in particular d e m a n d s apologetics;
n o w h e r e is t h e gap between professed ideal a n d direct experience a s chasm-like. Sophistry a n d hypocrisy are t h e
stock in trade of defenders of a capitalism that d a r e not speak
its n a m e , It is on Marxists t o take u p t h e task of stripping
a w a y t h e mystification, preparatory t o ripping u p the social
relations that generate a n d rely o n it. And this task, in regard
0
t o t h e Soviet Union, must continue t o d e e p e n .
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Against the "Lesser Evil" Thesis:
Soviet Preparations for World War 3
by Mike Ely

No one argues that the Soviet Union is not an active participant in the intense rivalry between blocs, or that the
Soviets have not constructed a massive and expanding
military. However, an influential argument has been raised
that we are passing through a8'newcold war" which has been
one-sidedly instigated by the West, and perhaps by the
United States alone. The Soviet Union is portrayed as being
dragged into confrontation by aggressive Western provocations and by its own, more understandable, instincts for
security and self-defense. Specifically, the very notion that
the Soviet Union might, like the Western powers, have
global and imperial ambitions is denounced as the cynical
fabrication of American policy makers.
This is, in fact, the position of the rulers of the Soviet
Union. Leonid Brezhnev insisted at the 24th Congress of the
CPSU:
"Whenever imperialists want to cover up an a!$
gressive scheme, they try to revive the lie of a Soviet
threat. They seek evidence of this threat in the
depths of the Indian Ocean and on the peaks of the
Cordilleras. And, of course, if seen through NATO
field-glasses the plains of Europe are teeming with
Soviet divisions poised for a leap against the West.
"But the peoples will not be deceived by any attempt to ascribe to the Soviet Union intentions
which are alien to it. We declare with all emphasis:
we have no territorial claimson anyone, we threaten
no one, and we have no intention of attacking
anyone, we stand for the free and independent
development of all nations. But let no one try and
talk to us in terms of ultimatums and from positions
of strength.
"We have all the requisites - a genuine peace
policy, military might, and the unity of Soviet people

- to ensure the inviolability of our borders against
any encroachments, and to defend the gains of
socialism,"'

limitations, popular perceptions of nuclear policy,
the problem of proliferation or the ultimate logics of
strategic r i ~ a l r y . " ~

Parallel to such intergovernmental polemics over the
cause of war tensions, a debate has broken out among a variety of political forces - including many genuine opponents
of the West's accelerating war preparations - over the purpose and character of the Soviet military. Here there are
political figures, some professing a radical distaste for the
Soviet system, who nonetheless argue, for a number of
reasons, that the Soviet leadership is accurate in claiming
that its armed forces are essentially defensive, and exist to
serve an overall "peace policy" by levelinga restraining threat
against the West,
Fred Halliday, for example, writes in an essay in Exterminism and Cold War:

Others, such as Fred Kaplan in his book Dubious Specter,
A Sheutical Look at the Soviet Nuclear Threat and Andrew
cockburn in The Threat: Inside the Soviet Military Machine,
draw somewhat similar conclusions concerning the "Soviet
danger" through analysis of various weaknesses and limitations of Soviet military power. It is significant that even
someone like E.P. Thompson, famous for bis8'plagueon both
your houses" anoroach to the two suueroowers land for his
corresponding "softness" on the nature and role of his "own"
~ u r o ~ e abourgeoisie)
n
differentiates between the driving
forces within the two blocs bv describing an "incremental
thrust in profit-taking (in the West) andin action-reaction [in
the East)."'
If the argument being made by proponents of a theory of
"asymmetry" were simply that revolutionary or antiwar
forces in the Western bloc should principally target and expose their "own" imperialists' war preparations, we would
have little argument. Certainly the current Western drum
beating about the "Soviet Menace" is bloodsoaked with
hypocrisy, and serves to obscure and justify the real content
of Western imperialist preparations for global warfare
behind numbing nonsense about American inferiority, the
"defenseof the Free World,"and so on. But in fact, this theory
of Soviet defensiveness forms a cornerstone in a whole
analysis of present international dynamics which is not onlv
wrong, but quite dangerous to revolutionary
preparations
if
..
.
left unchallenged. lnessence, the theory implies that there
are no objective, deevlv
. . rooted, interim~erialistconflictsof interest between the Eastern and Western blocs. The current
tensions are portrayed either as a justification for increased
American arms profiteering,
U.S.
- as a cover for stepped-up
..
strangling of smaller nations, or even as irrational "antiSovietism" of the nnlitical right-wine.
Interbloc tensions are
"
presented as unrelated [or even as antagonistic) to the basic
national interests of L' S imperialism I n ihc n the theory
that the.%viet Lninniisomehow peaceful ani.! their milirarv
preparations "defensive" not only constitutes an apology for
the war preparations of the Soviet bloc, it also seriously
underestimates the actual danger of a global nuclear war which would be a hot war, not a "new cold war." This assessment directly sustains the reformist strategy which assumes
that mass pressure within the NATO countries, linked with
external peace pressure [read:the restraining might of Soviet
peace missiles), can deflect U.S. aggression short of either
world war or revolution.
The "Soviet defensiveness" thesis posits that in several
crucial respects the Soviet approach to war and peace is
qualitatively different than that of the U.S. bloc. First, it is
argued, there are important differences in their deployment
of forces: as opposed
.. to the U S., the Soviet Union coicentrates its troops and missiles overwhelmingly within its own
borders.. not in a web of bases stretching over the globe. In
contrast to the record of innumerable invasions and "police

"If we look at the historical character of the Soviet
Union and the United States as societies, or at the
respective roles they play in the worldat large, there
is not so much an isomorphism as an asymmetry of
internal structure and international consequence.
"The record of the past decade is, in this respect,
clear enough. The two world powers do not have an
equal responsibility for the current Cold War, or for
the arms race that is accompanyingit. The deterioration in the international climate in the latter part of
the 1970s has been essentiallv precipitated hv
changes in the global posture of one state, namely
the USA. No such change can be detected in the
USSR: it has not engaged in a sudden expansion of its
military forces, it has not seen a quite new leadership emerge after a ferocious internal political
debate, and it has not introduced new conditions into US-Soviet negotiations, let alone abandoned the
explicit pursuit of detente. This is not to say, as we
have stressed, that the USSR bears no responsibility
for bringing the present crisis upon us. In a longerterm sense its oolitical involution 1i.e.. its political
dep,cn~:rar~;,ni n t i > 3 >;i.rrupthurcducracy - .If E \ h a s
help.-d to rt-11.l~-r
i t possihli- at all But this r e s p n sihilny is 'Jifi-.rcnt i n kind iron! that 01"thc (..'St4 Â¥
a
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Similarly, Roy and Zhores Medvedev wield their prestige as the "Marxist Soviet dissidents" to contend:
"In the interests of a realistic understanding of the
current crisis and the tasks facing the peace movement, we cannot accept the notion of a functional
equivalence between the 'deep structures of the cold
war' within both blocs.
"Such ideas obscure, in our opinion, major differences in the bipolar confrontation - whether we
consider the institutional role of military spending,
official attitudes toward the usage of nuclear
weapons, the history of previous attempts at arms
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actions" by the U.S. and its allies, the periodic Soviet invasions have been confined to erring allies and neighbors,
where the rationale of Soviet national defense seems a hit
more plausible, at least to some observers. A second major
argument is made out of the fact that the U.S. has generally
taken the lead in the arms race, introducing most new
weapons systems, and remains ahead in most military
technologies today. And third, the Soviet leadership, we are
told, exhibits a sincere appreciation of the tremendous
danger of nuclear war, labeling it "suicidal" and "unwinnable,"
whereas American political leaders have talked openly about
the possibility of "limited nuclear wars, and "prevailing" in
protracted nuclear conflict. A sharp contrast is drawn between the current brusque American attitude toward arms
negotiations, and the Soviet Union's stream of more "serious
and sincere" proposals covering a whole range of arms control and disarmament issues.
In short, a selective checklist of differencesbetween the
blocs has been marshaled in an attempt to document a
qualitative difference in their respective roles in the world
today, their military preparations in particular. Clearly such
perceptions of asymmetry are not simply the result of clever
Soviet propaganda; there are major material differences between the two rival camps in the world today. But as we shall
discuss in this article, such differences,while real, flow from
the particular history, geography, and economic and political
development of the Soviet hloc; they say nothing about the
fundamental character of Soviet society and the profound
contradictions inherent to it that are propelling it on a collision course with the imperialist West. Of course this method
of drawing up checklistsof various secondary characteristics
in order to determine which imperialist power is the main
source of war and which is the "lesser evil" on a world scale
has been used in one form or another in previous world wars.
Whatever the intent of those making this argument then, or
now, it objectively justifies enlisting with one imperialist
against another, and covers up the deepest contradictions of
the world imperialist system which are the actual source of
such wars. The only thing that has changed in the interim is
which characteristics count as "peaceful,"and which denote
"warmongering,"
In this article, we will first criticize this approach in its
own right. Then on that basis, we will try to piece together a
starkly different picture of reality, based on an examination
of Soviet military doctrine, force posture, and military
preparations. Such an examination does not reveal an "inward looking," "reactive," "defensive"power concerned only
with protecting its own borders, much less a revolutionary
socialist state striving to advance the world proletarian
revolution. Instead, the picture that emerges is of an imperialist power, in the Leninist sense - albeit with particular
strengths and weaknesses and a particular political and
geographical position in the world - that is calculatingly
building up its armed forces for the purpose of confronting
and defeating a rival imperialist hloc in global warfare, of
seizing key areas of the world, and on that basis - through
unparalleled bloodshed, devastation, and suffering - forging
RevolutionISummer 1984

a new imperialist division of the world.
An all-sided proof of the imperialist character of Soviet
society, of its rivalry with the US.-led bloc, or even of current Soviet military preparations cannot, of course, be extracted from study of the military sphere alone. 'With
reference to wars, the main thesis of dialectics. . .is that 'war
is simply the continuation of politics by other [i.e., violent]
means.'. . . [Alny war [is] the continuation of the politics of
the powers concerned - and the various classes within these
countries- in a definite period."S Hence, the character of
any country's armed forces and military preparations, and
the wars it wages, are fundamentally determined by the
nature of that society, as determined by its production and
class relations. This point is important because confusion
about the character of Soviet society has fueled this mistaken
anddangerous notion that the Soviet Union is not co-equally
responsible for the growing danger of world war. Such an allsided analysis of the nature of Soviet society has been taken
up elsewhere, and readers are urged to study it.6At the same
time, however, because war and military matters are an extension of politics, they bear the indelible imprint of the
politics they serve; in fact at certain times, particularly during wartime, military policy is a concentration of the politics
of a given society. Thus, an examination of the doctrine and
structure of the Soviet military does reveal much about its
purpose and character, as well as contribute to the larger
debate on the nature of Soviet society and the contention between the U.S: and Soviet-led blocs.
We cannot fully elaborate Soviet military strategy and
doctrine, or even its force posture; we are not privy to the
Kremlin's closely guarded war plans and stratagems, and
beyond that, plans and strategies are fluid and change with
objective developments. However, on the basis of studying
the military doctrine articulated by the Soviet leadership,
and the kind of military they have constructed, it is possible
to paint a general picture of just what these "peaceful"troops
and weapons are designed to do.
Any critical examination of the Soviet Union inevitably
provokes howls from the banshees of revisionism that
Maoists are either objectively or consciously serving the interests of U.S. imperialism by confirming the ravings of the
Pentagon and the "extreme right" on the "Soviet menace,"
Fine, let them howl! The hard reality of the present world is
that each hloc does, in fact, menace the most vital "national
interests"of its rivals; each poses a definite military threat to
its enemy. We are not reformists who pretend that it is possible to prevent American war preparations while upholding
the very "national interests" that call them into being; nor do
we hold that to oppose the war preparations of one bloc, one
must prettify or support the equally reactionary and bloodsoaked war preparations of its rival. Let us simply say, for
clarity, that while this article focuses on Soviet social-imperialism, nothing here should be mistaken for an argument
that the Soviet Union is somehow "the main source of war."
On the contrary, the whole point here is that the warpresently shaping up does not arise from the "aggressive" politics of
one bloc or the other, hut from the imperialist rivalry hetween them.
31

What Disparities
Do and Don't Reveal
One admittedly provccative way to o p n fire on the
method of using "asymmetries" to uncover 'lesser evils" is to
imagine a h p t h e t i c a l article which applies some of the same
arguments used to apologize for the USSR to the differences
between the imperialist powers prior to World War 2. It might
go something like this:
Clearly the German Reich is defensive. This is a
Germany that was encircled and occupied by
enemies repeatedly within the memory of living
men and women, and where the horrors of the
previous wars have given rise to an almost irrational
craving for national defense, for military strength,
and for stable, secure border regions.
Those who ascribe expansionist motives to Germany have to deal with numerous hard facts. Germany does not possess colonies. It has not exported
appreciable capital outside its b r d e r s since the last
war, and has shown a remarkable capacity to absorb
its surpluses internally. Unlike Britain, not a single
German soldier has been used to suppress
a colonial
..
revolut~onor spar for ~ m p e r ~ a l~nfluencc
~\t
In the colo n ~ aworld
l
slncc World Wdr 1 Adm~ttedlvGermanv
has constructed vast modern armed forces, but they
are gathered within her own borders. And in the recent wars of the late ' ~ O S ,Germany has used those
troops either to reclaim traditionally German ter.
ritory, to gather ethnic Germans under one national
roof, or to occupy strategic strips essential for a
credible defense against the belligerent powers
which everyone admits surround the Third Reich.
Such wars are waged by a Germany unquestionably inferior to the combined military strength
of its rivals and enemies in every respect: in the size
of its armies, navies, and air forces; in the size of its
strategic reserves and industrial war-making capacity, in the size of available manpower.. . .
Andsoon . . . .
The point is not to draw the parallel "Soviet Union now,
equals Germany then," but the fact that such arguments are
outrageously false when applied to Nazi Germany says
someth'~nga b u t the methodological error of equating superficial differences between antagonists with some underlying
difference in military-political p u r p s e .
Consider the oft-cited contrast between the technical
and economic bases of the two blocs today. In 1979, after
decades of real economic expansion in the Soviet Union, the
size of the U.S. GNP remained almost twice as large as the
Soviet. The ratio of NATO's GNP to that of W a r s w Pact
countries is even more imbalanced: approximately 284100.
And if we include other significant economies on either side
(Australia,New Zedand, Japan, South Korea, and Taiwan for

the U S ; Cuba, Mongolia, Vietnam, Kampuchea, and Laos
for the Soviets: leavine Ind'la and China aside for sim~licitvl,
..
the economic gap becomes 347:lOO.'
This contrisi has thrown up difficulties for the Soviet
Union throushout the current prewar spiral. Althoueh it is
relatively self-sufficient in raw materials, it has far less
wealth to work with and is less developed t~chnologically
than the West, and hence has had difficulty in keeping up in
thea'armsrace," particularly in qualitative terms. Halliday, in
an essay dedicated to revealing "The Sources of the New Cold
War," spends pages on strategic "bean counting," documenting innumerable areas in which the Soviets remain weaker
(01at least smaller) than the West. He attempts to show that
" n e mythology
Soviet advantage
-. of an apparent
..
- distorts
what is in fact no more than a diminution of a previous U.S.
su~erioritv."
s the Soviets have ~ u r s u e dtheir
' . and i m ~ l i e that
arms build-up r e l u c t a n t l ~ . ~
But what does prov&g, in a rather mechanical fashion,
that there are militarv and economic asvmmetries between
the two blocs really show, beyond puncturing mme of the
more transparent American ravings about being behind the
Soviets in the arms race? Do these distinctions really illuminate anything about the "sources" of the current international situation* a Soviet reluctance to wage war, or the
character of their military buildup?
Our purpose here is not to assess which side is stronger
than the other - frankly, we hope both sides are "weaker."
An analvsis that relies on counting numbers of weapons and
troops i n d comparing GNPs does& even tellmuch ; b u t the
militarv balance. To actuallv' wage
" and trv to win war. it is
not parhcularly relevant whether the SoviLts match the west
in every category of weapons or reserves. War differs from
chess in that the prewar maps are not an even, checkered
board and the rivals are not issued identical pieces before the
fighting is allowed to commence.
&cause each imperialist bloc is "dealt a different set of
cards" by geography, economic development, and history,
their corresponding military strategies and force p s t u r e s
will naturallv be auite
. different - to some extent even converses of each other - while each pursues the shared goal of
victory. The costs of empire are different for each, making
meaningful comparisons of who spends more difficult at
best. Finally, and most importantly, such "bean counting"
doesn't take into account the multitude of nolitical factors
that affect the course of war and can upset the imperialists'
best laid plans: for example, the morale of the troops [which
is more important than numbers of weapons) the relative
social coherence of belligerents, or the possibility of revolutionary outbreaks in either or both blocs before, or in the
course of, a world war.
But more to the point, the fact that there are real diffcrcnces m thr vari(~usstrength, and \veak~>eswsu(
the rival
blocs tells us noth~nxa b u t thcir mlit~calcliaractcr o r the
nature of their military. preparations.
Lenin noted that
. uneven development was an essential feature of imperialism: "ITlhe strenah of these participants in the division [of
the world] does not change to an equal degree for the even
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development of different undertakings, trusts, branches of
industry, or countries is impossihle under capitali~m.'~
But
from this Lenin did not draw the conclusion that some
powers had more necessity, much less more justification, for
waging imperialist war! In fact, uneven development is
simply a reflection of the anarchy of capitalist production,
which propels all the world's imperialist powers on an "expand or die" collision course with their rivals.
Yet Halliday is simply one more in an unfortunately long
line of theorists who have ended up twisting the reality of
uneven development into a rationalization for the imperid~st
politics of one side or the other.
For example, Halliday places great weight on the fact
that "in the later part of the 1970s"the USSR"has not engaged
in a sudden expansion of its military forces." True enough,
especially when compared to the United States. In the last
y e u s of the Carter administration, the U S , bourgeoisie
launched an unprecedented arms buildup, crystallized in
Reagan's five-year, $1.5 trillion military budget propowl. By
contrast, even a number of official Western r e p r t s note that
while Soviet military expenditures increased, it was nothing
like the American spurt. NATO recently estimated that,
"since 1976, ~MOSCOW'S
defense outlays have grown at less
than 2.5 percent a year after inflation, compared with 4 to 5
percent in the early ~eventies."'~

Figure 1 "

However, to create [as Halliday does) a one-way causal
link between this accelerated U.S. arms buildup and the
momentum toward war, ohscures the overall dynamics of
the contention between the U.S. and Soviet blocs, and
betrays a curious, double-edged logic as well. Examine
Figure 1, A picture is given of the relative trends of expenditure. [The absolute figures represented by the vertical axis
are admittedly controversial hut irrelevant to the discussion
here). What emerges is the fact that during the late ' ~ O S ,
through the mid-'~OS,
the amount of U.S. military spending
decreased while that of the Soviet Union steadily increased,
with U.S. military spending rising again after 1975.
What does this reflect? Basically that during the 1968-75
period the U.S., battered hy its defeat in Vietnam and increasingly challenged hy the USSR, was forced to retreat
from Southeast Asia and regroup and reorient its forces and
alliances to confront the Soviets; and that following this,
driven by the intensification of the crisis of imperialism and
their rivalry with the Soviets, they have heen forced to great.
ly step up their preparations for war with the Soviets in the
latter '70s and into the '80s. On the other hand, the Soviet
bloc, having thoroughly restored capitalism hy the 1960s,
was compelled to expand and challenge the U.S. empire, and
was given something of an opening to do so by the protracted
U S . aggression and ultimate defeat in Vietnam. A central
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component of its stepping out was a sustained military
buildup - of strategic nuclear weapons in particular - a
buildup it has basically sustained from the late 1950s to the
present.
Applying Halliday's logic to these developments, one
might assume that while the U.S. alone was "the main source
of war" in the late 'Ws, but that from 1%8 until 1975 the
Sbuiet Union emerged as the "main danger" hounding an exhausted, defeated U.S.! Who does not know that some forces
on the left rode exactly this logic from anti-imperialism to
open American chauvinism? We are curious how Halliday
settled on the late 1970s as the focus of his example. With his
logic, an earlier year might have led him to support a different bloc!
If anything, the very ways the Soviet Union has dealt
with its relative economic weakness says much about how
both sides must try to minimize their weaknesses and build
their own strength tomatch that of their rivals. Rather thana
"reluctance"to engage in the arms race, we see here evidence
of a compelling necessity and a deep determination to
prepare to confront the U S . bloc militarily. The &sic Prim
ciples For the Uniiy of Marxist-Leninistsand For the Line of the
international Communist Movement (adraft position paper for
discussion prepared by leaders of the Revolutionary Communist Party of Chile and the Revolutionary Gmmunist
Party, USA1 sums up the situation:
"The Soviet Union has for a number of years invited in capital from the U.S. bloc to jointly exploit
the peoples of the USSR and piled debt upon debt to
the countries of this bloc, including the U.S. itself by 1980 Soviet bloc indebtedness to its rival bloc had
reached 68 billion dollars! This demonstrates not
that the Soviet Union is in danger of being reduced to
a statusof neo-colonial dependency on the US. bloc
but that its rulers have a calculated plan for world
war against this bloc. Put simply, they are luring the
rival imperialists with the prospect of fat profits and
borrowing heavily from them not only or mainly
with the purpose of encouraging some U S . allies to
'switch sides' or 'remain neutral,' but most of all in
order to strengthen the technical base of the Soviet
bloc war machine.. . .In sum, they are counting on
the fact that debts can be cancelled, whole new
terms dictated to the 'other side' and contradictions
within their own bloc handled by fighting and
emerging victorious in world war.
"This islinked directly with the fact that the Soviet
social-imperialists have devoted a very large percentage of their resources to building up their conventional and nuclear arsenals and getting their forces
combat-ready. Such a tremendous military expenditure, on the same level as the U.S. but on a far
weaker productive base than the U.S., has greatly
heightened the parasitism and serious problems in
the Soviet economy. . .But, again, the Soviet socialimperialists are counting on dealing with this by

using the military might they have thus built up to
bring under their control and reorganize according
to their interests a large part of the capital and prw
ductive forces in Western Europe and Japan and to
seize a far greater part of the dependent and backward countries as sources of suprprofits - through
world war."'2
On the much discussed technological front In particular,
Soviet inability to forge ahead of the U.S. in some areas
should not for a moment be confused with a lack of willingness to do so, The Soviets have been making tremendous efforts to catch up technologically, and according to some
assessments have considerably narrowed the gap between
themselves and the West." In addition, the Soviets have
tried to compensate for this technological lag by stressing the
numbers and reliability of their weapons. And let us not
forget that it was, after all, the Soviet Union which took the
early lead in the development of ICBMs and was the first to
test ABM systems. Before being overtaken io these fields by
the U S , Khrushchev boasted, "Naturally we will do
everything to use the time we have gained in the development of rocket weapons and to keep our lead in this field until an international &reement on disarmament is reached."14
Finallv,
' to t w to Drove a defensive and reactive wsture
for the Sovietson the basisof certain military or economic in.
feriorities, is to make the totally false assumption that countries and blocs somehow '"chcux" to provoke major wars
against lethal adversaries on the basis of their respective
military dominance. It may seem ironic that the United
States didn't initiate war with the USSR when it was unmistakably superior, and might be forced to when it no
longer is. But the approach of war does not rest in arbitrary
choice or seizure of military. opportunity;
it results from the
..
maturation of antagonism over collidini interests, rooted in
economics but develo~inea si~nificantdynamic in the
political-military rivalry between states. As Raymond h t t a
writes in America in Decline:
'
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"More specifically, the intensification of contradictions in a particular spiral reaches a point past which
a major strategic gain by either side can no longer occur without rupturing the whole framework. Any
change of such magnitude in the international equation might embolden the immediate beneficiary to
launch a bid for decisive advantage and supremacy
or precipitate a massive, preemptive response from
the other."'s
In other words, there is a real compulsion on both sides that
leads them to ultimately take the mortal risk that world war
entails for all ruling classes, and it is a compulsion which
gives no guarantees that it will only arise under conditions of
parity, or within a power enjoying superiority.

Does Geography Determine
Political Character?

work on each, and the equally reactionary character of their
colonial enterprises. This misreading of geography is used to
substantiate the theory that the Soviet Union is somehow inherently a "defensive" power, and that its military posture
A second leg of the "lesser eviY thesis rests on the particularities of geography and the post-World War 2 division
somehow reflects that.
There is, of course, a genuinely defensive component to
of the world. The Soviet Union does not presently have bases
Soviet military preparations. After all, if war erupts, the
spanning the %lohethe same way the West does. Nor does it
Western alliance will try to destroy the Soviet military
send armadas across vast seas for Vietnam-style invasions.
capacity, flatten its strategic industry, shatter the morale of
(Instead,the Soviets prefer to invade over land!) Somehow in
the Soviet population, decapitate its political structure, and
the minds of Soviet a&logists this implies less compulsion to
dismantle the Soviet bloc [and perhaps the Soviet Union
contend for spheres of influence and less need to waze world
war. This ignores two facts.
itself) by force. So, naturally the Soviet Union has trained
First on? of the underly~ngc o n f l ~ cbetwecn
~>
the S ~ V I C I and deployed sections of its own forces to defensively
L'nion and I I r~i v d l j is ?xd.~lv 1ha1the US5K I S nrc>entlv cut
frustrate exactly those Western goals. It has massive land armies straddliig the traditional invasion routes leading into
off from access to vast partsLf the world by th; politic2 arSoviet territory. (Note, however, that those same routes also
rangements made coming out of WW2 at Yalta, and by the
subsequent policies of containment carried out bv U.S. i m ~ e lead out of Soviet territory, and Soviet troops, like their
rialism. Being contained is not disprmf of their imperialism;
adversaries, are also well versed in deep offense.) Similarly,
it is the nresent, intolerable restraints these im~erialistsconthe Soviet Union has an arsenal of missiles to "defensively"
front - and are preparing to burst through hy going to war.
destroy Western weapons on their launchpads, and systems
Second, the Soviet Union already pssesses a conto destroy forces that manage to enter Soviet airspace,
siderable sphere of influence, which from the Brezhnev DocHowever, who can deny that the Western bloc, too, has ex.
actly such defensive components to its war preparations? Its
trine to the invasion of Afghanistan is hardy ruled with a
benevolent hand. To suggesi that these are s o i e h o w 'border
forces are set tn "defend its shipping lanes, or its ICBMs, and
re~ions"and that therefore Soviet invasions there are less an
Western Europz. In this light, the line between"defense"and
indication of imperialism is a strange argument. The very
"offense"becomesa little blurred. Which is exactly the point
people who raise it would correctly bristle if someone used
- defense formsa unity of opposites with offense in the consuch logic to justify an American invasion of Central
duct of all wars, and reflects the fact that in major conflicts
America, or say, Mexico!
belligerents are genuinely threatened hy their oppnents.
The United States, Britain, and Japan are imperialist
Merely documenting strategically defensive preparations on
powers surrounded by water. Their acquisition and defense
the part of either bloc says nothing, literally nothing, about
of spheres for exploitation requires "power projection" far
the plitical character of the war that is being prepared for.
from their borders over oceans - and their military p s t u r e
And genuine Marxists have always insisted that politicalpurreflects that. The Soviet Union isin a far different position. It
pose is the cardinal question in evaluating any war. Lenin, for
straddles the entire northern tier of the largest land mass on
example, declared that:
earth, with a 20,000 kilometer land border directly touching
"By 'defensive' war Socialists have always meant a
vast, heavily populated parts of the globe.
p s t ' war.. . .
One prwkviet arms expert shot herself in t h e f w t with a
useful insight. Describing the difference between the Soviet
"But picture to yourself a slave-owner who owned
and U.S. ability to project power, which she found plitically
100 slaves warring against a slave-owner who owned
significant, she pointed out that Soviet trwp-transport
200 slaves for a more just' distribution of slaves.
planes had a maximum range of 1,500 miles. Quite true!
Clearly, the application of the term 'defensive' war,
However, unlike the situation for any of the Western impeor war 'for the defense of the fatherland' in such a
rialists, 85 percent of the world's people and most of the key
case would be historically false, and in practice
strategic areas of the world are precisely within 1,500 miles
would be sheer deception of the common people, of
of a Soviet border!
ph'~listines,of ignorant people.
Such geographic distinctions have much to do with how
specific imperialist empires are structured, defended, and
And further:
e q a n d e d . In war, such differences have historically led to
quite different activities in combat itself, where the military
"The character of the war (whether it is reactionary
necessities fidcing any particular bloc (and the strategies
or revolutionary) does not depend on who the atwhich flow from them1 are far from identical to those of their
tacker was, nr in whose country the 'enemy' is starivals. The fact that continental powers like Germany have
tioned; it depends on what class is waging the war,
sought to carve their "place in the sun" largely over land,
and on what politics this war is a continuation of."I6
while oceanic p w e r s like the U.S. have relied more heavily
on the projection of power across the seas, does not in the
The assumption that defensive preparations themselves
slightest disprove the equally imperialist compulsions at
imply preparation for a just war is rooted in the thoroughly
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bourgeois notion that there is something inherently justified
in the defense of your nation, its territorv, and bv extension,
something inherently justified about retaliating for attacks
on its troops, its allies, etc. But defense is never abstract; it
can only mean the specific defense of the soc~alrelations
characterizing any state or bloc. France waged World War 1
almost entirely on its own territory against a German invasion - was its war then iust? Hardly. 1t remained, in essence,
a defense of French iiperialist p&ver in the world, and a
defense of its right to ex~loitits colonies and expand that exploitation into German colonies. We have to ask: just what is
progressive today a b u t "defending"the %viet Union, an o p
pressive, nonrevolutionary, in fact imperialist, overlord of
its own empire? To argue that such defensive preparations
are justified, and worthy of support, ignores that they are a
subordinate part of the fight for the global strategic interests
of the Soviet ruling class, for which war [even war oil Soviet
territory itself1 is to be waged.
Our apologists, co~lfusedby geography, absorbed with
missile counts, befuddled by the significance of offense and
defense, and most importantly, blind to the c~~mpulsions
driving both blocs to\vard war, sEem incapable of coinpreheGding either the kind of war that is shapLng up today or
the significance of the Soviet military buildu~>taking place
within this context.
No, the Soviet Union has not built a military aimed at
wresting the neocolonies piecemeal out of the grasp of its
rivals, launching Vietnan>-style invasions on every continent, or matching that of the E.S. bloc in every category.
What it has construct~d,however, is a military force geared
to the exigencies that confront the Soviets in waging and winning an imperialist world war: taking on and defeating the
military forces of the imperialist powers arrayed against it,
and, flowing from and related to that, seizing areas of the
globe vital to establishing a new division of the world i n the
interests of Sovict impfrialism.

-

Nuclear Strategy
At the hear3 of bath Soviet militay doctrine and its actual
n~ilitaryforces are strategic nuclear w~apons.The best place
to start for an overview of Soviet military xvritings is the work
of the late Marshal V.D. Sokolovskiv. In the wake of Khrushchev's seizure of power, a wave of counterre~~olutio~~
swept
through society and as part of this Joseph Stalin's line on
military affairs \vas overthrown. Although Stalin's r~ewson
military matters, as in other spheres, were inarred by muddle
and m.echanica1 thinhng, [he new Soviet ruler; had to
reoudiate two kev tenets which he had, in the main. corr~ctl\~
defended; first, that the long~range
..
- and deter~nininz
.factors ill
warfare were in the rear strength ofthe combatants, i.c.,ill the
uolitical cohesion and class nature of their mcieties and in
their economic strength; and second, on that basis, the
necessity and the pssihility of resisting American nuclear
blackmail, rather than abandoning crucial revolutionary prin~
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elevation of weauons, ~articularlvnuclear weamns.. a b v e
the massesof people as the principal factor in modern warfare.
This c o u ~ t e r ~ e v o l u t i omclitaq
~in
affairs was crystallized
in the collective study Militaw
first ~ublishedin 1962
, Affairs,
.
and written under the direction of the revisionist Marshal
Sokolovshy. While Soviet doctrine has d e v e l o ~ din the ensuing years - something we shall discuss further Sokolovsk~y'sappraisal of the essential form and natwe of
modern wafare has been repeatedly upheld and restated in
the doctrine of the social-imperialists. New editions of his
work appeared in 1963 and 1968, and the further development
of Saviet doctrine rested u m n his basic theses.
Sokolovskiy wrote:
"From the point of view of the means of armed corn.
bat, a third world war will be first of all a nuclear
rocket war. The mass use of nuclea - pmicularly
thermonuclear - weapons will impart to the war an
unprecedented destructive and devastating nature.
The main means of attaining the goals of the war and
for snlving the main strategic and operational p r o b
lems will be rockets with nuclear charges. Consequently, the leading Sewice of the [Sviet] k m e d
Forces will be the Strategic Rocket Forces, while the
role and purpose of the other sewices will be essentially changed. At the same time, final victory will te
attained only as a result of the mutual efforts of all x r vices of the Armed Forces.
"The basic method of waging war will be massed
nuclear rocket attacks inflicted for the purpose of destroying the aggressor's means of nuclear attack and
for the simultaneous mass destruction and devastation of the vitally important objectives comprising the
enem$s militam, mliticd and economic m i b t , for
crushing his will to resist and for achieving.victory
within <he shortest period of time.
"The center oferavi& of the entire armedcombat under
these condition; l i @anifekedfiom the zone ofcombat be.
tween the adversaries as was the c m in past wars, into
the depth of the enemyk location, including the most
remote regions. As a result the war will require an unprecedented spatial scope
"Since modern means of combat make it possible to
achieve exceptionally great strategic results in the
briefest time, decisive imprfance for the outcome of the
entire war will be ,@en to its initial period, and also to
methods of frustr>ting the aggresiive designs of the
enemv. bv. the timelv infliction of a shattering attack
u p n him."'"
'
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Sakolovskiy's emphasis on the primacy of weapons hforms all facets of Soviet military doctrine and has shaped the
armed forces they have created. This in itself is an exposure of
the ~ r o f o u n d yreactionary character of the Soviet m i l i t q .
~ao.Tsetung&as the first.~arxist.Leninist to synthesize &d
develop a comprehensive Marxist understanding and lime on

military affairs. The linchpin of his thinking was reliance on
the masses of people. Bob Avakian wrote in Mao Tsetungs Immortal Contributions:
"Mao's military line was rooted in the basic fact that
revolutionary war depends on the masses of people
and can only succeed on the basis that it enjoys their
support and enlists them actively in the struggle
against the counter-revolutionary forces. In other
veovle's
words, as Mao said, a .
. war is a war of the
masses. This has important application not only in
countries like China but universally for the revolutionary struggle in all countries. ' l a
This is not some humanitarian credo or pragmatic maxim
for choosing the "most effective" military tactics. Revolutionary warfare must be a war of the masses because in a fundamental sense onlv the masses can emancipate themselves;
hence, any military strategy serving the cause of proletarian
revolution must be infused with and guided by this cardinal
principle. The rulers of the Soviet Union, like all reactionary
ruling classes, may draw millions into motion - aspawns in
their desiens - when forced to. but onlv to the extent Dressed
on them by necessity, and all the whilestraining to ride herd
over them. How could any imperialist army fundamentally
base itself upon the arousal and mobilization of the masses,
when its whole raison d'etre is, in the final analysis, their
enslavement.
It can certainly at times be necessary and correct for
socialist states, when they do exist, to render direct military
support to revolutionary struggles in other countries. Yet such
aid hardly. negates
. or suvercedes the ~rinciolethat the masses
are the makers of history; rather, if it is genuinely internationalist, it will be predicated upon and guided by precisely
that principle
Whereare the calls to the people of the world to rise in
revolution against imperialism and its ~renarationsfor a third
world war, which would certainly be an essential ingredient in
the strategy of any revolutionary state in today's international
situation? Trv as one might, however, one will never find such
calls in the mountains "peace"propaganda churned out by
the "socialistcamp." But then Soviet strategy isn't exactly based
upon the revolutionary masses: instead the incineration of
scores of millions through nuclear strikes, or the use of other
millions as cannonfodder in the field, is what is seen as
decisive by Soviet strategists,
and is, in fact, what corresponds
.
to the Soviet ,;oal - a rearranged impenuhsi order.
Ironicallv the Sovietshaveelaborateda doctrineand built
a military machine around thousands of nuclear weapons,
while castigating Mao as a madman who was oblivious to the
horror of nuclear conflict and bent on instigating nuclear war;
this, while Mao consistently upheld revolutionary principle,
including relying on the masses in warfare and struggling for
the complete and thorough abolition of nuclear weapons
through overthrowing imperialism.
The point here is not that weapons are insignificant:
"weapons are an important factor in war,'' Mao wrote, 'but not
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the decisive factor; it is people, not things that are de~isive."'~
Nor is it the case that socialist states should never possess
nuclear weapons. In a world where such countries are
threatened by nuclear-armed imperialist states, nuclear
weapons would be a necessity. The question is the politics that
are guiding the use of any weapons as reflected in military doctrine and posture. In no sense are the Soviet armed forces,
guided by a weapons-first doctrine and built around thousands
of nuclear warheads a tool for the liberation of humanity. In
fact, this doctrine alone is almost reason enough to condemn
the Soviet military as imperialist.
Sokolovskiv's
' statement above, and more imvortantlv the
entire body of Soviet military writing, makes it clear that all
the revisionists'declarations that nuclear war is "unthinkable,"
"suicidal,"or "madness" are cvnical and calculated attemvts at
deception; and further, whatever their public posture, the
Soviets have never embraced the view that nuclear weapons
exist solely to deter an opponent's attack by threatening
massive retaliation. Rather they have consistently viewed
nuclear arms as weapons with various and specific military
missions, in particular, "destroying the aggressors means of
nuclear attack and the mass destruction of "vitally important
objectives comprising the enemy s military, political and
economic might, for crushing his will to resist."
making war "unthinkable,' the Soviets have
Instead
reformulated their whole strategic doctrine and force posture
to incorporate the qualitative changes they contend have been
wrought by the development ofnuclear weapons. For instance, one of Sokolovskiv's kev conclusions was that any
future war must take place under conditions in which the
USSR had eliminated American dominance in nuclear
weapons. This was the basis for the Soviet decision to funnel
massive national resources into building up its strategic
nuclear arsenal. As Sokolovskiy noted. "The ability of a
nation's economy to engage in mass production of military
equipment, especially nuclear rocket weapons, to create a
superiority over the enemy in modern means of armed co111bat determines the material prerequisites of victory."20
The Soviets also stress the fact that for the first time in
history an army can destroy its enemy's strategic reserves,
command centers, and key industries without hacking
piecemeal through protecting rings of fortifications and
eround troovs. In militarv terms this means a tremendous erosion in the distinction between frontlines and rear areas:'
Such statements shed light on how the Soviet Union plans
to be able to overcome its particular weaknesses and
neutralize U.S. strengths in order to prevail in a global war.
Nuclear weapons can act as an unprecedented leveler of
economic and strategic inequalities, with the capacity to lop
off strategic advantages - for instance the ecoi~omicmight of
the U.S. bloc - before they can be brought into play as
military factors. Thus -great stress is placed by the Soviets on
amassing - and using - greater forces at the outset of war.22 It
is also clear from doctrine and from their conventional and
theater deployments, that the Soviets are banking on being
able to bring their geographic proximity to key theaters into
full play in the aftermath of deep nuclear >trikes - when the
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U.S. could well be crippled economically and cut off from
much of the world.

The Link Between Doctrine and War Plans
A number of writers downplay the significance of doctrinal statements by the Soviet military, partly in response to
how certain U.S. military analysts have interpreted and used
such statements. In the late '70s bourgeois figures such as
Richard Pipes, Paul Nitze, and others grouped around the
Committee on the Present Danger ICPDI, invoked Soviet
military writings as proof of Soviet malevolence and aggressiveness: they demonstrated that the Soviets were "Clausewitzians" who viewed war, including nuclear war, as the continuation of politics rather than as simply unthinkable (as U.S.
theorists supposedly did}. And flowing from this, they argued,
Soviet nuclear doctrine was geared to fighting and winning
wars (while NATO strategy was supposedly based solely on
deterrence).
In Dubious Specter, Fred Kaplan derides the arguments of
the CPD. "The published ideas of a particular groupof military
officers, in any country, do not necessarily reflect the actual
convictions of the
leaders," he writes, adding that
Soviet leaders have loneu declared their aversion to anv kind of
nuclear war. Further, Kaplan argues that the Soviet view of
war as an extension of politics is simply a recognition of reality, not a sign of evil intent, which should, in fact, he "somewhat reassuring." After all, what political object could warrant
risking the destruction of the Soviet homeland? In this light
Kaolan contends that Soviet views concernine" the relations hi^
between fighting and deterring war aren't so different from
those of the U.S. Defense Department: "According to Soviet
philosophy deterrence resides in the ability to fight a war if
need he." This position has, Kaplan correctly notes, been
echoed by various Secretaries of Defense, who have conceded
:hat the U.S. has had plans for waging (and winning) nuclear
war should one occur since the invention of the bomb, which
lave included plans for targeting key military and strategic ohectives in the Soviet Union.23
Kaplan is certainly correct to hit at the hypocrisy of Pipes,
?t a].: U.S. nuclear strategy, like Soviet strategy, has always
3een a continuation of politics and has never been defined
simply by the desire to avoid war. Yet the fact that this U.S.
;ang of "war-fighters"are hypocrites, and thus have no right to
speak on the evils of Soviet nuclear doctrine and strategy,
iocsn't automatically make all their charges against the
Soviets totally false. Each side sometimes reveals aspects of
he truth - when denouncing the evils of the other!
More fundamentally, while Kaplan seems to agree that
war is the continuation of politics, he not only ducks the quesnerely reflect the views of some warmongering generals, but
-eflects that states class character, is formulated in concert
with the political leadership, and will be implemented by

them, along with the military leadership, when conditions demand.
Insofar as Kaplan does discuss the politics guiding Soviet
military strategy, he assumes these political goals are at bottom the preservation of the Soviet motherland. However, as
we shall discuss shortly, preventing a nuclear attack on Soviet
soil is not the alpha and omega of Soviet strategy. Undeniably,
deterrence has been a component part of Soviet and U,S,
military doctrine. Each side wants to preserve and protect its
vital interests and spheres of influence, which demand
military. power.
And at a time when war was not immediately
.
on the Iiori/on '11 the ]Yo05 an.] mu, It , i t [hi.' 7 s r l i ~p i ~ l i t i : ,
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i
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underlying exigencies of imperialist politics and economicsi
were mainly those of contending for influence without resorting to war to restructure world relations. Thus deterrence
was a prime function of the nuclear strategies and arsenals of
each. However, as Sokolovskiy and company make clear, the
Soviet imperialists have never assumed that this state of
mutual deterrence would last forever; at some point war could
erupt and in that situation the Soviet militarv had to be
prepared to wage and win a world war, on an imperialist basis,
against the U . S and its allies. And these changes in the world
situation are likewise reflected in the evolution of the military
doctrines and strategies of each side - which are increasingly
geared to waging, not deterring, world war. (In fact, one of the
main aims of the Committee on the Present Danger was to iolt
U.S. nuclear doctrine out of the "detente" framework and to
nave the wav for the U.S.'s nresent nudear buiidun.i
' ,
But the most telling refutation of Kaplan's argument lies in
examining what the Soviets have actually done. In the early
1960s, when Sokolovskiy's doctrines were embraced, the
Soviet Union embarked upon an intense and sustained
buildup of their strategic nuclear forces. Since that time they
have built UD their nuclear arsenal from 472 ICBMs. bombers
and submarine-launched missiles to one that today contains
nearly 1,400 ICBMs, 950 submarine-launched missiles, and
150 strategic bombers capable of delivering between 7,000 and
8,000 warheads with a destructive power equivalent to
100,000 Hiroshimas. And like their U.S. counterparts, the
Soviets have emphasized the development of accurate
missiles, such as the SS-18 and the SS-20rcapable of fulfilling
U.S.
specific military missions, in oarticular strikes against
"
nuclear weapons and command and c o n t r ~ l . ~ , ~
How else is one to explain the vast numbers of nuclear
weapons possessed by each side except that Soviet land U.S.1
statements of war-fighting doctrine are deadly serious? Many
opponents of the nuclear arms race have argued that it is
"sense1ess"and"irrational"for the U.S. and the Soviet Union to
have so many nuclear weapons, since each has enough to
destroy theother many timesover. However, thereisan imperialist logic
- to this criminal madness: having many thousands
of nuclear weapons makes perfect sense - in fact it's absoluteIv essential - if militarv strateev
-. is based on the practical use
of a whole range of nuclear weapons in an assortment of flexible "options"against a host of specific military, economic, and
political targets; and on having enough nuclear weapons to
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survive an attack with nuclear
Within a framework of relying upon massive numbers of
nuclear weapons, and especially ones designed for counterforce warfare, the various superficial differences in doctrine
and forces that some seize upon to argue that one side or the
other is less resconsible for the nuclear neril fade in
significance. ("Counterforce"refers to attacks aimed at military
&d command targets in which the threat of massive direct
strikes against cities is to a certain extent held in reserve to
deter thFenemy from launching such attacks on population
centers. "Countervalue" is the name of the nuclear strategy of
directly targeting cities.) Soviet doctrine has its counterpart in
U.S. strategy, which calls upon U.S. nuclear forces to be able
to assure the destruction of an enemy's "nuclear and conventional military forces and industry critical to military power."
And like the Soviets, the U.S. imperialists are feverishly
building their forces to carry out such a strategy, including
developing a whole new generation of counterforce weapons
such as the MX, the cruise missile, and the Trident D-5;
deploying Pershing I1 missiles close to Soviet borders, and implementing a program designed to add 30,000 nuclear
warheads to the U.S. arsenal over the next ten years, including
14,000hard-target counterforce weapons.26
For their part, the Soviets are striving to increase their
capabilities to wage counterforce war and to match any
perceived U.S. superiority. Soviet submarines are stationed
near the coasts of the U.S. and cold-launchable, solid-fuel
SS-20missiles are targeted against European NATO powers,
giving the Soviets a quick striking force. While the Soviets
have made great strides in improving the accuracy of their
missiles, they also relv on heavier missiles with more MIRVed
warheads of greater megatonnage in order to guarantee their
counterforce canahilities. It is mind-beeline indeed that some
can argue, in light of all this, that somehow the Soviet Union's
nuclear arsenal is qualitatively different, and its purpose
distinct, from that of the U.S.
"U

tiveness of opposing
.. - strategic
- forces; second, it offers
somesmall chance that completedecapnatiun will occur and nn ritahation will follow Thi" latter nossibility, however slight, is probably the only imaginable
route to decisive victory in nuclear war.'%'
~

~

The significance of striking first is underscored by the limitations of a "lunch on warning strategy, designed as a response
to surprise attack. With "launch on warning" in effect, a country would launch its ICBMs at the first sign of an enemy
missile attack, rather than waiting until the enemy's missiles
had landed and presumably taken out muchof its ICBM force.
Yet some bourgeois analysts argue that even a 'launch on
warning" posture would not fully compensate for the ill effects
of receiving a first blow; and the country on the receiving end
would have great difficulty executing a successful counterattack (that is against enemy military installations), particularly
if the attacker made an effort to disrupt command and control
- which is almost a certainty. Thus whoever struck first
would gain an important and perhaps decisive advantage.28
The Soviet imperialists, while publicly declaring that they
will not be first to use nuclear weapons (a declaration we will
explore later), have historically emphasized surprise and
preemption in their statements of doctrine, including from
their very first counterrevolutionary reevaluations of nuclear
strategy. One article from the 1950s declared:
"Surprise attack with the massive employment of new
weapons can cause the rapid collapse of a government
whose capacity to resist is low as a consequence of
radical faults in its social and economic structure and
also as a consequence of an unfavorable geographic
position.. . .
"ITlhe dutv of the Soviet Armed Forces is not tooermit an enemy surprise attack on our country and, in
the event of an attempt to accomplish one, not only to
repel the attack successfully but also to deal the
enemy counterblows, or even pre-emptive (uprezhadayushchie) surprise blows, of terrible destructive

..

The Compulsion to Strike First
Given the parallel decisions of both blocs to build massive
nuclear arsenals as the backbones of their war-fighting
- capabilities, the logic of preparing to strike first forces itself on
both of them. In a sense this is inherent in the verv notion of
counterforce targeting: why aim at missile silos if you aren't
going to strike while the missiles are still there? And if events
indicate that war is imminent or hasalready begun, why wait
until the bulk of the enemy's missiles have battered down on
your head before launching your own salvo?
The pressures compellin~both sides to adopt first-strike
strategies and capabilities are doubly reinforced by the
vulnerabilities of command and control. One U.S.analyst
wrote in the magazine Foreign Policy:
.[B]y eliminating central coordination [a first
decapitating strike] sharply reduces the military effec-

'

Major General Vasily I. Zemskov, in a statement representative of Soviet doctrine in the late 1960s,made the same point
more circumspectly:
"In a nuclear war, if one breaks out, the combatants
will use from the very beginning all the available
forces and means at their disposal, above all strategic
nuclear means.. . . The decisive act of a nuclear war
in all conditions is the infliction of a strike bv strateeic
nuclear means, in the course of which both sides will
obviously use the main portion of the most powerful
nuclear weapons. The moment of infliction of this
strike will &the culminating point of the strategic effort, which can virtually be combined with the beginning of a war. This was not the case in any of the past
wars."'O

Some argue that the threat of a Soviet first strike is simply
a myth invented by the Reagan crowd to justify the U.S.'s current nuclear arms buildup. The argument is that while the
Soviets may have the theoretical ability to destroy about 90
percent of US. ICBMS,~'the Soviets would never chance it
because, for a variety of technical reasons, it is uncertain
whether or not they could successfully pull off such a strike;
and second, even if thev did. thev would still face retaliation
from U.S. submarines &d bombers,
The point is, however, that neither side anticipates being
able to successfullv comolete a "totallv deca~iiatin~
first strike"
which wouldliterally destroy all the strategic weapons of their
rivals. And both recognize that it is unlikely that their side will
completely avoid having to "absorb some kind of nuclear
strike, even if they attack first. Their strategy (expressed in imperialist nukespeak) is to "degrade the whole spectrum of the
enemy's response" by hitting as many missiles as possible, and
especially by disrupting command and control. Even if the
Soviet force could not destroy all U.S. land-based missiles,
there is an obvious advantage to destroying as many as they
can once it became clear that the decisive conflict was going
down, especially since the Soviet missile force, being much
more concentrated in land-based missiles, is more vulnerable
to surprise attack than the L.S. force.
The argument that first strike would be madness unless
it could completely destroy all opposingnukes is related to the
assumption that neither power could ever launch war because
of the danger of domestic destruction - in other words, it
assumes that nuclear war really 1s unthinkable
The Soviets have actuallv tcstcd their ahiiitv to coordintite
a "preemptive" strike. In June 1982, in an unprecedented
maiy-fackted nuclear military maneuver, SS-11s were
launched from widelv secarated silos in western and central
Siberia, representing a test of the key ICBM centers. Concurrently, a medium-range SS-20 was also fired - of the type
that would be needed to take out U.S. Pershing Us in
Western Europe and similar NATO forces. And at the same
time the Soviets also launchedan SS-N-8from a submarine in
the White Sea, plus two antiballistic missiles and an antisatellite missile (of the type designed to "blind U.S. early
warning systems).32
We are not arguing that the Soviets have planned ahead
of time to "shoot first" and therefore single-handedly deserve
the mantle of "assessors." Certainly the United States has
the same necessity acting on it. History is yet unwritten; it is
by no means certain who will end up striking first, and who
will therefore be reduced to a "second strike" against
reserves, or even if either imperialist bloc will hank on a
preemptive strike - certainly their nuclear doctrine doesn't
reduce itself to that.
What is clear however, is that no matter who strikes
first, both blocs have participated equally in a criminal enterprise, elevating their national interests above humanity,
threatening millions of people and possibly the survival of
humanity.

. .

--

Limited and Protracted Nuclear War
Apologists tout the Soviets' public refusal to countenance
Western notions of "limited," "controlled," or "protracted
nuclear warfare. Soviet officials have called these scenarios
"a demagogic trap designed to lull public opinion and to make
the prospect of nuclear war more acceptable or, if you like,
more digestable.. , ."'3 The Soviets' contention that no
nuclear war could remain limited, but would inevitably
escalate to an all-out conflagration, has been interpreted as a
nuclear
more sober and cautious approach to the use
weapons. Roy and Zhores Medvedev argue:

of

"In official Western discussion about the new
generation of nuclear weapons and their delivery
systems one can discern a profoundly troubling
change of attitude. If in the past nuclear weapons
were considered almost entirely as deterrents, now
there are suggestions about the practicality of socalled 'theatre nuclear weapons' and certain rules of
nuclear warfare. This discussion of 'limited' or 'flexible' nuclear war has only occurred within NATO.
The Soviet official attitude remains the oldfashioned belief that nuclear war is unthinkable,
criminal and ~nwinnable."3~
A couple of points need be made on this question. For
one, the Soviets' opposition to limited or controlled nuclear
war does not stem from a refusal on their part tograpple with
the "rules" of nuclear warfare, as the voluminous Soviet
writing on nuclear warfare makes quite evident. Nor does it
flow from horror over the fact that any "limited" nuclear war
would cause millions of casualties; they have their own plans
for launching massive nuclear strikes.35 No, the problem that
the Soviet Union has with theories of limited or controlled
nuclear escalation is that such strategies play to the strengths
of their enemies and into their own weaknesses, running
counter to their own strategies for waging World War 3!"
The doctrine of limited nuclear war, or "flexible
response," was first articulated in the 1960s, largely as a
means of using the U.S.'s nuclear superiority to overcome
NATO's conventional weaknesses vis-a-vis the Soviet bloc.
While the concept of "flexible response" has since been subsumed bv new U.S. doctrines of orotracted and controlled
nuclear war, the Soviets continue to object to Western doctrines of limited nuclear war for a number of reasons.
A war in which the use of nuclear weaoons was"limited
to Europe would involve nuclear strikes against areas of the
Soviet Union and could neutralize the Soviets' conventional
advantages. It would leave the U.S. unscathed and still fullv
able to churn out war materiel for the front - clearly an intolerable situation for the Soviet Union, and contrary to their
overall war doctrine. Soviet admonitions against the concept
af a "limited nuclear war are a statement and a warning that
the Soviets are not going to"play by U.S. rules," that they are
soing to do everything in their power to frustrate U.S.
designs, and that they aren't going to concede anything in the
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strategically vital European theater. In other words, they reject ahead of time any nuclear scenario that would leave
them devastated and would leave their main rival, the U.S.,
outside the arena of combat..
But here, we would like to step backalittleandpoint toa
blind spot afflicting Soviet apologists. On the one hand, we
are presented with the U.S. and its allies who toy with the
grotesque notions of "limited" nuclear war and are seeking
ways to use nuclear arsenals against their rivals most effectively (i.e., surgically), while limiting damage to their own
imperialist homelands. And on the other hand, we are given
the Soviets, who announce they will not play by such rules
and insist that their preparations are to meet any nuclear exchanges with all-out and general nuclear bombardments of
the planet We would like to ask the defenders of Soviet
"peacefulness":where in this collision of strategies do you see
a basis for concluding that the Soviet approach is somehow
more humane? Your reasoning escapes us!

Controlled War? The Question Is
"Controlled By Whom?
Soviet public statements on the "unthinkability" of
limited nuclear war, and their rejection of certain strategies
debated in the West, however, doesn't mean that the Soviets
don't countenance any form of nuclear warfare other than
massive, all-out strategic exchanges. Their doctrine instead
comprehends forms of protracted and controlled nuclear
warfare more advantageous to their geopolitical position.
The goal of Soviet military strategy, including their
nuclear strategy, is not to totally destroy or "colonize" the
West; rather it is to militarily defeat the U.S. bloc in order to
force it to submit to a qualitative recasting of world political
and economic relations in favor of Soviet social-imperialism.
These overriding political goals shape Soviet strategy. As
Clausewitz put it, "Policy will therefore permeate the whole
action of war and exercise a continuous influence upon
it. . .for the political design is the object, while war is the
means, and the means can never be thought apart from the
object."Z'
This approach is implicit in the Soviets' emphasis on
counterforce targeting, which, of course, is a form of limited
war. Col. M. Shirokov, a major Soviet strategist, declared:
'[Tlhe objective is not to turn thelargeeconomicand
industrial regions into a heap of ruins [although great
destruction apparently is unavoidable), but to
deliver strikes which will destroy strategic combat
means, paralyze enemy military production, making
it incapable of satisfying the priority needs of the
front and rear areas and sharply reduce the enemy
capacity to conduct strikes."'s
And certainly to contemplate the capitulation of an enemy in
the context of nuclear war is obviously to contemplate the
Revolution /Summer 1984

'imitation" of nuclear exchanges at some point short of simple exhaustion of nuclear reserves.
The Soviets have also devoted considerable attention to
the relationships between strategic and theater warfare, and
between nuclear and conventional forms of warfare, and
have over the last decade come to the view that a third world
war would in all likelihood be a protracted war on a number
of fronts, employinga whole spectrum of weapons. Although
the Soviet leadership, including Marshal Ogarkov, insists mainly for political reasons - that any nuclear war would be
"all-out,"Ogarkov did write in the 1982 edition of the Soviet
Military Encylopedia: "The possibility cannot be excluded that
the war could also be protracted."39 What meaning can this
possibility of protracted war have, short of some control over
exchanges within the context of war?
Whether these various imperialist schemes for "controlline"
~ - - nuclear warfare - which amount to nothine less than
coldly calculating how many millions of people they can and
must incinerate, and how much of the world they must lay to
waste in order to grab a bigger share of the plunder - can be
carried out, or whether a nuclear war would spiral out of
their control, is another question entirely.
What is really at issue in the most recent public declarations of the Soviets are the NATO scenarios of limiting war
lor portions of a more protracted war) to Europe. In entering
this public debate, the Soviets are seeking- to intensify the
contradictions within the Western alliance. By stating ahead
of
- time their refusal to allow a nuclear war limited to the continent, the Soviets forcefully make it a question within
NATO whether the U.S. would "risk New York for Paris." It is
this prewar maneuvering, aimed at creating more favorable
political conditions for Soviet victory, rather than some genuine horror at Western thinking about nuclear war, that most
fully explains the Soviet noise about recent NATO utterances.
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Do the Social-Imperialists
View Nuclear War As Suicidal?
A central element in the argument that the Soviet Union
would never seriously contemplate nuclear war is that Soviet
leaders realize nuclear war would he suicidal madness which
could only result in the destruction of the USSR. This thesis
underlies much of the tendency to take Soviet declarations on
limited war at face value and to believe their assertions that
their nuclear arsenal exists solely for deterrence.
Fred Kaplan writes:
"Yet nobody - including those who dwell on
Clausewitz and his lineage of contemporary Soviet
warplanners - hasconceived of a credible scenario in
which the Soviet leadership would risk a chance of
nuclear attack on the Motherland; no one has thought
of a political goal whose gain would be worth the

sacrifice of possihle American nuclear retaliati~n."'~
n somewhat the same vein, Roy and Zhores Medvedev
ieclare:
"In the Soviet Union. . .there are no illusions about
the rationality of nuclear war. Despite periodic claims
by NATO spokesmen, there is no planning in the
USSR for mass survival in a nuclear conflict: shelters
are non-existent in the new Moscow housingdistricts,
while civil defense training in the provinces is confined to perfunctory bus trips into the forests.
Likewise, no serious official statement has ever envisaged the USSR winning such a war.'"
These observations are true in two respects. First, they
riirror the official face of Soviet policy particularly post-1977.
When
President
Reai-an commented in October 1981 that the
...~-'Soviet Union has made it very. .
plain that among themselves
:hey believe [a nuclear war] is winnable," ~ r e z h n e vresponded
:hat startine a nuclear war in the emectation of victory would
oe tantamount to suicide. Marshal Ogarkov, echoed those sen:iments, writing that in a new world war "many hundreds of
nillions of people would be caught up in its maelstrom. In the
itterness and scale of possible destruction it could not be
:ompared with any wars of the past. The very character of
nodern weapons has become such that, if they are set in mo.ion the future of all mankind will be at stake."42 We will be
Forgiven, however, if we don't take such Soviet statements at
Face value. Certainly the identical protestations from the
American bourgeoisie (yes, including Reagan!43)is training
snough that such things are easy enough to say. There are
valuable political benefits to be gained by appearing benign.
Second, the above statements do reflect the truth that the imaerialists of both hlocs are acutely aware of the grave dangers
:hat nuclear conflict poses for their continued reign.
But what is ignored is that the ruling classes confront
yave dangers to their continued existence if they don't go to
war and successfully redivide the globe. The view that the imperialists can and will avoid a nuclear war because of its evident destructiveness negates the exigencies of imperialism
md the all-sided rivalry that it calls forth which are propelling
:hem toward the desperate gamble of global warfare. It
assumes that the imperialists can simply live forever with the
present status quo.
Bob Avakian succinctly summed up the situation the imperialists confront, and their outlook in the face of it. While
speakingof the West, his commentsapply equally to the Soviet
social-imperialists:

-

"But whether they really want [war] in whatever
they have instead of a heart of hearts is not really the
decisive question. The question should be phrased
another way and people have to think deeply about it.
In fact, the question to be put directly to these imperialists and their spokesmen: don't they in fact prefer
nuclear war to seeing the U.S.and the Western bloc

and Western Civilization (asthey often call it) reduced
to a second rate power in the world, and still worse
seeing it overthrown by revolution? And I think if you
put the question that way, and that's the way the question is going to be posing itself in the real world, then
they will answer in practice, yes."44
The argument that the imperialists would not dare risk
war because of the destruction it would wreak isnothing new.
Before the First World War Karl Kautsky argued that "The
urge of capital to expand. . .can be best promoted, not by the
violent means of imperialism, hut by peaceful democracy."
And one A. Neymarck: "After calculating the thousands of
millions of francs representing 'international' securities, exclaimed in 1912: 'Is it possihle to believe that peace may be
disturbed.. .that, in the face of these enormous figures,
anyone would risk starting a war?" Lenin castigated both: "Instead of an analysis of imperialism and an exposure of the
depths of its contradictions, we have nothing hut a reformist
'pious wish' to wave them aside, to evade them."45 History, as
well, has rendered its verdict on such idealist prognostications.
There is no question that nuclear weapons are qualitatively more destructive than those used in past wars. But how do
the Soviets (or the U.S., for that matter) attempt to deal with
the profound destructiveness and inherent danger posed by
the war that looms today? Not by renouncing war at all costs,
nor by saying that war today can only be an extension of
madness rather than politics. This is shown both by their
military preparations and by the frequent declarations of both
blocs that they would use nuclear weapons if their vital interests were threatened. Rather, these contradictory concerns
are incorporated into their overall strategic preparations, including their military strategy. Ultimately it is a risk they are
forced to take, and which they seek to minimize in the course
of war by grabbing for decisive victory. Mao Tsetung, in summing up the laws of war, wrote:
"The object of war is specifically to preserve oneself
and destroy the enemy (to destroy the enemy means
to disarm him or 'deprive him of the power to resist,'
and does not mean to destroy every member of his
forces physically].. . . Attack is the chief means of
destroying the enemy, hut defense cannot he dispensed with. In attack the immediate object is to
destroy the enemy, but at the same time it is selfpreservation, because if the enemy is not destroyed,
you will be destr~yed."'~
This dialectic is reflected in the discussions in both hlocs
on the feasibility of mainly targeting the military forces of the
other side, in particular wiping out enemy nuclear weapons
before they can he used; of "controlling" nuclear warfare by
withholding massive, all-encompassing assaults on each
other's cities; and of making their own military forces less
vulnerable to attack.
The Soviet position has been graphically demonstrated by

the ridicule heaped upon the "war is an extension of madness"
position in Soviet military debates. One example is the
decisive repudiation of one General Nikolai Talensky who,
once retired in 1965, developed a disturbing habit of
elaborating the following thesis:
"In our days there can be no more dangerous illusion than the idea that thermonuclear war can still
serve as an instrument of politics, that it is possible to
achieve political aims by using nuclear weapons and
still survive.'
This brought immediate and vehement criticism, by name, in
the press from active military commanders. One such attack,
written by General K.Bochkarev, deputy commandant of the
General Staff Academy, stated that if these ideas took hold:
'[Tlbe armed forces of the socialist states. . .will not
be able to set for themselves the goal of defeating imperialism and the global nuclear war which it
unleashes and the mission of attaining victory in it,
and our military science should not even work out a
strategy for the conduct of war since the latter has lost
its meaning and its significance.. . . In this case, the
very call to raise the combat readiness of our armed
forces and improve their capability to defeat any aggressor is senseless."
The dominant perspective of the Soviet leadership is summed
up by the Soviet General A.S. Milovidov in 1974:
"There is a profound error and harm in the disorienting claims of bourgeois ideologues that there will be
no victors in a nuclear
The Soviets are also counting on the "advantages of their
social and state order" (Marshal Ogarkov's words), as well as
geography, to see them through to survival. Khrushchev, for
all his whining in the face of U.S. nuclear weapons, was also
quite willing to crow (oncehe had some nuclear missiles of his
own to wave around):
"It is perfectly clear to all sober-minded people that
atomic and hydrogen weapons are particularly
dangerous to the countries that are densely populated.
Of course, all countries will suffer in one way or
another in the event of a new world war. We, too,
shall suffer much, shall sustain great losses, but we
shall survive. Our territory is immense and our population less concentrated in large industrial centers
than is the case in many other countries. The West
will suffer incomparably more."'a
The Medvedevs' illusion that this could not be the inten.
tion of the Soviet leadership because there was not a plan to
save the masses in case of attack is almost touching.
Without getting into all the ins and outs of the current

debate over just what the Soviets have and haven't done on the
civil defense front, the fact of the matter is that the Soviets
have a serious and significant plan to preserve first and
foremost their military command, communications, and control and at least the coreof Soviet society from nucleardestruction. Given the reality of all class societies, their plan starts
with the leadership and filters down. The Soviet civil defense
system actively employs 100,000 militarized operatives directing a three-tier system: the first involves the preservation of
the top leadership and their ability to continue to direct
hostilities; the second is an elaborate system of shelters and
other facilities designed to save government and party cadre
down to the oblast (county)level; and finally there are major,
but obviously less effective, plans for the evacuation of urban
millions to remote rural areas (which explains why there are
no fallout shelters in mass apartments in Moscow, where they
would be useless in any case!;.One thing that impedes the imperialists (and this applies both East and West) from openly
stepping up their mass civil defense preparations - and might
prevent them almost entirely - is that such open preparations
would cause widespread political unrest, and could fuel a
serious political crisis.49
Another illusion is the oft-repeated tale that even
speculation on "accepting" millions of casualties is unthinkable in the Soviet Union because of the trauma of World War
2. Unfortunately, ruling classes have never taken such deeply felt aversions of the masses into account when they planned or launched wars. If they did the world would truly be a
different place. In fact, part of the counterrevolution in
military affairs in the late 1950s focused heavily on how to
sum up the experience of the beginning of World War 2 their conclusion, which has more contemporary relevance
than historical truth, was: Never again! Never again were
Soviet forces going to be caught unawares, and never again
was an enemy to be allowed to wage war on Soviet soil. The
second conclusion from the experience of World War 2,
which the Soviet ruling class (if not the masses) has drawn
and which they have publicly thrown out as a challenge to
the West, is that the Soviet Union can absorb massive
destruction and casualties and "bounce b a c k within decades
to challenge even far less damaged powers.
In short, the question posed openly by conservatives in
the U.S. - "How many millions dead is it worth to decisively
crush our longtime rival?" - is asked in Moscow as well.

Theater and
Conventional Warfare
Alongside its strategic nuclear forces, now massed in
rough equivalence with the U.S., there has been an enormous
growth in Soviet theater and conventional capabilities in the
past 30 years, including the development of modern theater
nuclear forces, the creation of a deep-water navy, and the expansion and modernization of Soviet ground and air forces in

Europe, the Far East and Southwest Asia.
These changes which apologists for the Soviet Union are
even less eager to discuss than the Soviets' nuclear posture,
raise some obvious questions. If massive regional conflicts
with theater nuclear weapons wil1"inexorably" lead to suicidal
general nuclear war as the Soviet leadership has so often
claimed, just what is the point of the vast array of Soviet
theater nuclear weapons, particularly those aimed against
countries like China with no comparable forces? If, asMarshal
Ogarkov, Chief of the Soviet General Staff, says, "[Tlhe Soviet
armed forces are no threat to anyone. They have never been
used to capture foreign territory or to enslave the peoples of
other countries,"5Vhen why are thirty Soviet divisions
~ermanentlystationed on their southern frontier and in
Afghanistaniwhich, toour knowledge, isnot part of the Soviet
Union1 facinea
" Southwest Asia devoidof massed Western imperialist forces? And what purpose is served by transforming
the former U.S. entrance to Vietnam, Cam Ranh Bay, into a
major Soviet naval base patrolling the lifelines to Japan?
Nothin here hut deterrence and defense? Hardly.
While Soviet literature discusses waging war to victory,
few docun~entsdefine the content of said victory. Like other
imperialist powers, the Soviet Union does not publicly spell
out its oarticular war aims. However, an examination of the
forces the Soviets have built up and deployed,
and their mis. .
sions as discussed in Soviet military publications, shows that
thev have been designed
to take on and defeat the armed
"
forces of the U.S. bloc in all key theaters, and on that basis be
able to seize, hold, or otherwisedominate those regionspivotal
to the creation of a new postwar imperialist a l i m e n t (including Europe, the ~ e r s i a nGulf, china, and ~ a p k )

Theater Doctrine
In contrast to official pronouncements that the lights
would simply go out after a strategic nuclear exchange, Soviet
doctrine envisions fierce battles eruptine
. before, durine. and
after strategic nuclear strikes, in a variety of theaters, employ.
ing a broad spectrum of forces - from theater nuclear
weapons to a full range of conventional forces. Soviet doctrine
stresses that nuclear and nonnuclear forces are complementary, not mutually exclusive. As Sokolovskiy put it, in the
quote cited earlier, " . . .final victory will be attained only as a
result of the mutual efforts of all services of the armed forces."
An article written by General Major Vasily I. Zemskov,
shortly before he became editor of the official journal
Military Thought, illustrates Soviet thinking on these questions. While noting that strategic nuclear strikes are the
backbone of Soviet strategy, Zemskov writes that subsequent to them, "great importance can also be attached to
operations and combat operations of armed forces in completing the defeat of the remaining groupings of the opposing
side." Zemskov goes on to state that "an extremely active
nuclear conflict in the theaters of military operations and
"highly-maneuverabie offensive and d~r-;n:iivebattle> of
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ground troops, as well as operations of fleets at sea and in the
oceans will now unfold. In these conditions, the role of conventional means of destruction will increase." He also
stresses that the unfolding of war, in a situation in which
much of the armed forces of both sides would be wiped out,
could be complex and protracted: 'Both offensive and defensive operations of various scales are possible here. The initiative can switch several times from one to another. In
military operations in individual zones, as well as in theaters
on the whole.. lenethv ooerational intervalsare not excluded.
Active combat operations in particular regions might
decrease and then break nut anew.
The Soviets, like the Western imoerialists. are strivine
for the maximum flexibility and power at all levels of conflict, no matter how war jumpsoff or unfolds. While Khrushchev areued in the early '60s that nuclear weapons had made
other forms of warfare obsolete, and therefore the other armed forces should be cut by one-third, the Soviet hierarchy
quickly rejected this approach. Under Brezhnev's tenure the
Soviet Union vastly built up its conventional and theater
forces, increasing the size of its armed forces by 1.5 million
men to approximately 4.9 million, the tonnage of ordnance
that tactical Soviet airpower could deliver by ninefold, and
the number of tanks by 66 percent.52
It is important to note in this regard, that while the
Soviets holdthat any war between the U.S. and Soviet blocs
would orobablv raoidlv escalate to strategic nuclear exchanges, there have been increasing if cautious discussions
of the nossibilitv of a nonnuclear chase at the beginning of a
global war.:' This concept is closely related to the Soviet
hope to exploit their geographic advantages to thrust into key
reeions
on the Eurasian land mass in a situation in which the
"
U.S. may well be, at least partly, cut off from the action, or
have difficultyconcentrating its forces in distant battlefields.
In short, the question of who is going to bog down whom,
and which side is going to suffer most in a multifront war, is
as yet undetermined (something reflected by the debate
within the U S . bourgeoisie about how many theaters the
U.S. military needs to be able to wage simultaneous war in the well-known 1% versus 2V2 war controversy).
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The European Theater
In a discussion of tensions over Europe, the Medvedev
brothers ask how anvone could conceive of a reason for the
Soviet Union to wage war for that continent. They point out
that there are few inflamed territorial disputes between East
and West there, and that there is little economically to be
gained by annexing a continent that has just been irradiated
by nuclear weapons. In other words, what would be the trigeer, and what would he the purpose?
he answer is that a war would not simply be for ~ u r o ~ e ,
or to settle lone-standine disputes arising within the narrow
confines of that corner of the world. Contrary to the views
popular within the European left, the Old Continent is not
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Figure 2

This illustrates the target coverage of Soviet SS-20s, and incidentally, shows how the bulk of mankind is geographically
situated on the Soviet "periphary.""

simply some innocent prize being contested by superpower
barbarians. It is the home of major powers, imperialist in
their own right, complete with neocolonial spheres of influence, ambitions for future expansion, and (quite to the
point here) armed to the teeth, including with nuclear
weapons. The Western European powers are an integral part
of a bloc that militarily and politically represents the obstacle
to Soviet ambitions to expand its take from international exploitation. Their importance to the Soviet Union is further
heightened by the fact that the military and productive
power of the old-line imperialist states of Western Europe is
one of the particular strengths of the U.S. bloc, and because
Europe is the land base from which an invasion of the Soviet
heartland would most likely take place.
These realities are reflected in the forces that the Soviet
Union has deployed in the European theater. At center stage
is a large and diverse arsenal of tactical and theater nuclear
weapons, including nearly 1,000short-range missiles and artillery shells, roughly 1,000 medium-range rockets, and
bombers capable of carrying some 1,900warheads, as well as
chemical and biological weapons,S4
The 243 SS-20s, with three warheads each.55 play a key
role in Soviet nuclear forces in Europe as well as in the other
theaters on the Eurasian land mass (see Fig. 2). The difference between the SS-20s and the older missiles they
replaced is that they are highly accurate, mobile, and do not
require protracted [detectable) fueling with liquid propellants. In other words, while their predecessors were both
vulnerable and only accurate enough for "citpswapping"
countervalue standoffs, the new arsenal is far tiore capable
of survivine strategic strikes on the Soviet Union and carry
ing out the mission of accurately wiping out crucial NATO
military targets.56
The Soviets have also amassed a huge conventional force
in the European theater, including 30 divisions of ground
forces in Eastern Europe and another 67 in the European
republics of the Soviet Union, totaling between 1 and 1.4
million men; an air force of some 1,350 fighter bombers,
2,050 interceptors, and 550 reconnaissance planes; and the
bulk of the Soviets' force of 50,000 tanks, including 19,500
stationed directly in Eastern Europe.58
We refuse to get sucked into the endless controversy over
which side is ahead in Europe. Thereis nodoubt that NATO's
conventional inferiority has been vastly blown out of proportion in the West in order to create public opinion for increased Western European defense spending, on conventional weapons in particular, as well as to justify NATO's reliance on nuclear weapons. The NATO allies, including the U.S., have a
larger population, slightly larger armed forces,greatergrossnational product, nearly double the annual military expenditures, and an edge in technologically sophisticated
weaponry over the Warsaw Pact. On the other side, the Warsaw Pact has the advantage in numbers of some categories of
weapons, and most importantly geography. Not only does it
have a deeper rear for maneuver, and interior lines of supply, but the proximity of the Soviet Union means that the
Warsaw Pact could bring a greater number of troops (by a
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160:lOO or 200:100 margin) to bear in the early stages of a
war.59 Again in nuclear warfare, accumulated forces already
"on line" in crucial theaters of combat may play an unprecedentedly important role if means of military production and transport are quickly destroyed by nuclear
weapons.
The point is that the Soviets have assembled an army
with the potential - and mission - of defeating NATO forces
and occupying Europe.
Some have seized upon the fact that Soviet forces fall
short of the classic 3:l preponderance assumed necessary for
offensive invasion to conclude that Soviet forces in Europe
are merely "defensive." But this is a dogmatic misreading of
the current state of warfare in which the existence of nuclear
weapons, a s well as the speed and mobility of modern forces,
transforms all such theoretical ratios. Imperialist military
planners no doubt have new assessments of the necessary
force ratios.
For instance, Soviet writings on theater warfare stress
the close coordination between nuclear weapons (which
they label "the basic means of destruction")and conventional
weapons, and they emphasize the importance of surprise and
rapid offensive actions in gaining a decisive military advantage.'O

Southwest Asia and China
By this point in the discussion, the assertions by students
of asymmetries that the Soviets "never go outside their
sphere" should sound a little hollow. After all, what has been
documented is precisely that the Soviet military focus is on
forging the means to break out of that sphere, in a context far
different from the trail of localized incidents the apologists
.
concentrate on. However, a brief sketch of Soviet military
forces facine
u south and east helns hammer this overall ooint
home from yet another side.
The invasion of Afghanistan, dismissed as either an antifeudal intervention or Soviet border paranoia by the "lesser
danger" school, is actually more a preview and preparation
for what is to come than a self-contained episode. Besides
whatever immediate goals and necessities spurred this imperial intervention, the net result is that the Soviets are hundreds of miles closer to the strategically vital waterways of
the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf and more completely
flank both Iran and Pakistan. Further, the southeastern corner of Afghanistan is the site of a massive new military infrastructure, serving both as an airbase providing cover and offensive capabilities into the Indian Ocean and as a massive
depot of supplies for any future moves south. This is neither
accidental nor unrelated to strategic war preparations. The
same can also be said for the 85,000-plus Soviet troops in
Afghanistan and the twenty-four Soviet divisions, comprised
of roughly 300,000 men, that face Iran and T ~ r k e y . ~ '
The Soviets have also used Afghanistan as a proving
ground for their new weaponry and tactics, paralleling U S .
~

use of Israeli battle data. And the invasion itself also reflected
a newlv acauired deftness in Soviet offensive tactics, far in
advance over the march into Czechoslovakia. It was a hold
strike, tightly coordinating four motorized divisions with
soecial assault detachments that took Kabul from within.
The tactics used there, quite successfully at first, should help
dispel the mythology of an inherently lethargic bureaucratic
bear .62
More importantly the lingering natureof the Afghan war
itself has been used to refine training and tactics for the
Soviet military a s a whole. There has beena massive rotation
of lower-level officers through the combat zone, and new
regulations have been promulgated giving such veterans accelerated promotions to spread experience and the smell of
gunpowder through the ranks.
Massive armed forces also face China, Here again we
hear cries about Soviet "defense." We are not about to
apologize for China's reactionary collaboration with U.S. imperialism but those who raise this shrill cry of "defense"
seem to have forgotten a bit of recent history. In 1969 it was
the Soviet Union that massed a million troops on the Chinese
border, provoked numerous border incidents, and threateoed to launch a nuclear assault against then revolutionm?
China - an assault postponed due to the preparednessof the
Chinese (and in part because of Nixon's warning to the
Soviets to desist).
It is these same politics of imperialist bullying that the
present Soviet military buildup continues, though now at a
time when world war is more immediately on the agenda.
Today the Soviets' goals vis-a-vis China are to neutralize
whatever military actions the Chinese take in concert with
the Western alliance and to bludgeon
- the Chinese into the
Soviet orbit in the process, without getting drawn into a protracted "two front" war or a draining occupation of heavily
eastern China
.populated
.
A lookat the kindsof forces deployed on the two sidesof
the Sino-Soviet horder indicates somethine of their nurnoses.
While the Chinese do have nuclear weapons and large army, they have neither the nuclear arsenal to take the Soviets
head-on, nor mechanized units capable of deep thrusts into
the Soviet Union. Western strategy is, essentially, to use
China
to force the Soviets to commit a laree number of forces
-~~~~~
to Asia and to "keep Soviet forces along the Chinese border
tied down," maximizing the U.S. bloc's freedom in other
theater^.â€
On the other side, the Soviet Union has made a concerted
effort to boost its capability to strike deep and hard against
China, while not tying down the bulk of their forces - thus
frustrating Western strategy. The Soviets have deployed 108
SS-20 missiles in the eastern theater, capable of strikes
aeainst Chinese nuclear installations, troop concentrations,
and key military facilities (aswell as use against ~ a ~ aSouth
n,
Korea Taiwan etc.1. and there are rewrts that clans are
afoot to deployanother 100 on top of that. The Soviets have
also stationedbetween 50 and 60 nuclear-capable Backfire
bombers near China and Japan, Whereas in 1967 it would
have taken about three-fourths of the Soviet ballistic missile
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force to wage a counterforce offensive against China, less
than ten percent of the Soviet nuclear forces would he need
ed today.='
A similar purpose guides the Soviet conventional
buildup in East Asia. Since 1967 troop strength has doubled
from twenty-five divisions to an estimated fifty-two today.
While the hulk of this increase occurred during the period of
border clashes with China, the Soviets have since then done
J .r~!menaousan7ount oi w.>rk 1% iti;ikc them i11orec o n ~ t ~ a t
caoablf Roadwavsand rail Inies have hi'i'n :oni,~ruc~ed
linking this front with supply centers in the Soviet heartland;
modern airfields, permanent barracks, command centers,
and supply depots have been constructed; and a new command structure, giving Soviet forces more flexibility, was
organized.65 Because Soviet troops are highly mechanized seven are armored divisions - and ill-suited for either stationary defense against masses of Chinese troops or for occupation of the country as a whole, there is speculation in the
West that Soviet strategy is to strike rapidly at key targets
to actuallfseize chunks of
deep inside China and/or
Western China (where the nonulation is marse and non-Han
and where geography makes guerrilla war difficult),and to
force capitulation on that basis.
The Soviet armed forces in East Asia are also directed
against Japan. Despite its waning pacifist disguise, Japan is
an imperialist nation with specific and growing military
res~onsibilitiesin the U.S. bloc. These responsibilities include, among other things, defending itself and the sea lanes
for one thousand miles around it. In addition to beinea component part of the U.S. strategy of absorbing, tying down,
and assaulting Soviet forces in Asia, this is designed to enable
the West to bottle up the Soviet Pacific fleet in its home
waters, as well as allow the U.S. to "swing" forces from the
Pacific to key battle zones in Europe and the Middle East.
The Soviets have been saneuinelv blunt about how they
plan to deal with Japan and its contributions to the Western
war effort. When Japan's Prime Minister Nakasone bragged
that his country was an "unsinkable aircraft carrier," Andropov retorted that "there are no unsinkable aircraft carriers." If there were any lingering doubts about the implications of Andropov's threat, Toss soon dispelled them. Warning that participating in the U.S. military alliance would
make Japan "a likely target" for Soviet nuclear missiles, Tass
stated that "for such a densely populated, insular country as
Japan," Soviet nuclear strikes "could spell a national disaster
more serious than the one that befell it thirtyseven years
ago.""
Besides the increased numbers of SS-20 missiles, Backfire bombers, and troops already mentioned, the Soviet
buildup in the Asian theater has included the strengthening
of its Pacific fleet, which includes a major detachment of
nuclear missile-carrying submarines stationed at the
Sakhalin Island base of Flight 007 notoriety. And the Soviets
have reinforced their bases on the Kuril Islands, off the
northern coast of Hokkaido, with modern jet aircraft and increased numbers of troops.
The Soviets have a number of objectives here. Their forces
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are designed to counter a U.S./Japanese blockade and enable
the Soviet fleet to burst into the western Pacific to interdict
vital Western shipping lanes, surround and perhaps cut off
laoan,. and disrupt US-bloc onerations in the theater as a
whole. There is also much speculation that the Soviets aim to
turn the Sea of Okhotsk into a "protected lake" where their
nuclear submarines can operate with i m p ~ n i t y . ~ '

.

&

Soviet Naval Forces
In the 1950s, the Soviet navy was a small force used for
coastal defense. Today, the Soviet navy is truly a'blue water"
navy, with 289 major combat ships, 350 attack submarines, 2
aircraft carriers, and 2 helicooter carriers. The U.S. bloc,
however, remains dominant at sea. While the Soviets have
more major combat ships and submarines than does the U.S.,
"the U.S. fleet is still superior in firepower, logistics and the
ability to operate for extended periods,"in part becauseof the
Soviets' limited access to the oceans, and few ports of call
around the world.68
But the role of the Soviet navy is neither to simply
challenge U.S. naval superiority ship for ship, nor to serve an
identical function of preserving the links in a global oceanic
alliance. Its design &ticipatesinterrelated f i c t i o n s which
combine both strategic nuclear missions with the distinctly
naval mission of disrupting the oceanic links of the Western
bloc.
A key function is to serve as a component part of the
Soviet Union's strategic nuclear forces, as floating launching
pads. The waters north of the Greenland-Iceland-U.K. line
have been transformed over recent years intoa regular haunt
of Soviet nuclear-equipped submarines, to preserve a
retaliatory capacity in the case that land-based ICBMs are
destroyed or used. In addition, the USSR recently shifted
submarine patrols closer to the eastern seaboard of North
America, bringing their missiles within ten minutes striking
time of the U.S. command centers, replicating- U.S.
capabilities for launching decapitating strikes.
Second, the fleets are designed to orevent the U.S. forces
from using t h e oceans as a reliable link for supply and reinforcementduring war, especially to reinforce Europe during
land war. and to sever oil links to states like Taoan.
And third, these forces are to serve the purpose of the
defense of the Soviet Union itself. They are to destroy those
Western naval forces poised to attack the Soviet Union from
sea and especially the surface fleets are fashioned to protect
the strategic nuclear weapons stationed under the waves by
fighting U.S. submarine-killers.
~ d m i r a Sergey
l
G.Gorshkov, the father of the modern
Soviet navy, once boasted that his fleet was designed to
'force the United States to recognize that the ocean, which in
:he past protected the American continent from the revenge
af the victims of its aggression has no longer its old role as-a
aroteciine barrier He elaborates the overall rationale for the
'ransformation of the Soviet navy as follows:

-

-

"In the mid-1950s, in connection with the revolution in military affairs, the Central Committee of our
party definedthe path of fleet development, as well
as the fleet's role and d a c e in the svstem of Armed
Forces in the country. The course taken was one
which required the construction of an ocean going
fleet, capable of carrving out offensive strategic missions. Submarines and naval aviation equipped with
nuclear weapons had a leading place in the
program.. . .
"For the first time in its history our Navy was
converted, in the full sense of the word, into an offensive type of long-ranged armed force. Along with
the strategic Rocket Forces, the Navy had become
the most important weapon the supreme Command
had, one which could exert a decisive influence on
the course of an armed struggle on theaters of
military operations of vast extent.
"The fleet which for a long- time could only carry
on combat operations in seas directly next to its own
coasts, and which had had experience in a continental w a r . . .now sailed the broad expanses of the
oceans, and acquired the capacity to carry out strategic missions in the struggle with the strongest of
naval enemies. This brought about a fleet requirement for new tactics, for a new operational art, and
for a theory covering the strategic utilization of its
forces.. . . ."6s
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The increasins vulnerability of Soviet land-based
nissiles to U.S. counterforce attacks, plus a greater Soviet
.ecoenition
of the wssibilitv of a orotrakted nuclear conflict.
"
]as led them to place more and more emphasis on their
luclear navy, building it to a force of some 62 nuclearmwered submarines, armed with 950 nuclear missiles.
recently Gorshkov declared, "In response to the developnent by the United States of a strategic submarine missile
jystem, directed above all at the Soviet Union, a similar
system has been developed by us. This confronts any ag.
;ressor with the inevitability of retaliati~n."~
One of the most significant previews of what is to come
ivas a Soviet exercise centered in the North Atlantic called
3KEAN '75. The maneuver started on April 8, 1975, when a
mit of destroyers and cruisers left the Soviet military base on
he Kola Peninsula for the north of Iceland. There, at the
chokepoints" marking the prospective NATO battleline to
contain the Soviet navy within northern waters, the detachnent linked up with forces emerging from the Baltic.
foeether
thev constituted a pincers movement for engage"
nent in the North Atlantic, armed with ship-to-air missiles
:apable of both challenging American naval fighter
iauadrons and the transoort nlanes designed
to "bis lift" U.S.
"
orces to the combat in Central Europe.
Simultaneously, a battle group was exercising in the sea
anes connecting- the northern and southern Atlantic - the
;roup consisted of two missile-equipped destroyers from the
bviet base on Cuba meeting with components of both the
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Baltic and Mediterranean Soviet fleets. Another destroyer,
together with a submarine tender and a tanker, left the
~ e d i t e r r a n e a ngoing south and was stationed off the coast of
Guinea. Finallv a string of submarines stretched through the
Atlantic between these two concentration points north and
south. This whole open-ocean maneuver was accompanied
with landing operations along the Polish and East German
Baltic coasts, testing the naval capacity to establish beachheads from Northern European seas, while the Mediterranean fleet was practicing maneuvers around Corsica and Sardinia designed to defeat NATO forces on that sea and for cutting off oil links from Northern Africa to NATO forces.
Alongside the OKEAN'75 maneuvers in the North Atlantic, there were simultaneous exercises in the Indian Ocean at
the exit of the Persian Gulf and at the entrance to the Red
Sea, including with maneuvers along the tanker route
around Africa, at Madagascar, the Cape, and the West
African coast. Naval units and air-based land support were
deployed from Soviet bases in European Russia, Somalia,
and Cuba. In short, the exercise practiced operating in every
ocean under a unified command.''
This April, apparently similar, if yet larger, maneuvers
were held involving over 250 warships, support vessels, submarines, amphibious craft. Backfire bombers, and longrange reconnaissance planes, in a number of areas around
the world simultaneously.'2

-

-

Soviet Conduct in the Oppressed Nations
Then there is the question of Soviet activity in the oppressed nations, long considered a trump card by the "lesser
evil" school because the Soviets have had less going on in the
Third World, and the action they have been involved in has
often been under the rubric of "supporting the national
liberation struggle."
Our purpose here is not to review the Soviets' reactionary intrigues in the oppressed nations nor to fully
analyze the imperialist content of their relationship with
various clients - a task taken up elsewhere.73 Suffice it to say
that donning the cloak of friend of the national liberation
movements doesn't make it so - witness the numerous imperialist "liberators" in the past. Here we want to focus on
how the Soviet actions in the oppressed
nations fit into their
..
overall plans for waging global imperialist war.
Over the last decades the Soviet Union has struckout far
beyond its border regions. Some twenty-seven countries outside the Warsaw Pact equip their armies with varying
amounts of Soviet equipment, and thirteen are trained by
Soviet missions. Twenty thousand Soviet military personnel
are also stationed in nine countries outside the Pact (not
counting Afghanistan!) and significant numbers of East Germans, Czechs, and of course Cubans are deployed in other
countries as well."
Where the Soviets have tried to establish beachheads in
the oppressed nations, they have concentrated on areas that

would be strategically useful in a global military conflict. As
Basic Principles notes:
'[Wlhile seeking generally to penetrate, dominate
and plunder throughout the colonial (and neo-colonial) and dependent countries, the Soviet socialimperialists are concentrating much of their 'aid' in
areas that are key in strategic-military terms - including the Middle East and parts of Africa - areas
rich in strategic materials such as oil and/or crucial
as springboards and buffers in preparation for and
then in fighting a world war.'75
A few examples highlight the quality and importance of
Soviet incursions around the world. Take the case of Vietnam, a country now tightly integrated into the Soviet bloc.
Vietnam has a battle-tested army of one million men, which
could be used to pin down U.S. allies, including China, and
expand Soviet influence throughout Southeast Asia during
wartime. The naval and air base at Cam Ranh Bay, which the
Soviets apparently now directly administer, houses Soviet
forces capable of hitting targets from southeast China to
Singapore, and of projecting naval power into the sea lanes
linking the Western Pacific to the Indian Ocean and the Persian Gulf.76
Similarly, their intervention in Angola has enabled the
Soviets to establish a substantial military presence, via
Cuban and Angolan troops, in the heart of Africa, and gain
access to air bases and ports of call in an area rich in strategic
minerals and contiguous to important shipping lanes in the
Atlantic."
Ethiopia - one of the most highly militarized countries
in the world, with 122 soldiers for every medical person, supporting a Cuban army, an ongoing antipopular war against
Eritrea, and importing armsat a rate many times higher than
any similarly primitive economy in the world - is well placed as a springboard for action against U.S. allies Somalia to
the east or Saudi Arabia, Sudan, and Egypt to the north.
Soviet actions in the Indian Ocean are a final case in
point. Here the Soviets have centered their efforts on obtaining naval facilities from their client states: at Socotra, a
Yemeni island in the Arabian Sea, the old British port of
Aden in South Yemen, and Perim and the Dahlak Archipelago. islands belonging to Ethiopia, In addition, the Soviets
are pressing for bases in Madagascar, on Diego Suarez, and
the Maldives. Such bases would greatly strengthen Soviet
ability to close or seize the Persian Gulf oil spigot as well as
intercept those U.S. forces assigned to shift from the Pacific
to either the Middle East or Europe during a war.78
ironically, much of this is noted by some who contend
that the Soviet Union is not preparing for world war. Fred
Halliday admits:
[ I l t is clear that the USSR has typically sought to extract strategic advantages from its interventions in
the Third World, whether or not these were in the interest of the countries concerned themselves. In

most cases, its objectives have not gone much
beyond refueling facilities for its naval forces and
fishing fleets, or landing rights for its aircraft. There
isno doubt that its worldwide intelligence and tracking capacities have been enlarged in the wake of its
increased military assistance to the Third World
Revolution in the past decade. But no permanent
overseas bases have been set up by the Soviet Union
anywhere outside the WTO [Warsaw Treaty
Organization] itself. This record of relative caution
may, however, yet be broken in Afghanistan."7q
We would like to ask Mr. Halliday, just what is the cor
tent of these "strategic advantages," the purpose of thes
"refueling facilities for its naval forces,""landing rights for it
aircraft,"etc.? Truly the outlook of some writers blinds then
to the significance of the events they themselves documen
and describe!
In 1974, Minister of Defense Marshal A.A. Grechki
spelled out the new Soviet approach to power projection:
"At the present stage the historic function of the
Soviet Armed Forces is not restricted merely to their
function in defending our Motherland and the other
socialist countries. In its foreign policy activity the
Soviet state actively and purposefully opposes the
export of counter-revolution and the policy of oppression, supports the national liberation struggle,
and resolutely resists imperialist aggression in
whatever distant region of our planet it may appear.8'
It is more than symbolic that Soviet armed forces have nov
been issued "tropical uniforms" consisting of light materials
shorts, and short-sleeved shirts. We can assume that pit1
helmets were avoided for reasons of tact.

How Soviet Peace Proposals
Serve War Preparations
In the past several years an escalating "peace war" parallc
to the military preparations of both blocs has developed. Bot
sides have bombarded the world with sermons, admonition!
and a staccato of proposals for peace and disarmament. In thi
n
competition as well, many detect a fundamental difference I
tween the two sides. The U.S. refused to ratify the SALT 1
trealy wnuldnt t ' v i . ~.onii.- t u the iie^iitiann< iahlc for uvcr
year following Reafidn 5 election and has consistentlv subntii
ied proposalsdesi&ed to elicit rejection. The Soviet Union, 01
the other hand, endorsed SALT 11, tipped its hat to the freez
proposal, declared it would not be the first to use weapons, ha
urged treaties banning war in space and nuclear testing, an<
even proposed the simultaneous dissolution of both NAT(
and the Warsaw Pact. By Soviet count, they have submitte,
over 150 proposals. Surely, our critics argue, there is some rea
50

substance to these differences.
Indeed there is substance: the two contending blocs have
different strengths
and weaknesses, which are reflected in
"
their differing proposals. The substance here is different
political and military strategies for preparing for world war!
Arms-control negotiations are not antithetical to military
strategy; rather they complement each other within the framework of the long-range goals of an imperialist state. Armscontrol agreements can head off or restrict the development of
the enemy's most threatening weapons, while preserving one's
own most important weapons; arms control enables one to explore an opponent's force posture, as well as channel arms
competition in favorable and controllable directions; and of
course arms negotiations are a key political weapon for
legitimizing one's own actions as "peaceful," while
demonstrating that an opponent is "warlike."
The SALT I and I1 treaties are clear illustrations of the
place of arms control in imperialist strategy. The SALT I treaty, signed in 1972, imposed strict limits on antiballistic missile
systems and placed a five-year freeze on the deployment of
ICBMs and SLBMs, while not limiting increases in warheads,
bombers, or technological improvement of existing systems.
SALT I was useful to the U.S. in that it helped slow down
the momentum of the Soviet arms buildup, particularly in
heavy land-based missiles [the Soviets had expanded their
ICBM force from 190 in 1964 to 1,527in 1972}? and it imposed some more general restraints upon Soviet expansion
around the world at a time when the U.S., embroiled in Vietnam, was in no position to challenge the Soviet buildup head
on. The treaty provided a political and strategic framework for
the U.S. imperialists to regroup their forces, domestically and
internationally, in order to take the Soviets on. Within this
context, the treaty did not restrict the U.S.s nuclear buildup,
which at that time focused on increasing the number and accuracy of U.S. nuclear warheads rather than the number of
missiles.82
From the Soviet standpoint, SALT I also had important
strategic benefits. It legitimized the Soviet claim TO superpower status and opened new avenues for Soviet contention
throughout the world, while enabling the Soviets to fluff their
"neace lovine" nlumaee.
" The freeze on nuclear missiles, and in
particular the limitations imposed on antiballistic [ABM)
systems, gave the Soviets added protection, albeit quite temporary, against the danger of a U.S. nuclear strike, something
that had greatly worried them in the 1950s and much of the
1960s. While the Soviet Union had been the first to work on
antimissile systems, it feared that once the U.S. undertook
such an effort it would quickly outpace the Soviets, as it
had in the ICBM race of the early 1960s. And like the U.S., the
Soviets left themselves plenty of freedom to augment their
nuclear arsenal. David Holloway notes:
'The Soviet Union negotiated the Interim Agreement
with great care soas not 1 0 prevent 1hi.-deploynitnt of
a new eeneration 01" ICB.\ls in thc inid-lY70s Competition in offensive strategic missiles has continued
apace since 1972, in spite of the negotiations to con-
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elude a second SALT treaty.""
SALT I1 was essentially a continuation of this process: it
limited each side to 2,250 delivery systems (about 200 more
than the U.S. had at the time),while allowing vast increases in
the number of warheads and doing nothing to restrict thearms
race in such key fields as bombers and cruise missiles. It
restricted that which no one intended to increase; and if anything, the SALT process provided both sides with a "peaceful"
rationalization for continuing to refine their nuclear stockpiles. While SALT I and I1 have been in force, the Soviet
arsenal has gone from 2,500 to somewhere over 7,000
warheads, while the U.S.'s bas climbed from 5,700 to over
9.000!" Thus. for each side. the SALT nrocess was a form of
contention in a particular internationalframework; a form of
preparing to violently recast that irumework.
But what uf the differences that have amerced since SA1.T
II? Without getting into the details of the various negotiations,
a couple of examples suffice to illustrate something of their
substance.
Take the question of the Soviet ratification of SALT 11,
their tacit endorsement of the freeze, and their proposal to
limit weapons in outer s p a ~ e .The
~ s Soviets are facing a determined U.S. effort, crystallized in the Reagan fiveyear, $1.5
trillion military budget to utilize the West's superior technical
and industrial base to bring a whole new generationof nuclear
weapons - including the MX, the cruise, the Trident D-5
missiles, the B-l and Stealth bombers, and antimissile and
antisatellite systems - on stream, and gain a decisive nuclear
edge over theSoviet Union. In this situation, the Soviets have
more to gain than lose bv attemutins" to impose some limits on
this prewar arms race. The observation that the Soviets make
concrete proposals when they want to close a potentially
disadvantageous branch of the arms race, and make "general
disarmament" proposals when they want to actively pursue a
line of armament, is correct.
Contention between rival imperialist blocs doesn't proceed evenly, but by lurches and spurts within and betweeithe
contending" blocs. In reality,. there is a tinv erain of truth to the
Reagan refrain that a freeze today would meannfreezingSoviet
superiority." While the Soviets clearly don't have strategic
superiority over the U.S. bloc, a freeze today would mean
freezing ;balance of nuclear forces that evolved during the
late 1960s and much of the 1970s when the Soviets had more
freedom to rapidly build up their arsenal than did the U.S. It
would thus freeze things at that point when the Soviets had
lurched into rough parity - before the U.S. consummates its
leap to the kind of superiority it would like to have at the onset
of a third world war.
Of course, it is important to remember that while the
Soviets have been churning out various peace proposals, and
seekine to reao whatever colitical advantaee
" thev
' can therefrom, they have also been furiously striving to increase the
size and strength of their nuclear arsenal, including trying to
match the U.S. on certain key fronts such as star wars. cruise
missiles, and ABM systems.
The Soviet supporters make hay over Brezhnev's June 15,
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1982 statement that "the Soviet state solemnly declares the
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics assumes an obligation not
to he the first to use nuclear weawns." But anyone who
believes that vampires will honor peacemongering declarations when vital interests are on the line needs his head examined. In fact Brezhnevput a gigantic escapeclausein his"no
first use" promise. Later in the statement he said: "In the conduct of its policy, the Soviet Union will naturally continue to
take into account how the other nuclear powers act; whether
they heed the voice of reason and follow our good example or
push the world downhill."86In other words, "we've made this
promise, but don't expect us to keep it if the other side provokes us." (Brezhnev's caveat completely continues the longstanding Soviet policy of making a distinction between "preventive" and "preemptive"nuclear strikes; in other words, the
Soviets have always insisted they will never "preventively"
strike out of the blue in an unprovoked assault, while they have
consistently hammered home that they would exercise their
right to "preemptively" strike if they had reason to believe that
an American strike was imminent.)
The entire rhetorical exchange around "first use" in fact
has a great deal to do with the struggle for public opinion in
Eurone. where in fact NATO's stratew
-.has always been based
on preparing a first (supposedly tactical) use of nuclear
weapons to counteract Soviet conventional preponderances
on the continent. As we have already discussed, the Soviets
have much to gain politically by proposing a "no first use" pact
(which they know the West must decline at present), while
they could only gain something of an edge militarily if the
West were somehow pressured into agreeing to it. By forcing
the West toopenly acknowledge their strategic preparations to
use nuclear weapons first, and by making that policy part of
the realm of public debate [especially in Europe), the Soviets
have been able to go far in the last couple of years, strutting
under a mantle of "reasonable peace lovers," toward fanning
some political contradictions within the NATO countries and
creatine favorable cohtical conditions for themselves, to be
used in the context of war in the European theater
The utter cynicism and hypocrisyof Brezhnev's "no first
use" oledee is also obvious from the fact that until recently the
Soviet Union not only hadn't run out such a plan, but sharply
o- cor~ o s e drevolutionary
' China's call in the 1960s for all cowers
to renounce the first use of nuclear weapons. This opposition
stemmed in part from the fact that the Soviets were exercising
nuclear blackmail and actually olannins
a oreemotive nuclear
.
strike against China; and from the factthat in the early '60s,
before they attained strategic parity, Soviet strategy rested
upon holding Europe nuclear hostage in order to prevent a
U.S. attack!"
In sum.
~~.the differences between U.S. and Soviet armscontrol proposals reflect differing political and geographical
necessities aswellascontentioi~by hotn - albeit insomewhat
different wavs - for wlicical advantage These differences do
not reflect some fundamentally different Soviet approach to
war and peace.
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Conclusion

analysis of the war plans of the imperialists, West and East, is
the need to face fully the implications of their murderous projects and on that basis to accelerate work to overthrowthem
before they can commit such monstrous crimes and unleash
such unprecedented horror upon humanity.

The armed forces of the Soviet Union are thorouehly imperialist in character: they have been built on an imperialist
basis and their central o u m s e todav is to enable the Soviet
Union to wage and win a war for the redivision of the world
against a rival imperialist alliance. No other analysis comprehends the sum total of Soviet actions, in particular its
military doctrine and military-strategic preparations. It is no
exaggeration to say that the Soviet social-imperialists, along
with the U.S. and its allies, threaten the very existence of
humanity by their mutual reliance on massive nuclear
I Leonid Brezhnev, "Central Committee Report to the 24th Conarsenals totaling tens of thousands of warheads. Such a
gress of the CPSU (30 March 19711,''cited in The Lie of a Soviet War
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whole host of secondam characteristicsof the Soviet Union. of
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particular differences in the position of the two blocs, are
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Soviets as fundamentally different than the U.S. imperialists.
Toward the Debate on the Nature
Socialist or Social-Im~erialist?Essavs
of Soviet Society (chicago: RCP ~ublications.19831, and The Soviet
Ironically, this argument has been given new life today, when
Union: Socialist or Social-Imperialist?, Part 11: The Question is Joined,
preparations for war are becoming more open on both sides.
Raymond Lotta vs. Albert Szymanski (Chicago: RCP Publications,
This isn't only because the U.S. hasdramatically and blatantly
19831.
accelerated its military buildup. It alsostems from the fact that
7 Herbert Block, "The Economic Basis of Soviet Power," in Edsome have sought refuge from the real possibility of global
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nuclear war in the notion that the Soviet Union is different.
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The First Significant Deepening of Lenin's
Theory of Imperialism
"This is a provocative reinterpretation of
M m and Lenin from a viewpoint opposed
to capitalism and imperialism and also
opposed to what it calls the 'socialimperialism' of the Soviet Union. It is
therefore worth reading as an unusual point
of view, rigorously presented."
-H0wUd

m

Professor of Political Science, Boston University
author ofA People's History of the United Slates

"From a theoretical pspetlive, the chief
signifkance of this book is the way it
develops Marxist political economy in the
light of Lenin's analysis of imperialism. It
argues that the laws of capitalist
accumulation now operate at the level of the
world as a whole, including both East and
West. The oroblems of individual coonlries
must therefore be seen in the context of the
world svstem. This is an im~ortantarmment
and it is developed here notonly with
scholariy care but also with an eye to the
guidance it provides for political action."
- M w d Nell
Professor of Economics,
Graduate Faculty at the New School for Social Research
editor of Free Marker Consewo/ism:
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America in Decline is a multivolume study

of the origins and implications of the
contemporary crisis of world capitalism.
This work breaks new eround and offers fresh
insights into the natureand history of
monopoly capitalism. Its theoretical point of
departure is the integrating and determining
role of the world imperialist economy. The
structures and trends of particular national
economies can only. be understood in light of
a world dynamic. Indeed, the contradictions,
tensions, and conflicts to which imperialism
gives rise must ultimately - and can only
under this system - be resolved through the
forcible recasting of international relations,
that is, through world war. At the same time,
revolutionaryupheavals are inextricably
bound up with and profoundly influence this
world dynamic. America in Decline
represents a remarkable defense and the first
significant deepening of Lenin's theory of
imperialism.
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proportions and brought the world to the
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Readina. Writina. and Revisionism
by Leona Krasny
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While education doesn't tell the whole story of any given
systemand itssocial relations, it nonetheless"isan extremely
important part of the superstructure and plays a very crucial
role in maintaining and reinforcing one kind of class re la^
tions or another,"' The content of the curriculum, the relationship between the schools and the division of labor in
society at large, the sorts of social relations and the kind of
outlook permeating and guiding the classroom itself - all
these both flow from and reciprocally affect a society's
overall class relations.
The education system of the Soviet Union is decidedly
capitalist: reflecting, maintaining, and reinforcing bourgeois,
reactionary class relations. ~ r o mthe "socialist" tracking
system
. . to the revisionist content of textbooks, from the promotion of self-seeking competition through the pursuit of
grades to the maintenance of the absolute authority of the
teacher andadministration, theentire school system isset up
to make a principle of the division between mental and

their specialized place"; to divorce ( ~ a r x i s ttheory
)
from
practice and the masses from the running of society, and to
politically indoctrinate Soviet youth in narrow Russian
chauvinism ?nd the "justice"ofclass society revisionist-style.
The Soviet social-imperialists and their apologists
argue
.
that the big gains in literacy since 1917, including the fact
that many children of workersget a university education and
that nearly all youth receive a secondary education, would
be impossible under capitalism. These developments, they
say, demonstrate the superiority of the socialist system. in
fact these phenomena typify all modern imperialist
societies, and their existence in the Soviet Union - as
elsewhere in the imperialist world - flows from the specific
needs and serves the interests of socialimperialism, as does
the like-minded emphasis on the worship of various
achievements in science and technology. These are

necessary to the expansion of capital in the era of imperialism; and, like all good capitalists, the Soviets do what
the needs of capital dictate.
Revisionists may reply that, yes, there are problems and
weaknesses, but that these are part of the legacy left from
capitalism and are being gradually overcome. In fact these
"flaws" are not left over from the capitalism of prerevolutionary Russia, but are part of a conscious policy on education reflecting the overall relations of an imperialist system
with a socialist veneer. Indeed, the aspects of the Soviet
system of education that reflect the legacy of 40 years of
socialism - for example, the attempts under Lenin and
Stalin to upgrade education for the oppressed nationalities
and narrow the gap between the (formerly)oppressor and
oppressed nations - have been steadily dismantled.
The Soviet line on education is concentrated, for instance, in a statement on the function of education taken
from a book done by Soviet sociologists on the cultural life of
workers in the Ural region:
"Education isa means by which each new generation
can assimilate the knowledge accumulated by
humanity. The knowledge and skills obtained make
it possible for the individual to adapt to the social
environment around him. In the process of education, the individual assimilates cultural values, making them his own spiritual resource. Man does not
simolv' obtain svstematized knowledge
" of the world,
he also prepares himself for the performance of
specific labor " 2

.

This is essentially the same view of education found in
any U.S. sociology textbook, with the added twist that
"socialist" education prepares
young
. .
. - people
. . for a specific job
(a point now also getting some emphasis in the U . S . ) .This is
extolled in their orooaeanda aimed at the West: unlike
capitalism, where youth often have no skills and no job, the
Soviet system prepares students so that they come out of
school trained and ready to do the same job for life. "Job
training" becomes the revisionists' vulgarized version of the
Marxist principle of integrating theory and practice.
The revisionist line on education cited above views the
students' role of "assimilating knowledge" as a passive one.
Lenin, it is true, spoke of the need for communist youth to
"assimilate the wealth of knowledge amassed by mankind"
but, unlike the social-imperialists of today, he stressed that
'vou should not merelv assimilate this knowledee.
- . but
assimilate it critic all^."^ The revisionists view the student asa
blank slate on which society - through the educational
svstem - draws the orooer image. He or she is little more than
an empty head to be filled with supposedly classless
"knowledge accumulated by humanity."
This is more than a "bad formulation" on education; it
reflects a bourgeois class viewpoint on the role of the masses
andon education. It is diametricallv, nooosed to the "
eenuinelv
communist view that the massesare the makersof history and
that they must be unleashed through consciously grasping the

. ."

. .

~
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~

laws of nature and the class struggle, a process entailing particination in strueele
and a direct involvement in theorv and
"u
practice at all levels and in all spheres - not a passive Spoonfeeding by experts and authorities.
A basic orincinle of Marxist materialism - understandine
the world in thecourseof changing it, and inorder tochange it
- is negated on both sides. onunderstanding the world,"the
basic educational svstem isnot intended to train the masses in
knowing the world through learning to critically and
analytically examineall phenomena in their contradictory motionand development, nor is it designed to foster the challenge
of all traditional ideas and traditional relations between oeopie. Instead, traditional capitalist relations and methods
prevail: the teachersand books out forward the"rieht"answers
"
while the students learn to regurgitate them on cue, the
teachers keep order while thestudents'assimilate knowledge"
and "adaot to the social environment." One learns about the
world, in this conservative system, through mastering a closed
body of knowledge with new facts and theories added by the
higher authorities for proper digestion by students.
As for changing the world, the roleof the massesis reduced to learning what they need to know to fulfilla specific and
extremely limited function in society - their trade or profession. Doing a good job, being conscientious - this is extolled
as "socialist consciousness"!
Certainly in a genuinely socialist system the youth, and
the masses in general, have to work at jobs, doing specific
kinds of labor demanding certain knowledge specific to that
work. The division of labor inherited from capitalism does
not disappear overnight. But neither does it "disappear"at all
without a conscious and fierce struggle to limit and
transform the inherited division of labor as much as possible,
This is a crucial task of the transition from socialism to communism, and as the ex~erienceof the Cultural Revolution in
China showed, it is one that entails both ongoing struggle at
every level of society and truly profound upheaval. While
the Cultural Revolution itself is outside the scope of this article, it's worth noting that that struggle began in the universities and was marked by perhaps the most thoroughgoing
and wide-ranging
rethinking on and reform of the educa- .
tional system ever witnessed in any so~iety.~Through
all the
struggle over education ran the basic theme of transformine"
the educational system inherited from capitalism into one

the heavens. The transformations were carried out with the
aim of serving" the revolution worldwide, unleashing the
leadership of the proletariat in every sphere (including, but
not limited to, production) and utilizing the educational
system to break down the great differences inherited from
capitalism (between town and country, agriculture and industry, and - very important for education - mental and
manual labor].
By contrast, Soviet theory and practice is aimed at producinganefficient elite to run the society, and a docile massto obey
them. Their theory, which basicallv identifies much of education with job preparation, has exactly the aim of maintainingand
RevolutionISummer 1984

reinforcing
" the division of labor, especially the most fundamental division between who rules and who is ruled. If the
essential thins a person needs to know is the knowledge required for their job, then how is society's division of labor to
be transformed? Then how are the great majority of masses
going to play the kind of political role necessary to push
society forward and liberate all of mankind? They aren't, except for perhaps the sham role of endorsing this or that revisionist oronosal or candidate. It is okav and necessary, from
the revisionist point of view, for the masses to develop
knowledge of certain objective "laws" on the job (whether
this be on the factory floor or in the science lab), but socialimperialism cannot promote genuine dialectical materialism
as a guiding philosophy for the masses because to do so
would be to arm them with a weapon against their own imperialist class rule. So having a trade, "knowing how to do
something,"is extolled as the goal of the proletarians in the
Soviet Union today. But even this limited role takes many
years of training, according to Soviet experts:

" .

. .

"Before entering the system of social production and
social life, every individual undergo& many years of
~reoarationin the education system.. . . Thus. the
education system has two basic social functions:
socialization and professionatization of the younger
and secondary
generation. At its first stages lprimary
..
general education) the former predominate. Acquisition of general academic knowledge can be viewed
as fundamental training for work in any job. In
secondary special and higher education, on the contrary, professionalization moves to the fore. The
young person there completes his schooling and
begins an independent life."S

. .
-

-

Thus, Soviet youth, like those in other imperialist nations, spend a long, long time in society's "womb" being constantly bombarded with society's reactionary values, being
' a s s i n h a t e d and "adapted,: contorted a n d distorted
before thev are trusted to be Dart of social life and have their
own "independent" life. Their supposedly empty heads are to
be filled with bourgeois knowledge and minutely-specialized
technical iob training before thev are considered to be "an
educated citizen conscious of his civic duty," i.e., for the
broad masses, cannonfodder or a wage-slave.6
~

.

~~~
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Training the Youth in
Revisionism
As mentioned above, the revisionists view children asap.
prentice human beings with empty heads to be filled up.
School is for "assimilating knowledge and cultural values." In
line with the particular needs of social-imperialism, they
desire to encourage what they call a "collectivist"approach which boils down to placing a high premium on conformity

and peer pressure to conform. Blatant individualism and "me
first" is veiled under the idea that high individual achievement, coupled with social and political conformity and "service," is the best thing for yourself and the nation and is
therefore noble and should be rewarded. There is definitely
more attention paid by the state and society in general to the
upbringing of the youth than in the U.S., although the individual family 1i.e.. the mother) is still mainly responsible.
The lever of persuasion to conform to standards is exerted
mainly by withdrawal of approval by adults and other
children, not by physical punishment. Striking a child is forbidden in practice as well as by official regulations. But this is
not outside the scope of liberal bourgeois ideology and in fact
is part of the ideological requirements of being a "socialist"imperialism - "people working for the greater good, caring for
your fellow man, etc.," is not so dissimilar from the attractions
of a liberal church community in the U.S., and it can beand is
used to actually enforce the status quo.
"Standard Rules of Pupils and Uniform Requirements,"
issued centrally in the Soviet Union, are a good indication of
how the revisionists view youth and their role. "The Rules for
Pupils'indicate an endorsement of the idea that discipline is a
primary condition for the normal life of a society, and for a
free development of all its members," states the text. "The
restoration of discipline also indicates acceptance of the
authority of the parents, teachers and elders. The restored
discipline differs from the traditional in many respects. It is
based not on religion but on social motivation and is free from
all the harsh aspects of coercion characteristic of the tsarist
schools.""
Tsarist relieion.
- . no:. state relieion, ves. Rules and reeulations themselves have a class character, and the Soviet rules
cited below bear the mark of and serve bourgeois rule. Read
these rules for grades 1-3 and then ask what their attitude is
towards the creativity, energy, and natural questioning and
daring of children entering school. Do such rules foster and
temper the rebelliousness of students, or do they stupefy them
with a so-called "collectivism" of blind obedience? Is
knowledge viewed assomething togain and share with others,
or as personal capital for one's own advancement?

-

A

-

During the Lesson
1. When the teacher or any adult person enters the
class, get up silently and sit down only on a given
signal.
2. When the teacher records attendance and calls
your name, get up silently.. . .
5. Sit straight, do not slouch and do not turn around.
6. Do not correct your classmate's answer without the
teacher's permit. Do not prompt. [One has to learn
that knowledge is private capital after all.]
7. If you are called, get up, stand straight and answer
precisely, not hurrying.. . .
9. When you want toask the teacher a question, raise
your right hand, keep the elbow on the desk. On
receiving the teacher's permit, get up, ask the question, sit down.. , ,

15.1f the teacher has punished you by ordering you
to stand, go to the door, and stand turned to the
blackboard. Do not start any arguments because
of your punishment.
During Recesses a n d After Classes
l.On the premises of the school do not scream, do
not run, keep order.. . .
3.When you meet an adult, stop, make way and
greet. If you are sitting when an adult passes, get
up and greet.
At H o m e
1.Strictly observe your schedule of daily activities
train your willpower.
2.Begin your homework beginning with the most
difficult subjects [homework for grades 1-3 is
recommended to be from 1 to 4 hours per
day]. . . .
1O.Behave in a cultured way at the table.
11.Be polite and courteous not only to your relatives
but also to your neighbors in your apartment; do
not make noise.

-

O u t w a r d Appearance
l.Come to school in a clean, neatly ironed uniform
with polished buttons and shined shoes.
2.Do not keep in your pockets unnecessary things.
Do not keep your hands in your pockets.
Speech
.Watch your speech. Do not use "parasitic" words.
2.Do not use rude expressions and nicknames.
3.Behave modestly and decently; do not embarrass
people who surround you. Do not push, do not
yell, do not speak too loudly, do not sing where it
is not accepted.#
This should give an indication of the typeof youth that the
revisionists would like to see emerging "socialized"from the
school system. At this point one is tempted to mutter a few
'parasitic words." Any U.S.military academy would be proud
of students who would adhere to such a regimen.
It is no wonder why Mao Tsetung was considered a complete heretic and troublemaker by the Soviet social-irnperialists for comments like the following on the Chinese schools
before the Cultural Revolution:
"At examinations whispering into each other's ears
and taking other people's places ought to be allowed.
If your answer is good and 1copy it, then mine should
be counted as good. Whispering in other people's ears
and taking examinations in other people's names used
to be done secretly. Let it now be done openly. , . .
We must do things in a lively fashion, not in a lifeless
fashion. There are teachers who ramble on and on
when they lecture; they should let their students doze
off. If your lecture is no good, why insist on others

listening to you? Rather than keeping your eyes open
and listening to boring lectures, it is better to get some
refreshing sleep. You don't have to listen to nonsense,
you can rest your brain instead.'"
Mao's principal orientation on education was to call on the
youth to boldly participate in society, challenging the old,
overthrowing the reactionary, and bringing forward socialist
new things. In line with this, he consistently fought for the iotegration of theory and practice at every grade level, both in
politics and production. As part of the latter, schools carried
out manual labor and were often linked to production units.
To carry out this orientation, Mao opposed the piling on of
bookwork to the detriment not only of politics and production
but plays, sports, and social activities as well, and he upheld
the all-around development of children and youth, including
their physical and social development.
There was great struggle during the Cultural Revolution
that particularly focused on such questions as blind obedience
to authority and the role of students in society. The Chinese
revolutionaries fought for applying the mass line in teaching
methods in opposition to the revisionist garbage of "teacher
talks, you listen" seen in the Soviet rules and requirements.
"In practicing this new teaching method, it is essential to adhere to the mass line of 'from the masses, to
the masses' in teaching. The teacher should serve the
students. His role is to help raise the ability of the
students to think for themselves, to study problems
and to practice. Therefore, he should learn from the
students and make investigations among them."30
"Teaching methods are definitely not only a question
of specific methods, but, what is more important, are
a question of principle, a question of organizing
teaching according to which class' theory of knowledge and methodology. The bourgeois teaching
methods center on books and teachers and divorces
theory from practice. 'The teacher crams the
students with his lecture throughout the class while
the students follow him mechanically.' These
methods completely violate the law of knowing the
truth and they can only bring up bookworms who
divorce themselves from proletarian politics, from
the worker and peasant masses and from practice.""
To try and get the children to obey the rules and
authorities, Soviet teachers are instructed to use something
they call "socialist competition."This might be known in the
U.S. as "using peer-group pressure to get the desired results."
Except that in the Soviet Union, achieving conformity is projected as acquiring communist consciousness. One of the
most important elements in this discipline is a continuous attempt todevelopa childs identification with the groupor as
the Soviets out it. the 'childrens collective.' I f a child skim
class, fails to do his homework properly, performs poorly on
a test, he is chastised more for letting the group down than

for his individual errors. Soviet schools make extensive use
of public criticism by other students as well as teachers to
produce conforming children.
American author Urie Bronfenbrenner, who did research
in the Soviet Union on their methods of child upbringing,
relates the following observation of collective discipline (and
humiliation1 in a first-grade classroom where each child was to
recite a memorized poem:
"It is now Larissa's turn. She walksprimly to the front
of the room, starts off bravely andfinished two stanzas. Suddenly, silence. Larissa has forgotten.
There is
no prompting either from teacher or from friends. The
silence continues.
"Then the teacher speaks, softly but firmly,
'Larissa you have disappointed your mother, you
have di.sanoointed vour father and aboveall. vou have
disappointed your comrades who are sitting before
you. Go back to your place. They do not wish to hear
anything more from you today.'
'With head down, Larissa silently returns to her
seat, a teardrop flowing down each cheek."'z

..

While this may be trumpeted by the revisionists as"socia1ist" pedagogy for trying to develop a "collective consciousness"
among the youth in opposition to the individualism of the
Western imperialists, the question has to be posed: collective
consciousness for what? For "
eainine adherence to the reactionary status quo, for going along with the social-imperialist
tide. This is not socialist. The bottom line here is kowtowing to
authoritv, using "the maioritv"
,
' as a club to gain obedience.
However, despite the detailing of every minute proper
behavior and the great attention paid to gaining the cornpliance of the youth, the Soviets don't have qualitatively more
success in suppressing the youth than the schools do in the
U.S. A Soviet magazine article called "A Typical Day in A
School Without Uniform Requirements," bemoans the lack of
discipline in a typical school: The article describes such antisocial behavior as refusing to stand when answering in class,
prompting other students and arguing with the teacher, causing commotions in the hallways - "pushing everybody they
meet out of their path." And worse yet "a welter of confused
and discordant sounds fills the air" (this must be particularly
disoleasine to the- revisionists since "harmony"is the hallmark
of a dutiful subject of social-imperialism).According to this article, even the student monitors lose faith in having success in
"putting things right" and prefer to go about their own
business. The article concludes:

-

-

-

-

-
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"School is over but the students continue to roam
about. Such kind of discipline is characteristic of
many schools. No serious disruptions take place.
Sometimes a pupil breaks a window pane or is rude to
a teacher. No greater transgressions of established
norms occur than copying an assignment, cheating,
coming late or failure to greet. If only academic progress i:; good, such a school is considered as good.

However, Russian pedagogues believe that from an
education mint of view such a discidine is disturbing.
Lack of firm requirements and indifference to little
things educate indifferent people with a negligent attitude to work and society, inclined to show off and
even, if necessary, to cheat."I3
And even, perhaps, to question and rebel

How the Soviets View the Socialization Process
The Soviets themselves lay out quite frankly how they see
developing what they call "a communist world view" in their
students. Unfortunately, the"communist world view" - in the
Soviet rendition - is hard to distinguish from the tenets of
good citizenship taught in U.S. schools.
A recent Soviet text on education - in a section specifically devoted to "instilling a communist world view" - correctly
notes that "the formation of a communist world view. . .cannot bereducedsolely to theassimilation of asum totalof scientific facts."Values and attitudes are also critical. But the values
and attitudes spoken of here seem to be obedience pure and
simple:
'"Thus, the formation of an attitude towards
knowledge taught in school (belief in its truthfulness)
and toward the school's norms and rules of behavior
[acceptance of the latter) must be singled out as yet
another stage [in the development of a communist
worldview]. This stage includes an understanding of
the need to master basic, socially necessary knowtedge (scientific principles) and behavioral norms and
to make one's own value j~dgments."1~

-

Search asone mieht throuah
" this entire work and you will not
find anything about the need to develop the capacity to criticize, or still less what Mao once called a conquering spirit. The
closest that the text a~nroachesthis is somewhat later, when
the need to defend one's convictions in disputes against 'philistines and rumor mongers, . .ideological opponents and religionists" is stressed. But the far more important quality
.
. that
must be developed - the need to be wiiiinfi to go a~dinsta tide
of those in authoritv and Icloselv related to that! to be able to
discern a ~arxist-Leninistfroma revisionist line - is utterly
negated. Indeed, the emphasis on defending "one's
convictions" aeainst what in the Soviet Union are essentiallv
minority viewpointsislittle more than a call for the sort of selfstarting ventriloquists' dummies so common in bourgeois
society. And when the authors sum up the sort of qualities
they are tryingtoinstill, one readsa homily littledifferent than
the Boy Scout credo:

..

-

'The world view is inseparable from the general
orientation of the human personality. A person who
possesses a communist world view is characterized by

honesty, principle, staunchness, courage, purposefulness, decisiveness, steadfastness in carrying
out formulated tasks, and a feeling of responsibility
for an assigned task."'s
The text also covers the role of the schools in this process.
The authors note how the teacher can use the various subjects
to draw out the basic principles of materialism. But this
materialism is a very dry and dessicated thing indeed, well
within the hounds of bourgeois conventional wisdom, at least
of the liberal variety. All reactionary ideology, for example, is
here reduced to religion; the need to combat the more pervasive, sophisticated, and damaging bourgeoisphilosophiesof
positivism, pragmatism, agnosticism, and the various
mechanical materialist ideologies [social-Darwinism, reductionism, etc.) is not mentioned at all.
Beyond that, missing in this training is the masses. The only way given in the text for instilling in the "pupils a feeling of
proletarian internationalism and fraternal solidarity with the
.peoples
. of countries that are fiehtine
. " for their liberty and inJcpendcnce is geii&raph) Cw~trdstthal wnh the orientation
in the .Vi'n Prwrimmt- ,I ilk' RCP L'SA towards this task nf the
socialist education system:
'This [education in internationalism] will be done not
only through study and general discussion, including
classes educatingal! studentsin the real history, scieny
tificallv understood, of the various oooressed .neooles
.
and nations, inside and outside thiscountry, of the oppression of women in class society, etc., but also by
bringing out from the experience of the masses themselves, and through debate and struggle among them,
what the concrete effects of national oppression, the
oppression
of women, and similar crimes of
..
capitalism are and whose interests they and their
ideoloeical expressions of racism and chauvinism
serve. And this will not be carried out by the students
alone, in isolation from the rest of society and the
massesof people, but by having representativesof the
masses, including even workers and oppressed people
from other countries, come into the classrooms and
give the studentsa living understanding of thesequestions, and by having the students go out broadly
among the workers, the formerly oppressed nationalities, women and others, and hold discussion
and struggle with them on these decisive question^."'^

..

In contrast, in this Soviet text on education, the notion of
the importance of extracurricular activity is similarly slanted.
and the teacher is encourField trios.. of course, are de rieeur.
"
aged to allow especially apt pupils to prepare lectures, etc. But
all this has a very pat character - again, the similarity to the
class trips to Washington, D.C. and to various imperialist
shrines in the U.S. comes immediately to mind - and is far
from actually plunging actively into the class struggle.
The Soviets also take note of the imoortance of labor, but
the reasons adduced have nothing to do with narrowing the gap

.
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between mental and manual labor, or making education serve
proletarian politics; indeed, just the opposite. We are told that
"this work helps pupils choose an occupation and, at the same
time, introduces them to the general principles of work organization at a socialist production enterprise through the example
of actual production." Again. . U.S. educational reformers,
take note!

The Rat Race, Soviet-Style
As in the openly capitalist societies, grades are used to
train the students in a boureeois attitude towards knowledee
"
and in bourgeois values generally. Grades, along with entrance exams, determine ;hat kind of job the student will get.
erades in "
eramtriar school funnel a student into an
Hieh
" "
academic high school; high grades and good test scores lead
ii
t l i . I . : - and
from [herc, wci highi'r ~ - J u . . i t i ~ ~iniutiin.in
i i.u .
n i , r k"i -Â¥I> I Suvk-i - > i i i . i i ~l o
i~
w
irom there 10ttie n~i.l.ik~cur
grades, on the other hand, channel the student to technical
school and manual labor - that is, to wage-slav?ry.
Why study? To get rich. Soviet sociologists are clear on
this:
"Direct material stin~ulationis immediate reward fop
specific activity through increased pay. Indirect
stimulation is not connected with such direct reward:
it is rather, the individual's hope that he may improve
his material situation, by say, increased skill or productivity. In the final analysis, both material and
moral incentives aim to implant a correct social
evaluation of education and to develop among youth
the aspiration to increase their knowledge."'
What all this pseudo-scientific claptrap comes down to is
promotion of "me-first"bourgeois ideology through Pavlovian
behaviorism, plus the "socialist" part of helping society
through doing a good job of helping yourself. Play the game
well and you will he rewarded. The moral incentives spoken
of are not those of communist morality serving the struggle to
liberate all of humanity, but the bourgeois morality of the
chase after commodities. These are the high aspirations and
so-called "socialist consciousness" instilled by the workings of
the education system.
A young Soviet woman described this scramble for
"rewards"in Moscow Women:
"In the beginning, it wasn't too bad, but the older I
became the worse it got. When I reached theeighth or
ninth grade I could hardly stand it any longer. . . .
You know, our system is antiquated. They don't beat
us the way they did under the czars, but otherwise
nothing has changed. The system forces us to learn
things by rote, to study without understanding. It's
very seldom a teacher tries to arouse the students'interest in anything. Everyone is required to learn the

same thing and think in the same way. And the
hysteria over marks is horrible. Even seven- and
eight-year-olds strive for high marks, and many are
beaten if they come home with D's and F's. There's a
terrible ruckus in school as well if someone gets a had
mark. The teachers yell and the students have togo to
meetings and stuff like that to discipline them. That
must absolutely be the worst way to get a child tu
learn s ~ m e t h i n g . " ' ~
The grading system teaches the students to shrewdly
calculate their market value, and to identify that with their
essence, their very raison d'etre, or at the least their worth as
humans. The message is made clear - those w h o a r e not trained to run the maze wellare worth less, and the working classis
worth least of all. Knowledge is private property, something to
b e hoarded rather than shared, used to raise one'sselling~rice
-.
rather than revolutionize the world. The explicit lip service
paid to rule of the proletariat, the nobility of manual labor, and
so on - which is admittedly quite prevalent in the Soviet
school system - counts for little against the content of the entire practice of the Soviet education system. At best it amounts
to making a minor icon of The Skilled Tradesman.

Extracurricular Activities
Extracurricular activities have historically played a n iinportant part in the Soviet educational system; especially
before the recent introduction of "options" or elective courses
in the late '60s - essentially a method to give some students
the "option" of college-prep courses and others the "option" of
vocational ed - these were the main way of giving specialized
college preparatory instruction to students in general
s c h & ~ s . ~w
; h i l e the stated aim of these activities is t h e allaround education of the vouth, this too is aimed toward nurturing "special talents"among the better students while others
take u p more ordinary interests. The after-school clubs
generally focus on subjects such as math, science, etc., and
aim to give the students accelerated work outside the
"egalitarian" curriculum of the general school. Obviously it's
not wrong for students to pursue special interests in, say,
science orlanguage, but therole of these clubs is to enhance
the practice and view of increasine
personal capital throueh
u .
"
specializing in a prestigious field at a n early age. The heavy
emphasis on academics from the 6-day school week to the 3-4
hours recommended daily homework, to the addition of
"clubs" which essentially prime the students for college entrance exams, all point to the revisionists'view that an advance d youth is one who has hislher nose stuck in a book at all
times.
In addition to school clubs are children's sections of
Palaces and Houses for Pioneers and Schoolchildren. These
often have special circles in math, science, astronomy, and
languages for the "academically gifted who can only set in
based on entrance requirements of good grades. Testimonials

from circle leaders give ;in added boost tor ,-I,.- ( h i ~ l i e r - ~ ~ i r ~ ~ a ~
i o n institution) entry. These are niucli more accessible in thc
major cities than in rural areas a n d n-ni~.lim o r e so in the European republics. There a r e a l w the extracurricular Y O U I - I Pen~
ple's Mathematics Schools with ~ t ~ k ~ t-uimission
isc
that teach
engineering design, electronics iiinl computer technology as
well as mathematics. Attendann' anti hard work arc
obligatory at these schools; in i a ~ ,T
t s n m c applicants have to
produce medical certificates sl-iiov.iix , h - - v '.a11 tiike thr pace!
There are also Little Academics \\ i t 1 1 ti~-'i.ilties
ct iirchilecture
and construction, geology ;in~I yeopli\sii-s Ihiogcogt~aphy,
math and physics chemistry, n ~ - i . l ~ - n ' i c -history liii'fign Ianguagcs, literature, and journalism ' ,
From a bourgeois point of \,it'\\ tlieic t-'xtraci.i~~ric'uIc-ir
activities show the excellence ol" So! ic! i-,ducation. All these a c tivitics lay heavy s t x s u n ~ L I ~ I I ~I , !>~I I !t !~Ifind
,
a spr~iiiltyat
~
\vhn lack siic-h r ~ n
an early agc and pursue i t . Nu d o u i ~tl-ii'si.'
earnest rcvisioiiist view of life li.w "in cii the ladcicr t i ) personal gain and fame ;is a n culiilt The Piintiin \vork ethic I S
alive and well in the Soviet LJ~I,>I,
While the official "egalitarian policy 118s all thr students
for the first eight grades sit i n 111,. sdmc , kiss it-regardless
their marks, the splitting of then, s,iciiill~ into those WIIO
"diligently study" the great iiia~ority' i t ! h e n tiineami the 135~l
gards" and goot-ofts vihuiust \vi.m! tn h;ivc: fun iiiter s c l ~ , xancl
on weekends is bound to be eneiiririgeil by tlic S L ' I - ~ , [ itst,li
,
without evrr having to say ;in oltn~icii\vi'ri.I This social chvision is carried into the opcnl\ t r , ~ - k t ' dhi5l'i-scliniil system
where the technical schools repoi, ;i mii<-iigreater problem
with discipline - absenteeism l i k k nl ti~y:'cl, alcoholism
than in the general schools

Political Education
Thus far we have focusc'ii o n ll-r, nlerlogical viewpoint in
culcated in the students of tin-- Su\it" sch.'il svsteiii At the
same time, in an!- educational system there is also a n important role for direct politic;al training Pol>tii;;!!education in the
early grades in the Soviet ' - i ~ i t c mis stvikinslv similar
essence to that of the L . S Tin.,! 11.: ., t : , ~ ~ c ) uc s~ t ~ , a~lVsI I O S C
rncssages concern patriotism h c \ \ iueky \ve tire to have it so
g00<1""working hard fur ourstdvt's t i t , , taniily our col1~-ctive
and itir country,"etc In i""r!,!!? c . } "
I;,,' i n r w is closer to
fundamentalist bible schools in !he I.' S \\-ithoul thc corporal
punishment, than tutlie general niii of the public schools. The
children may be too young for study u i the revisiuinst version
of the "science' of Marxism-Lt'nii'iisni. hut they c a n still h r inculcated with the devotion of a penitent tn the state religion.
The "life and activities of Lenin is CI main focal point of
political education throughout all an3de-i lacohy a n Amerieaii
writer who lived in the Sovu't Lninn desi rihes i t
11,.
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Catholic schools I attended as a child was reinforced
by the 'shrines' to Lenin in nearly every kindergarten
ciassroom. Each room would have a portrait ofLenin
surrounded by fresh flowers and ribbons, usuallv
placed on a small table beneath the picture.
~ometimesthere would he a popular picture of Lenin
with children on his kncc. remindine" me of mv old
schoolroom pictures of Jesus the Good Shepherd."zl

"'Moral education creates the necessary prerequisite
for instilling a deep respect for the authori~yof the
law, and education about the law affirms communist
morality in everyday life. ''2J
Any why is it so important for the youth to have such a "deep
respect for the authority of the law'?
"Teaching the 'Fundamental Principles of the Soviet
State and Law' promotes more active participation of
school youth in the n-iiiintenan~eutpuhlic order. It is
illustrative that in the last two years, the number of
young Dzerzhinski-ites and Young Friends of the
Police[!] has increased more than 1.5 fold an11is now
over 50,000."24

Lenin's main attribute for consumption by children, according to the revisionists, is his concern for the welfare of the
people - a kindly old uncle. To increase the active involvement and interest of the children in studvineand
"believine
"
" in"
this benevolent old man, the students sing songs and make
field trips to different places connected with Lenin.

.

"Teachers read stores about Dyadya Lenin (Uncle
Lenin) and his love and concern for children. The
children sing songs about Lenin. The five- and sixyear-olds make excursions to different places connected with the life of Lenin. . .their teacher told
them: 'This spot is where Dyadya
. . Lenin made one of
his most important speeches to the workers. They
were oeoole iust like vour oarents. and he told them in
our country from that day on, no children would ever
be hungry. There were children like you who had
never seen white bread. They would not have
recognized the candy and ice cream which you have
for dessert. Dyadya Lenin dreamed of a world in
which all these things would seem ordinary to
children like \,!u and his dream has come true.'"22

. . <

-

. .

5o here we have Lenin as father of "ice cream communism,"
:ompletely stripped ot his revolutionary line and spirit.
In the eighth grade all students take a course called "Funlamental Principles of the Soviet State and Law," which is
.oughly equivalent to civics' or 'Constitution" courses in the
U.S. This is the first formal oolitical-education course the
students take. An extremely enlightening (and self-exposing!
~

~

~~

Sciences. The article is written for teachers in pedagogical inititutes who teach political education courses, and itself isan
'xcellent example of using the 'bible verse" method of so:alled Marxism - quoting phrases from Lenin as an authority
otallv out of context to make thisor that revisionist mint. The
irticle goes into the need for the 'Teaching of State Law"
:ourse and what purpose it hopes to accomplish:
"In recent years our country has developed and implemented a number of basic measures to intensify
the law education of youth. The program for this activity was formulated in Comrade L I. Brezhnev's
well-known words that respect for the law must
become everyone's personal conviction.'"
And,

Thearticle goeson tocriticize schools that tr) toavoid introducing children to involvement as finks and enforcers
through such things as "school monitor duty, order and
discipline patrols. . .and Friends of the Police." It then cites
the ,'gap between books and practical life that Lenin warned
aeainst" as the theoretical iustification for the oractice of rattine.
- This would be laughable if it weren't so reactionary. Not
only is the nature 1'1 this i-ourii mpleic'ly rea, nonary but
they utterly distort 1 cnin line on i.-du.ciii.in to iustity their
aims.
Using Lenin as the ultimate authority and god-like fixture is one of the main ways the revisionists operate to keep
the thin veneer of socialism in place. For example, another
reason cited in the above article for the importance of legal
knowledge for youth is that Lenin studied law and was
himself a lawyer, and that further, 'Lenin had a profound
knowledge of Soviet legislation and was interested in its
development down to the finest detail." Well, of course. He
was leading the Bolshevik Party at the time the proletariat
seized power and moved to completely abolish the tsarist
and bourgeois superstructure and, for the first time in the
world, replace it with the dictatorship of the proletariat meaning whole new institutions, laws, etc. This socialist
superstructure was an historical first and it was necessary for
the laws to reflect new and arising social relations from the
communist mint of view. So, of course, Lenin paid a lot of attention to such important matters. But from this reality is
abstracted the notion that 'Lenin n a s interested in laws and
the unsaid conclusion - therefore you should be interested
too. Then to make this analysis appear "materialist" the
following is added, "Naturally this [Lenin's interest] was not
an interest in abstract legal
remote from life.
- pseudo-science,
.
He was interested in the striking precision of legal formulations." This is the theoretical basis for reauirinc eichthgraders to memorize current revisionist legal formulations,
us1 as U.S. eighth-graders memorize the Constitution, Bill of
Rights, etc. The article concludes:

.<

.
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"Further development of Lenin's ideas on the education of youth in a spirit of civic-mindedness, deep
respect for law dnd intolerance of lawbreaking, and

~~~

improvement in the formsand methodsof this work
is one of the prerequisites for a state of society in
which people become accustomed to observing
elementary social rules that have been known for
centuries and have been repeated for millennia in all
the written maxims governing communal living.""
This whole use of Lenin wasanticipated, albeit unknowingly, by Lenin himself, in his famous opening to The State
and Revolution:
"During the lifetime of great revolutionaries, the oppressing classes constantly hounded them, received
their teachings with the most savage malice, the
most furious hatred and the most unscrupulous campaigns of liesand slander. After their death, attempts
are made to convert them into harmless icons, to
canonize them, so to say, and to surround their
names with a certain halo for the 'consolation' of the
oppressed classes and with the object of duping the
latter, while at the same time emasculating the
essence of the revolutionary teaching, blunting its
revolutionary edge and vulgarizing it."z6
In high school the revisionists' version of history is
studied. The major history text is History of the USSR. After
each chapter, students are required to regurgitate the
material by answering such stirring questions as "How did
our country prepare for the fiftieth anniversary of the October Revolution?" and "How did the representatives of other
countries feel about the USSR's iubilee?" The same text is
used throughout the Soviet union', and it clearly upholds the
Great Russian domination of the oooressed nationalities as
part of an overall social-imperialist view of the world. One
stark example is the treatment of the liberation struggles of
the Kazakh oeoole
. . aeainst tsarist annexation and enslavement. Before the revisionists seized power and rewrote the
history books, these struggles were upheld as powerful
revolutionary-nationalist uprisings. According to the "revise d history, this movement "was a reactionary, feudalmonarchal manifestation, aimed at holding the Kazakh people back and strengthening the patriarchal-feudal system,
working toward the alienation of Kazakhstan from Russia
and the Russian people."z7
Not surprisingly high-school literature classes also introduce revisionist politics at every opportunity. Here again,
we find the fascination with Lenin's life both as a method of
promoting him as a great man - minus his sweeping communist line - and as a ludicrous exercise in rote thinkine.
"
The following is a sample:

.

-

"An article on the teaching of Russian in Ukrainian
schools suggested
several activities to whet the
-studentsappetite for Russian literature. In a lesson on
Cbekhov, the nuoils mieht 'independently look for
facts in the articles of
Lenin .in order to cornplete an assignment on the theme: "Chekhovian im-

v.I.

ages in the worksof V.L Lenin."The ninth-gradersof
another school completed a three-step assignment on
the works of the nineteenth-century poet Nekrasov.
The purposes were: (1)Toselect material testifying to
the fact that Lenin liked the poetry of Nekrasov. 12) To
select facts characterizing the influence of the works
of Nekrasovon Soviet poetry. 13)To establish facts to
s u o ~ o r the
t conclusions: The poetry of Nekrasov is
close to us, the Soviet people.'"28

..

This approach to literature seems guaranteed to turn off the
students to Lenin, Chekhov, and Nekrasov, By the way, the
method of question number 3, of finding fact; to support an
a ~ r i o rconclusion
i
is a fairlv common method of teachine- in
theSoviet Union. This isthe kindof "creative"thinkingthat is
promoted.
At the vuz level, for the first time students take up serious
andconcentrated study of the history of thecommunist Party
of the USSR, political economy, and so-called historical and
dialectical materialism. These are required courses for all
students regardlessof specialty, and amount toabout 10 percent of their totalcourse load. Here both the primary worksof
Marx and Lenin are studied, along with a heavy dose of the
latest directives of the party and the current leaders' interpretation of philosophy and political economy. It is quite striking that no one else in society except college students, professors, and party functionaries actually studies these subjects
readine- actual works of Marx and Lenin
directly,
. esoeciallv
.
and not just one-sentence quotes. Lenin's works are portrayed
broadlv, to the masses as extremelv difficultto read and grasp
.
- that in order to understand what he's saying
you have to
. .~
knoweverythingabout the particularsituation he was writing
about
and for this it is best to have an internreter Heaven
~-~
knows, only. experienced
scholars and high-level
revisionists
.
can interpret Lenin's works correctly. The ordinary person
might make the mistake of getting the essence of what he was
saving.
hef fact that Marxist worksare only studiedafter yearsof
revisionist indoctrination in the grade school and high school
makes you wonder if it is not a conscious method of the socialimperialists to both bore and mystify the students for years
with the so-called "Marxist-Leninist"catechism so that by the
time they are oldenough to read it for themselves, either all interest has been sauelched or else the views of Marx and Lenin
have become sodistorted that the theory is rendered harmless.
But even when Marxist theory of sons is -itudied at the university level theory issomething to be nieniori~ed the truth 10
be swallowed wholi.' dnd regurgitated For s a m p l e culiege
students who are training tu be teachers u i social studies and
Soviet law courses arc offered courses that teach you how tu
find an appropriate quote from Lenin on just about any aubthe hiblc verse metliudoi
.~ectouttinellieofficial hlcssineun
"
instruction in "Leninism."
Yet, this is a society where supposedly the working class
rules. One of the maior revolutionarv transformations of the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution in China was the
widespread study of Marxism-Leninism, Mao Tsetung
~

-
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Thought by the broad masses of all ages. Nodry. boring subject restricted to the classroom, the masses were mobilized to
take uo revolutionarv theorv as a weapon in the class struggle
and apply it to all spheres. Workers', peasants', and students'
study circles sprang up, which studied and debated the major
strueeles and often wrote uo theoretical contributions applv.. .
ing that theory to production, science, and classstruggle. But
in the Soviet Union the "gifted and talented run the party and
state on behalf of the workers. This elite, as well as the intellectualsand technicians, are schooled in the theory of revisionist ideology and politics to use it asa clubover the headsof
the masses. As in every sphere of political life, the revisionists
have creatively adapted the science of revolution to fit the
practice of social-imperialism.
One cannot do justice to Soviet political education without
taking some note of the rather pervasive military education.
The 1967 new Law on Military Service, which reduced the
lengthof service by one year, institutedpreinduction military
training for children of fifteen and older. The Soviet organization DOSAAF - the Voluntary Society for Cooperation with
the Army, Aviation and the Navy - claims to have about 80
million members. According to the Soviet Military Encyclopedia:
uu

--

"[Mjilitary-patriotic education is called upon to instill a
readiness toperform military duty, responsibility for
strengthening the defense capability of the country,
respect for the Soviet Armed Forces, pride in the
Motherland and the ambition to preserve and increase the heroic traditions of the Soviet people. . . .
Of great significance for military-patriotic education is
the mastery of basic military and military-technical
skills which young people acquire in secondary
schools, technical schools, higher educational
establishments, in studiesat the housesof defense and
technical creativity
' . aero- auto-and radiocluhs. at the
young technicians' stations, in military-patriotic
schools, defense circles, at points of pr~iiduction
training, in civil defense f o r m a t i ~ n s . " ~ ~
~~~~~

~

Mass military training is hardly bourgeois or imperialist
per se; indeed, all genuine
socialist societies have relied on
-

armingthemasses both politically and militarily.Thecontext
of Soviet society in which this trainineoccurs is what mainly
stamps it as imperialist. Beyond that, we note that observers
have commented on the specifically patriotic thrust of this
education in the Soviet Union and the ways in which theactual training seems to be designed toward slotting youth into
oneor another specialty of the imperialist armed forces rather
than schooling them in proletarian politics and proletarian
military science
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Soviet Education and the Social
Division of Labor
All this - the ideological and political training, in all its
variegated forms, oven and hidden - soeaks directlv to the
underlying role of the Soviet educational system, i.e., broadly
inculcating the bourgeois-revisionist outlook in the youth. At
the same time, like all good imperialist education systems, it
accomplishes this in the course of training, that is, aiding in
the reoroduction of the social division of labor, and most oartitularly in the reproduction of bourgeoisie and proletariat

.

Tracking
The Soviets have an official prohibition against tracking, a
prohibition which they have formally maintained despite
~arious"innovations'which in reality have instituted tracking
This prohibition wasinitiated bv the Bolsheviksas Dart of their
revolutionary program in education following seizure of
power. It was continued under Stalin and was viewed asone of
the principles of socialist education. Toopenly toss this out the
window on a policy level and argue that students should be
tracked from grade school on up, into tracks leading tovarious
occupational levels, would tear away some of the facade
which the revisionists keep up to make a differentiation between their so-called "socialist" svstem and cavitalism. Each
time the revisionists have further widened the gap between
"ordinary" students and "gifted"students, the majority line of
theCPSU has been to carefully try to find justification under a
"socialist" signboard.
Yet the formal prohibition cannot cover the actual function and practice of the school system which ends up efficientchildren into their proper place in society. No
ly
doubt
the revisionists would obiect to this characterization.
They can show that a substantial minority of university students are children of industrial workers and a lesser share
from the agricultural workers. In fact, in some higher education institutions a majority are from worker families. They
argue that since all tuitionand fees are free and students retracking bv income level is imoossible.
ceive a iivineu stioend.
.
But it is not true that capitalism, especially when it
reaches the stage of imperialism, has to keep the workers and
peasants all uneducated, nor that a certain percentage of them
cannot be drawn into the ranks of professions thatdernand a
colleee deeree. In fact the need for a relativelv educated laboring class historically differentiated capitalism from feudalism.
The need to bring some workers into the ranks of technicians
and professionals even becomes more pressing when those occupations are developing and expanding.
But the upward mobility ofa minority of the working class
does not negate the fact that the proletariat asa classcontinues
to exist within imperialist society, as does the contradiction
between mental and manual labor. And as we shall see later
on, the "democratization" of the Soviet education system is
~

~

~~
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highly exaggerated. In the most prestigious universities,
students from the industrial workers form a much smaller per
centage than those from the intelligentsia and bureaucracy,
and those from the peasantry a tinier percentage still.
The widespread stratification of the Soviet education
system does not depend on blatant tracking, although tracking
in fact exists. But there is also the use of "
erades and exams in
determining access to higher education, the already existing
advantages for the children of intellectuals and of technical
strata on entering the school world, and the competitive race
for a limited number of spaces that all serve to reinforce the
class divisions in Soviet society and the split between mental
and manual labor. At best the Soviet system aspires to a
bourgeois model of gradually building "equal opportunity" for
the children of any stratum to grow up and become a bigshot
or overlord.
The exacerbation of the mental/manual contradiction in
theSoviet Union beginsat theearliest grades - at theentry to
school at age seven. While the majority of grammar schools
are considered "egalitarian,"i.e.. students of varying "abilities'
sit in thesame class, the fact that children come toschool with
various backgrounds, combined with the type of curriculum
favors certain social strata over others.
The curriculum is a classical academic one: the 3 Rs plus
music and art in the primary grades, and the 3 Rs plus heavy
emphasis on math and science in the upper elementary
grades. These are taught in rote fashion and based on
bourgeois methods and viewpoint. Thus, those children with
parents who have a more academic background tend as a
group to "naturally" adapt to the situation and do better than
those who do not.ln addition to this group are those students
who accent and excel at the boureeois ideoloav
u. of the svstem
at an early age, who commit then~selvesto working hard at
rote learning and learn for the sake of "making it," who go
along with the program and are "good little boys and girls." If
they pursue this and get good grades, children of industrial
and farm workers can also "do well" (relative to others in the
working class) in school, but this still does not change the fact
that the education system streams working-class children
overwhelminglv' into the working- class while children of the
middle and upper strata overwhelmingly stay in those strata.
We have seen the emphasis placed by the Soviet education
system on adapting to societal norms and assimilating
knowledge as it is fed to them. Those who adjust to this
bourgeois niold are considered 'bright and "gifted' and dre
rewarded with good grades. In the primary grades it is already
mainly apparent which children will be headed toward the
academic future, which toward skilled jobs. and which
toward unskilled jobs.

-

-

tional students, starting in the first grade and continuing all
the way through high school.
In the mid- to late-1960s there was a great expansion of
special schools, especially language schools. These were set up
overwhelmingly in the big cities. They were established to
train cadres of future diplomats, dealers in international commerce, translators to serve them, etc They concentrated on
English and other main European languages.
Admission is highly selective - the pupils entering the
school at first grade (age seven) must take an entrance exam to
get in. A Soviet journalist compares the commotion around
gettingintosuchaschool to that aroundMoscow State University at entrance exam time:
"Smartly turned-out children go before an incomprehensible and consequently still more terrifying
committee, whosejobit isto findout their aptitude for
foreign languages, by listening to their poems and
hearing them describe little p i c t ~ r e s . ' ~
Of course, right off the bat, children whose parents speak
a European language
to them ur read them poems
. . or English
.
and stories, or whose parents can afford and have the connections to send their child to the special foreign-language
. . nursery
schools - i.e., the children of the intellectuals and party elite
- will have an added edee.
" Bv
, eoina
- " to these special schools
they have a much better chance to get
. admitted to the vuzy.
The average vuz entrance rate in 1968 was 65.7% of languageschool eraduates comnared with 25% of youth leavine all
Soviet secondary day schools. And at certain language schools
an 80% admission rate is reported. About 1 in 150 Soviet
ouoils attends one of these language schnols and while the
authorities try to play down the fact that these are special
schools, they are eliteand highly sought after, as is expressed
in this excerpt from a short story by Yun Trifonov:

..
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'Nataska became a schoolgirl. The special English
school in Utinvi Lane. obiect of desire and e n w., gauge
- of parents' love and their readiness to go to any
lengths. A different microdistrict! It was almost unthinkable And it would have been too much for
anyone but Lena [the mother). Because she got her
teeth into what she wanted like a b~lldog."~'
Such are the high aspirations chdmpioned by revisionism.
This story was not at all criticizing Lena but rather typifyinga
common experienceand aspiration. For all the talk of "socialist
consciousness,"this is quite naturally the product of a system
that makes developing your labor power to sell at the highest
price the name of the game.

S p e c i a l Grammar S c h o o l s

"Marxist" E x p l a n a t i o n f o r T r a c k i n g
Alongside the so-called egalitarian policy applied to the
general grade school is the policy for "talented" or "gifted"
students. Special schools are set up which only admit excep-

The official "Marxist" explanation dreamed up by the revisionists to justify their rapid expansion of special schools and

I

I

trackingis that this policy is an applicationof the socialist principle "from each according to his ability to each according to
his work."
This is an utter perversion of Marx, who saw that principle as transitional and almost on the order of a necessary evil,
and who in the same passage focused on the need to transcend
humanity's "enslaving subordination to the division of labor"
and to transform labor from an odious necessity into man's
greatest want. Historically, revisionists have always emphasized and absolutized the second half of Marx's phrase (to
each according to his work). They have emphasized material
incentive, negated the "incentive"ofcommunist revolutionary
spirit and politics, and "forgotten"that Marx saw payment according to work as merely a transition to "to each according to
need."
But leave it to the Soviets to creatively interpret the first
half of Marx's principle, too. They twist the principle of "each
according to his ability" to mean that some have more ability
than others in subjects such as science, math, and foreign
languages and that therefore they should not be "held back
with ordinary students."Of course, some people might have a
special talent for fixing tractors or pitching hay which doesn't
require much schooling, so it would also be holding them back
to keep them in school any more than the minimum since they
won't have much use for knowledge of science and
history. . .as they are not in the class which runs society! So
what is left of Marx's slogan? Each in his own place making his
own contribution to society according to job classification.
And expect payment accordingly. A standard recipe for the
status quo in all capitalist societies.
Labor power is a commodity in the Soviet Union, and
from this fact flows the ideology of trying to develop your own
commodity of labor power to the maximum degree so as to
secure the highest price for it. For the masses, the school
system offers at best nothing but a way to increase their exchange value on the market.
To furtherjustify this state of affairs, the revisionistsargue
that people
. . will have no incentive to learn if they can't parlay
heir kn.>wledge intad d i r ~ , tpersonal malerial re'warJ In ihc
article What Is the Inii'ni..in oi Feonleoi the !.in Pia.)Tvne
.. in
Advocating 'Private Ownership of Knowledge'?, Chinese
revolutionaries get to the heart
the matter: "AS regards the
alleeation
that knowledge will not be learned if private owner"
ship of knowledge is criticized, this is but a major exposure of
the reactionary nature of the bourgeoisie who contend for
w h a t is p r o f i t a b l e a n d r e f u s e to d o a n y t h i n g
unprofitable. . . .''m
Furthermore, while major and even rapid developments
can and do take place under capitalism, knowledge as private
property is ultimately a fetter on the development of science
and culture.

-
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"Because they are interested in personal fame and
gain, they will not painstakingly pursue scientific
truth for the revolution or brave difficulties and
dangers to scale the pinnacles of science. With their
minds filled with bourgeois ideas and the idealist or

metaphysical world outlook, their recognition and
mastery of objective truth will also be affected. 'People are afraid of becoming famous and pigs are afraid
of growing plump.' The idea of fame and gains often
makes people with a little fame become timid and
cowardly. They either look upon themselves as an
'authority' or repress the new things."33
This line and practice leaves largely untapped the knowledge
and creativity of the broad masses of .
people
. which the class
struggle is the key catalyst for unleashing.
In the Soviet Union today in order to hold a position as a
leader or manager, a person must first have a college degree.
And not only a degree, but a degree in the proper specialty. So
when high-school students apply to the university or institute,
they not only apply to a particular school but to beaccepted in
a certain specialty. These specialties are ranked, as are the
universities. To become a part of the upper echelon a person
must go to one of the top universities. As we have seen, this
process often begins years before.
To become a foreign diplomat, for example, a person
would start at age seven in the foreign-language school, progress through such a school through high schooiand then
IY to the .
prestigious
Moscow Institute for International Rela"
tions for university training. This university is so exclusive
that it is not listed in the manual of all higher-education institutions and their specialties available to college applicants. Admission is said to require a recommendation from a raion (a
district equivalent to at least two U.S. counties or larger) party
secretary,
plus considerable influence, even at Central Com. .
mittee level. A few other institutes, university faculties and
military academies - some secret may also resemble the Institute for International Relations in this respect.34
Given this state of affairs it is not hard to understand the
tremendous comnetition for wuz nlaces at all levels but
especially for the top places. It is quite widely acknowledged
that parents will use all their influence whether it is personal
connections, political clout, or monetary bribery. to get their
child into the university. Komsomolskaya Pravda reported:
v

.
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"Reliable and respected engineers and teachers, intelligent people who have been through the war and
the period of reconstruction suddenly lose their
human dignity and become pitiable supplicants,
blocking the doorways of rectors' offices and
ministries, bombarding prominent friends with
telephone calls and imploring almost on their knees:
'Get my daughter {or son) into an institute'. . . . No
stone is left unturned, from the exploitation of the
names and the reputations of forebears to gambling
with what are the most sacred values for us all."35
Private coaches are hired by the vast majority of applicants
who succeed, and they often charge upwards of 110 an hour.
The entrance procedure consists of mainly oral exams in
front of a panel, as well as taking into account high-school
grades, recommendations, and awards. If an applicant doesn't

pass the exam of the specialty of their choice, shehe may bead-

nitted to another vuz which has unfilled places and will accept
.ewer marks. A quite clear ranking of specialties is inherent in
.he system. The admittance procedure is bound to favor those
Mho have been favored all along through the tracking system,
weeding out the vast majority of college-age youth.
"In the Leningrad region, which is already favored by
virtue of being a major urban area, it was reported in
1969 that 7 3 percent of the children of 'intellectuals'
secured daytime places at universities and technical
colleees. while only 50 percent
of industrial workers'
.
children and 35 percent of agricultural workers'
children did so. [ ~ h e sfigures
e
refer not to the population as a whole but to the social origins of hieh-school
-graduates applying
. . - to universities. This set of statistics
sheds some light on the plight of farm children, since
students on collective farms in the immediate region
around Leningrad. . .have much more access to
cultural amenities than students on ordinary farms
located far away from large urban areas.)'-

-
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It should also be remembered that most children of workers
and peasants don't even apply to the vuz and that many of the
xral pupils who do get into higher-education institutions are
:he children of management of the farms.

tracking into Manual Work
Given the heavy emphasis on personal statusand "making
,teintoa prestigious job, it is not surprising that a large percenage of high-school students want to go on to higher education.
Vet this presents a contradiction for the Soviet rulers since
.here are not nearly as many places available as there are ap?licants. This leads to cutthroat competition.
The economy still needs a laree number of unskilled
workers and the pool of youth coming out of school is the main
source of new laborers for such positions. While society clearly holds that the valued goal is to be an expert or a bureaucrat
l o r which college education is mandatory), 73% of the
workforce of the Soviet Union are manual workers.
In addressing this problem to the masses, the party usesits
'socialist" facadeto put forward hollow decrees and appeals to
the youth on the "nobility"of manual work. When labor power
ssoclearly a commodity and more knowledge meansa higher
idling price, it is a contradiction for the youth to be exhorted
and now reauiredl to receive a high-school education, when
3ne will late;be paid according to the value of unskilled labor
not requiring such knowledge. On the other hand, many
youth pay little attention to the idea of doing any kind of
nanual work and continue toaim for an academic career even
.hough only 1 in 8 high-school graduates enter college.
A study done in 1973 of 792 school-leavers in the
2heremushki district in Moscow showed that only 16% actually wished to go out and work, although this was greatly at
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odds with the requirements of the labor market. Of the 83.8%
who planned tocontinue their education, 70% wished togointo vuzy; about 10% aimed at secondary special education institutions (which turn out skilled workers and semiprofessionals!: anda few percent looked to vocational training.
The study also showed differences in aspirations between
vouth in different tvoes
.. of schools. Going to work was unpopular everywhere, but youth in the special schools were the
least oriented towards it ( l % ]and in fact did go to work less
than any others (26%). In the boarding schools where the
"underprivileged children predominated, while only 2%
wanted togo to work, they had the highest percent actually going to work (54%), with only 12% who studied and 17% who
worked and studied. Pravda, March 23, 1977, spoke about this
contradiction:

-

"With the transition to universal secondary education,
eeneral school leavers eel
iobs imfour-fifths of the "
- .
mediately after graduation. Yet the thrust of the
school programme, that is, the content and scope of
the curriculum, remains virtually the same. In fact,
the 'modernization' of instruction that has been carried out in the last few years has intensified this onesidedness. Is there any wonder that many pupils,
teenagers especially, display indifference towards
learning and the grades they receive, declaring. '1
won't get into an institute anyhow, and I don't need
high grades toget ajob'. . . . The timesdictate that we
redefine the pedagogical aim of present-day general
secondary education."3'
~~

~

What they then call for is even more specific job training
in high school and in the general schools, which essentially
means even heavier tracking, especially at the juncture between grade school and high school. Already there is a split
after eighth grade where official tracking begins. Students
then choose either to continue at the general school [which
wasin the past, and isstill seen today, as the path to the vuzj or
a technical high school where they can receive a general
diploma as well as a trade certification. The increasing emphasis on job specialization at the high-school level would
mean that most students would choose their life's manual
career at age 15, while a small minority would choose theirs
upon entering college.
The manual training which does exist in the general (i.e.,
colleee-oreol
u
., schools is aimed at diverting some of the
students who aspire to college to self-track themselves
towards manual jobs and to go to vocational high school instead of the general academic high school.
But the very pulling-and-pushing anarchy of imperialism
militates against the efficient slotting of each student into the
.orooer
. .place. We have already examined the attitudes of the
youth. In addition, teachers at the general schools object to
manual trainine because it cuts into"academicstandards." And
managers of factories and farms don't want to bother with
students working or learning in their enterprises because often
the youth don't careabout such work, and allowing students to

.
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come in and work disrupts production and the almighty pursuit of profit. Despite the desiresof the revisionists toget more
youth to want to take up production jobs, production work by
itself combined with bourgeois ideology will not change
anyone's attitude towards"love of labor."No, those whoend up
there doso by the workingsof the market, when they don't get
accepted to the wuzor find any other way toget into the betterpaying, more prestigious jobs.

Elite High Schools
The opposite side of the "streamlining students into
manual jobs"line is the policy of elite high schools for "gifted
students. In the 1960s, schools for math and physics, cornputer technology, biology and agrobiology were established,
in addition to the elite language schools spoken of earlier and
special sports and arts schools. These schools, like the
universities, have competitive entrance exams. They are
elite in the sense that they take 15-year-olds who have
already specialized in certain fields and give them further
special (and hothouse) training which practically guarantees
admittance to universities and then quite likely to graduate
schools from which high positions are obtained.
Pupilsat the math and physicsschools havea 100% entry
rate to vuzy. Pupils of language schools are three times as
likely to enter vuzy as those at ordinary general schools land
it should be remembered that this figure excludes the many
youth who go to technical high schools where there is a 0%
entry rate to vuzy).Students at other special schoolsare three
to four times as likely to be admitted.38
For this elite, while their specialty is the main thing, the
revisionists recognize the necessity to have all-around potential bourgeois retainers, thus necessitating a more all-around
education than that of most students. An article from the
periodical Sovietskaia Pedagogika deals with the broader
education of these students:
" . A c a d e m i c i a n s Kolmogorov and Kokoli, Professor Smorodinski and other teachers constantly
orient their students toward not being locked within
the narrow boundaries01 their specialty, and toward
aspiring to be broadly educated and spiritually
enriched people who love and understand creative
literature and art and who are patriots of their
socialist motherland and active participants in its
social."39
And what "socialist" phenomena are they talking about?
"[Kolmogorov]gave an interesting, richly illustrated
lecture on Michelangelo Buonarroti. In the last
school year he gave the student collective his record
player and collection of classical music. Naturally,
such an attitude on the part of the venerable
mathematicians and physicists toward art and the
humanities is transferred to the students."M

Yes, indeed. Lock, stock and barrel - reverence for
bourgeois culture handed down from venerable teacher to
pupil. What better way to raise up the new generation of
revisionist successors and flunkies to their new place in
society and set them apart from the ranks of the "ordinary?"
As students progress through the two or three years of
this special high school, their potential is assessed and then
"it is determined by assessing the young people's aptitudes
whether they should be trained as specialists in a restricted
field, as all-rounders or as science administrators."4' Thus at
age 17 they are elected a future in the intelligentsia or even
the higher strata of the party.
One of the country's leading scientists and head of the
math and physics high school at Akademgorodok in Siberia
put the matter this way:
''There are different kinds of elite; the young people
being educated at the FMSh (math and physics
school) are not a hereditary intellectual aristocracy
but represent the most talented and dedicated few
who will have to undertake the most difficult problems and responsibilities. An elite, as we understand
it in the Soviet Union, is the ornament of society, its
pride, the best part of it,"42
We would agree that "hereditary" is not the crux of what
an elite is, but it is worth noting that substantial percentages
of thestudentsat these schools just happen to be the children
of mathematicians and other highly educated scientific
parents of the Russian nationality. They are almost all from
the cities. And it just so "happens" that the talented, creative
youth of the Soviet Union are mostly male. In 1975 at
Akademgorodok it was six males to every female. And the
most favorable male to female ratio inall special high schools
in the USSR was in Kiev, where it was 3 to

Maintaining and
Reinforcing the RuralIUrban
Contradiction, National
Oppression, and the
Oppression of Women
Up to this point we have examined the education as it applies in general throughout the Soviet Union and to students in
general. But it is further revealing to examine the education
system in relation to the rurallurban contradiction, the national question (which interpenetrates with the rurallurban contradiction), and the woman question.

Rural

one is through admissions to the uuz. Letting too many youth
off the farm to colleee would contribute to the labor shortaee.
Those rural youth who are encouraged to go to the vuzy are
mainly trained in professions and vocations that are needed on
the farm, since no one else wants to go there. It is almost
unheard of for urban youth to choose a profession that would
place them on a farm.
However, since rural education is so poor, few rural youth
get into the institutes and thus the chance of getting any
decently trained teachers to come to the village tostay (asopnosed to consienine recent graduates for two years1 is reduced.
keeping the quality low.
The chairman of a rural Soviet executive committee in a
mountainous area of Georgia wrote the following letter to
h e s t f a on the problem:
~~

Rural schools are acknowledged by the Soviet authorities to
be much inferior to those in the cities. Though a number of
upgrading policies have been put forward, the conditions of
life in general are more backward due to the dominance of the
law of value, which causes agriculture to lag behind. There is
still a need in the Soviet Union for a large number of unskilled
agricultural workers who don't need much education to do
their job, and this is reflected in the inferior quality of the rural
schools. A teacher in a Siberian rural school described what
she regarded as the typical rural student:
"Most of my children came from homes where the
parents did not have a high-school education. There
were no books in their homes, and they didn't have
the opportunity to go to a kindergarten. Most of them
had never been to a movie or a museum; they had
radios but not television sets. The parents worked
much longer hours than people do in the cities - very
hard physical labor. Most ofthemdidn't have the time
or the energy to help their children with their homework, even if they wanted to. Most important of all,
there were no people around to inspire them with the
importance of learning.. . .Most of the children
became high-school d r o p o u t s . . . . I wanted to help
change things when I came, but the older teachers there were only three of us in our small school - said,
'You can't do anything. This is the way these people
have lived for centuries.' ''A4
The fact that the revisionists let the rural schoolslanguish
far behind thecity schools, not expecting thechildren there to
learnverv much. is further shown throueh examinine thecondition of the school facilities and equipment. Jacoby interviewed a number of teachers who had returned from their
two-year mandatory tours of duty spent in the rural schools
(following graduation).

-

"They spoke of a 50% dropout rate before seventhgrade, one-room schoolhouses for children between
the ages of seven and thirteen, severe textbook shortages and nonexistent equipment. 'I taught for two
years in an elementary school in the far northeast,'
one teacher told me. 'The first year, there were exactly four math textbooks and six reading books for fourteen students. The second year was the switch to the
new curriculum and we were supposed to receive entirely new sets of textbooks. The textbooks for the
year beginning in the fall of 1970 arrived in March of
1971.' ''"
Further, many of those who do gain an education and
have been to the city do not want to return to the village. Asof
1973, people in the Soviet Union born on farms were not
issued internal passports. Without this passport they are not
allowed to move to the city. One of the few legal ways to get

~~
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"Every year we prepare for the next semester of our
school with loving care. We purchase fuel and repair
the classroomsand the tea~hers'a~artments.
Recently
we built an annex to the school to accommodate 150
students. When September 1 comes, however, our
disappointment begins. What could be wrong? We
await our teachers, but they do not arrive. When we
address ourselves to the Ministry of Education in
Grozny, reminding them of our request, they reply:
'There are not enough
- teachers in the republic, so give
.
the ones you have more work and hire assistants.'
That is what we are doine,
=. since there is nothine else
we can do. What troubles us most, however, is that
not one of the twentyseven graduates of our school
last year wasadmitted to a (teacher-training)institute.
Through your newspaper we would like to ask just
when the Ministry of Education will send teachers to
our ~chool."~6
~~

-

~~

And Georgia has the best education throughout its
republic of all the republics in the Soviet Union, including
the Russian Soviet Federated Socialist Republic!
The following letter which appeared in Literatumaya
Gazeta illustrates the contradictions faced by the rural youth
trying to gain admission to the uuz:

"I live in a village. When I come to the city I often see
the announcements glued on special boards: '1 give
lessons in .
physics,
apply
.
.. . at the following. address. . . ."I a m looking for a tutor i n . . . :The pages
of the citv newsDaDers are also full of such notices. A
strange feeling is created. It seems, then, that the
skills you received in school are something unreal,
while for 'cash' they'll force authentic knowledge into your head and then you'll definitely get into an institute.
"This is one side of the case. There is another.
What should we do, the villagers? Young men and
women who grow up here also dream about one or
another institute and also deserve to receive a higher
education. Where are they to find coaches? We have

..

no professors or Ph.D. candidates in our villages.
Here it is difficult just to find good teachers. Who
will prepare our children for entrance to the institute?
"Even without this [coaching] the village school is
behind the city schools. Here the people often complain: the teacher is not as good, and the equipment
is not the same, and the libraries do not compare at
all with those in the city. The village children,
especially those who live far away from the regional
roads, are deprived of museums, theaters, lectures.
Consequently their preparation is already worse.
But in addition to all these other things, one must
add 'the competition of the purse. . . .' ""
The revisionists have from time to time set up some experimental programs to provide special tutoring for the rural
students mainly for cosmetic purposes, but these programs
were abandoned after a year or two, being summed up as too
expensive. The reality is that it is not in the interests of the
revisionists to make higher education a reality for rural
children since they don't need it for their manual jobs and it
would only continue the already serious exodus to the cities.
As with the mentallmanual contradiction, the division between city and countryside is not viewed as a political contradiction - one of relations between people - nor are the
masses called upon or politically mobilized to struggle to narrow these divisions. It is all a matter of halancingand planning
at the top, with profit and the political needs of socialimperialism as the key criteria, to try to even out the worst consequences of this inevitable schism.

seven years and they were studying to become
secondary-school English teachers. One of the girls
pulled out a snapshot of her English class of fifty
students. She proudly drew my attention to the one
Tatar and the two Kazakhs in the group.. .the other
students in the picture were obviously Russian or of
some other 'European' origin; yet Kazakhs and
minorities like the Tatars make up over half the
republic's population.
"Neither of the girls spoke Kazakh, and they expected that all the Kazakh high-school students who
were studying English would already speak excellent
Russian. '[Kazakh] is a very difficult language,' one of
thegirls said, 'and I won't really need it. Kazakh is my
third language, and it would be much too difficult for
me to teach Enslish
to students who did not sneak
"
Russian.'Her statement illustrates the difficultiesany
minority-group student would encounter unless he
mastered Russian at an early age."48

-

The policy of the revisionists since their first major
reform, the Education Reform of 1958,has been one of forcible
assimilation and Great Russian chauvinism in the form of
Russification of the oppressed nations - suppressing the
languages of the oppressed nationalities through such things
as teaching only in Russian, or demanding that Russian be
taught wherever another language is taught (but not vice versa). One Soviet text declares, "Groups of people who have
changed their language, in the course of time. usually also
change their ethnic (national)identity."&*
Since 1958 the trend has been more and more to teaching
only in Russian at earlier and earlier grades, although ~ u s s i a n
is theoretically elective. The Russian laneuaee is the official
language of the Soviet Union. It is the medium of communicationbetween the central government and that ofthe republics.
To enter any institution of higher education, the anolicant
..
must demonstrate a mastery of the Russian language.
Although, again theoretically, a student hasa right to be taught
in hisher native language in the uuz, this rarely happens since
there are not the appropriate professors fluent in the language.
Almost all managerial and technical jobs demand mastery
and use of Russian and since these iobs require a college
diploma, which also requires mastery of ~ u k i a n this
,
reinforces the use of Russian. In Central Asia it is a uarticularlv
stark situation. Almost all the people in professional positions
are Slavs - predominantly Russians, while the native people
work on the farms and other unskilled iobs. Here the "benien
neglect" of the schools cited earlier stands out quite clearly&
oart of the process of enforced Russification. The children are
given such a poor education that even those who receive their
primary education in their native language most often drop
out after eight grades, so there are very few who go on to
higher education. Of those who do go to the vuz, most are
siphoned off for various reasons.
The policy of Russification is in sharp opposition to
policies carried out under Lenin and Stalin (at least until
WW2). Then the native language was encouraged and in some

-

National Question
The problemof poor quality education producingadearth
of teachers native to the rural areas is related to the national
question Many of the teachers, especially in thecentral Asian
rennhlics
(which have 50%of the schoolchildren in the USRl,
~r
are university graduates of the Slavic nationalities doing their
two-year compulsory work stint. Most have no intention of
staying in these areas after their mandatory work assignment
is up and they have little understanding or sympathy for the
culture of the people. Since they do not know the native
language, they teach only in Russian. Thus, children entering
school for the first time who already have little contact with
books, libraries, museums, television, and movies are also
confronted with a teacher who does not speak their language
and books written in a foreign language. Jacoby relates the
following example of this situation:

'I met two young Russian women who were students
at a teacher-training institute in Kustanai, a city of
approximately 100,000 in Kazakhstan. One was the
daughter of an army colonel, the other the daughter of
an engineer. They had both lived in Kazakhstan for

-

-

in the running of the economy since most men were mobilized
languages for the first time an alphabet was developed and put
in the armed forces. At that time the percentage of women in
into written laneuaee.
A consciouseffort was made to develop
"
all schools was at its highest, for example, 77% in the vuzy.
teachers from the republics to teach in the native languages.
Today in the Soviet Union, grade-school texts are still
The tremendous loss of life in the Soviet Unionduring that
translated into the main minority languages, but the translawar left the country with a severe labor shortage, especially in
tion of secondary textbooks lags way behind and text transla.
jobs that were still mainly done by men - so women contions for smaller language groups have lower priority. One of- tinued to be called upon tu work in almost every field, both
ficial in Moscow bluntly stated, "Is it so bad to expect a highmental and manual, and this was reflected in the education
school student to study science in Russian? Let's face facts system.
Uzbek isn't ueoine to be an international scientific l a n"e ~"a e e . ' ' ~ ~ When the revisionists seized power, the labor shortage
What better statement of the oppressor mentality and Great
caused by WW2 still existed and was forecast tocontinue for a
Russian chauvinism of the Soviet revisionists?
long period because fewer children had been born to the WW2
While the overall trend is towards rapid Russification,
generation during and after the war. Mainly because of this
there are differences in the success of thisamong different naand because the socialist tradition of women working outside
tionalities and in different republics. Most of the smaller nathe home had been firmly established, the revisionistsdid not
tionalities in the Russian Republic are not taught in their
demand that women quit working outside the home, but
rather used the precedents achieved under the dictatorship of
native language at all any more and the others only in the
the proletariat to serve the needs of the bourgeoisie. Few job
earliest gradeitogether with the Russian language.
barriers not crossed before the revisionists took over have
In the urban centers of the minority-nationality
. reoublics
.
been crossed by women since that time, and the breakdown of
there are many Russiansand Russian is the official languageof
. .
sex ratios in various fieldsofstudy, especially in thevocational
all state business. The pull away from education in the native
schools and the vuzy, reflects that.
laneuaee
is heloed alone both bv the Russians workine in
"
From raw statisticsof participation in schools and the workthese areas, who only send their children to Russian schools,
and the non-Slavic parents who want their children to make it
force, women have equality to a higher degree in the Soviet
into scientific or technical iobs reauirine
university. degrees
Union than in the U.S. However, scratch the surface of this
.
picture and you will find the bedrock on which the profound
(which require Russian). This leaves the workers and peasants
in what national-laneuaee
oppression of women rests intact and upheld by the social" " schools that do exist. The end result
is a clearcut class difference along national lines in the quality
imperialists - woman as the primary caretaker and provider
of the education received.
of the basic maintenance needs of the family. Not surprisingly
At this time the continuation of instruction in a child's
this is also reflected and reinforced in the education of the
native language is continued mainly for the purpose of easing
younger generation.
the child into the transition to Russian, much as isdone in bilSoviet social theory, as well as social practice, claims that
ineual
- education when it is offered in the U.S. It is not to men and women have innate personality and psychological
preserve and develop the culture of the minority nationalities
differences which result in women being naturally more nurand enhance their ability tocontribute to societv in all soheres,
turant, emotional, supportive of others, modest, and restrainbut rather to aid in enforcing a"peacefu1 transition"to thecomed than men. Women have a knack for household work and
plete dominance of Russian and Russians in all spheres of the
men do not. Women are good at taking care of others' needs.
Soviet state.
men are not. This theory reflects the actual sex-stereotyped
roles of women and men in Soviet society,
Even without the reinforcement of the education system,
this ideological and political line is no doubt powerfully (though
often wordlessly) conveyed to the youth through example and
Woman Question
tradition. However, the education system does play an important role in promoting these ideas. The most blatant way is in
In the Soviet Union, women make up 51% of wuz students.
sex-differential courses. For example, in the upper grades of
After Finland this is the second hiehest uercentaee in the world.
grammar school, girls take the equivalent of U.S. junior-high
This is often advertised by the Gvietsas another reason why
home ec and boys take "shop"for their "labor"courses. In high
their "socialist"system is superior to Western imperialism,
school, during the compulsory military courses, boys get comHistory, as well as the particular problems and needs of
bat training and girls take first aid.
social-imperialism, plays an important role in this. The BolBut there are also more veiled, pervasive, and effective
sheviks after 1917, led by Lenin and then by Stalin in the later
ways of promoting women's oppression in the education
'20s and '30s, fought hard to bring women into the economic
system, through concentrating and reflecting the status quo in
and political life of the society. Universal literacy was basicalthe daily lessons, A recent study of early-grades Soviet textly achieved in this period. Quotas were set aside in the vuzy for
books by a U.S. xxiologi'i! shows a definite sex-role bias. In
women workers and peasants, not only in traditionally
women's fields but in scientific and technical fields as well.
the USSR all textbooks come from the central education
ministry and are written with very conscious goals in mind,
Then with the preparation for and outbreak of WW2,
women were called upon to take up even more responsibility
not only for the grammar or alphabet or math, but also for the
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.mlitical content and inor.il lemons" to he conveyed This is
lot an aberration but a conscious promotion ^f wuinen's oppression to the children and youth. The author of this study
states that:
"The findings are dr;!matic: the stories present a view
of adult males as soir~ccsof directive and instructive

pressive and supportive of the advancement of others,
ti-iourh rrliitivolv unconcerned with !h"% own self

The one story in the four reading books studied that had
female as the central character in an overtly "political"story
was "Tania. the Revolutionary." While the girl herself is a
xroine and saves her father from the tsar's police, her
nother is "in no way involved with her husband's under;round activities, is ignorant of the plans for an armed uprisng and is so thoroughly frightened of his participation that
ie reprimands her: 'You are chattering nonsense! Are you
lot the wife of a Bolshevik? You dare to be a coward!"'
according to the study, this type of adult woman is not at all
inusual in the stories. For example, in another story about
he Bolsheviks before the revolution, theonly femalecharacer in the story does three things: "She'silently prepares dinler,' she lies to the detective who comes to confiscate the
eaflets and she cries after the detective departs."52
But more telling is that the main concentration of stories
ivith women as the central characters was around Interna:iona! Women's Day, which in the Soviet Union has been
:educed to their version of Mothers Day. Of the 23 separate
stories and ooems in the four readers studied, 19 were con:erned with women identified as mothers and most of these
were "eulogies to mothers." Only one story, about Krupskaya,
was about a woman in the rev0lution.5~
There were numerous stories involving characters and
heir occupations. It isinteresting to note that of all theoccupa:ions listed, more than twice as many involved male charac:ers as female - a typical proportion especially as the stories
oecome more complicated. Of these, the characters overwhelmingly follow the occupational breakdown in society,
and in fact exaggerate it.
Another aspect of theeducation system which reinforces
and promotes the oppression of women is that almost all the
teachers in the nurseries, kindergartens, and grammar
i

schoolsare women, a clear statement to thechildren that it is
the women's ioh to take care of the children. In the eeneral
high schools women still predominate, while in the vocational high schools men predominate. The student body of
these technical schools which nroduce skilled workers isalso
overwhelmingly male. This is especially true in the rural
areas. A survey done in 1970 in four ~ u r b ~ e obiasti
an
found
that 90.3%of the students in the rural technical schools were
male.54 In another study i t was revealed that not a single
- -girl
was accepted into the six agriculture mechanics schools in
the Smolensk oblast in 1965.. vet
. at that time 60% of the
agricultural labor force of the oblast was female. Even where
there isa 30% rateof acceptance to the technical high schools
(in the cities1 women mainlv enter into trades connected to
the garment industry or other concentrations of female
labor
Often this tracking- of male and female students into
mainly male- or female-dominated occupations happens
"naturally." The clearcut sex roles in society as well as the
subtle and not so subtle steering by parents, teachers, and
fellow students lead spontaneously to a sex-typed division of
labor.
However, there is blatant discrimination as well. Here
the form is not based on an officially stated belief that
women are too stupid, or too fragile, or not mathematically
inclined, etc., but directly on her role as potential (or actual)
mother. Reasons given are that she would take off days to be
with a sick child (it is unheard of for a man to do such a thing),
that she would not relocate for the job, or might have to
relocate because of her husband's job, that she would not be
able to keep up with new developments in a profession
because of the time spent on her "home job." Since highereducation admissions quotas are based directly on stateprojected quotas for fitting personnel into particular slots in
the economy, requests from directors of industries for men-only
are projected directly onto vuzy (as well as secondary technical
school) admissions. A young Soviet woman relates her experience with the subtle and not so subtle tracking by sex:

-

"In school 1 said that I wanted to be a geologist, but 1
was told that it was better to be a geophysicist. But
that didn't have anything to do with what I was
dreaming about. It was the taiga, the campfires, and
the other romantic stuff that attracted me. When I left
school (high school) I didn't have any idea what todo.
So finally I applied to a geological institute, hut they
didn't accept girls except as reserves. They said that
girls would eventually have families, and a woman
with a family couldn't be a real geologist. Since 1
wasn't accepted, I had to find something else. I didn't
know where to turn to find a job, and didn't have a
soul to ask or consult. Finally, I enrolled in a trade
school to learn lathe work, a two-year course. There
were only boys. I did okay even though 1 didn't exactly love it. 1liked the work, hut it was a strain to be the
only girl My group wasn't too happy to have me
dround, and the fact that I did well didn't help any."56

She eventually dropped out.
The admission Quotas bv sex are often based on
employers'orders. Employers may request only boys for jobs
at which girls may be equally well&ted, accordingto a study
bv V.B.Mikhailiuk done in 1970. "As a result,"shestates, "girls
study mainly those occupations in which simply by tradition
Female labor is widelv' emnloved."5'
Further, because girls tend to gravitate towards certain
:raditionally "feminine"professions like humanitiesand health
sciences, there is a much greater competition among them for
h e limited number of places in the vuzy. A study done in 1968
of applications to five major vuzy in Leningrad found that there
were twice as many female as male applicants, yet the actual
enrollment showed an approximately equal number of men
and women admitted. Eighty percent of the women applicants
were not admitted, compared with 50% of the men.58 The
preference for males, even in femaledominated fields such as
medicine, is defended on the basis of the greater long-range
productivity and reliability of men who have no family
responsibilities other than earning an income:

. ,

"Boys, and it is unfitting to conceal this, are accepted
to medical institutions with a lower average than
girls. . . .Girls occupy a more complex position in
medicine than do boys: marriage, immobility for purposes of assignment, departures from work - temporary or permanent - when family interests outweigh
professional considerations, especially when the
family's material situation makes this possible. Boys
may not always have deeper knowledge nor do they
know how to apply it any better, but given time they
become dependable workers."59
The Soviet school system, in sum, both reflects and promotes the oppression of women.

Conclusion
Education is one of the Soviet Union's showpieces to the
West and the rest of the world - "proof"of the success of socialism. Youth in the USSR receive an enlightened, modem
education with greater emphasis on science and math than in
the U.S. Education through graduateschool is free. They have
almost achieved universal complete secondary education
among the younger generation. In the realm of equal opportunity to education, women are over 50% of all university
students, and children of workers constitute over 50%.
Higher-education institutions have been built in areas of
minority nationalities. Discipline and order among the youth
are stroneer than in manv advanced Western countries. lob
and career training are built into the education system, with
students trained totake jobs upon completion of school.
These attributes are oraised bv Western educators and
pointed to by the Soviets as further evidence of the superiority
of socialism:

-

"Such an increase in the level of education can't be
considered simply a normal consequence of a
country's industrial development. This isa monumental historically unprecedented leap from illiteracy to
universal complete secondary education."m
The actual differences, however, are only significant
when making comparisons based on bourgeois standards.
There is no qualitative differencebetween the achievements
of the Soviet revisionists and the Western imocrialists The
specific features that the Soviets hold up as socialist are fundamentally bourgeois but with a specific revisionist character
that serves the ideological, economic, political, and military
needs of social-imperialism as it has developed in the Soviet
Union.
The emphasis on science principally serves contention
with the advanced Western technology, especially for military
needs. Thev have had to come from behind in raising the level
of scientific and technological know-how in comparison to the
West and therefore emphasize this in education and among
vouth broadlv. It is also to address these needs that lots of
resources (for such things as free tuition) and much attention
are devoted to education.
On the higher percentage of workers attending highereducation institutions: This is necessary because of the expanded needsof theeconomy and military for technical strata
lobs also holds out
The expansion of middle and upper-level
..
the possibility to the workers of "making it" if they work hard.
From the standpoint of viewing socialism as mainly a rising
standard of living and increased opportunities to better
yourself, the gains in this development are perhaps imoressive. But from the point of view of the oroletariat revolutionizing society, transforming class relations, narrowing the
differences between mental and manual labor and city and
country, and entering- into and mastering-all spheres
of society
.
[as opposed to being taken care of and gradually raising the
standard of living), there is no rupture from bourgeois relations, much less a radical rupture.
As for the much-touted, supposedly socialist "collectivism," order and self-discinline among- the students, one
must ask - for what? In this case it serves to promote going
along with the status quo, preserving the order and stability
of a reactionary social system through peer and societal
pressure. The social purpose of such behavior is succinctly
stated in the following quote from a popular Soviet child "upbringing" book cited by Bronfenbrenner:
~

-

~

"Obedience in young children provides the basis for
developing that most precious of qualities: self-discipline. Obedience in adolescents and older school
children - this is the effective expression of their
love, trust and respect toward parents and other adult
family members, consciousdesire to acknowledge
their experience and wisdom. This is an important
aspect of preparing young people for life in a Communist society. We shall be asked: what about
developing independence in children? We shall
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answer: if a child does not obey and does not consider
others, then his independence invariably takes ugly
forms. Ordinarily this gives rise to anarchistic behavior, which can in no way be reconciled with laws
of living in Soviet ~ociety."~'
Teaching of atheism is also pointed to as proof that the
Soviet education system is socialist. It is true that this practice
from the dictatorship of the proletariat was continued by the
revisionists but again we must ask - why? All the better to
promote revisionist morals and philosophy - revisionist humanism and pragmatism, blind reverence for living authorities on
earth instead of invisible ones in the skv. Certainly atheism is
more progressive than religion, but it alone cannot be equated
with materialist dialectics, and in the Soviet Union what
replaces religion is a state religion fundamentally opposed to
the development of class consciousness and to revolution.
The Soviets still advertise internationallv their oractice
(ever-shrinkingand limited more and more to younger ages) of
teaching in the native languages of minority nationalities.
They say this shows their greater concern and the equal treatment of these peoples in contrast with Western imperialist
countries. To thedegree thispracticestillexistsit isdue both to
the resistance of the various minority nationalities to the liquidation of their language and culture, and to theattempts by
the social-imperialists to use bilingual education as a more effective method of teaching Russian. Wherever a native
language is the main language in use in the schools, Russian is
also supposed to be taught. And in many areas where a native
language is supposed to be taught there are no teachers who
can teach in that language, leaving many of the children semiilliterate and dropouts as teenagers.
The rural economic and cultural backwardness of the
Soviet Union is a major problem for the social-imperialists and
not something
" thev ooint to with oride. But this is viewed as a
long process of overcoming the historical legacy of the tsars, a
long struggle to upgrade the education there and achieve
universal secondary education. While this lesacv' is real, the
struggle to upgrade is based on the overall needs of socialimperialism and not a struggle to narrow the differences between the mental/manual, town/country contradictions. Some
upgrading is necessary to expand the number of mechanics,
agricultural technicians, etc., and upgrade their skills. But still
me-third of the Soviet labor force is tied down to agriculture,
and a large number of these work by hand [mostlywomen and
youth). The rural youth are educated for what they need to
know for their job and in fact schools in the countryside are
allowed to languish as one way to stem the exodus of rural
eet too much education thev will
gouth to the cities. If thev' "
a k e their more valuable labor power to someplace more
lucrative.
The high educational level women asagroup haveachieved
'sa big public relations bonus for the Sovietsin chalkingup their
'equal opportunity" selling points against those of the West, but
!his too reflects the particular needs and problems of socialimperialism in the USSR. Due to the massive loss of lives in
World War 2, the number of women far exceeded that of men

after the war, and to this day there are still 20 million more
women than men. This means that the revisionists need
women to work all their lives on a full-time basis and at the
same time to have as many babies as possible. This accounts
for the high percentage of women in the vuzy, including
substantial numbers in fields like engineering and other
technical jobs. The need to boost the birth rate also accounts
for the "mother workshop" trend in school textbooks.
Theattributesand criteria of the Soviet education svstem do
not shatter but in fact flow from a bourgeois
framework. They
.
reflect a goal of more planned, "equal opportunity" imperialism
suited to the oarticular needs of the economics, oolitics. and
ideology of an imperialism with a socialist cover. A successful,
quality product of such a system - the so-called communist
man - isacompetent specialist, hard-working, keeping up with
his field, giving his best in hopesot material rewardand the personal satisfaction of thinking he has helped his fellow man in
the bargain. This is a profoundly conservative system underneath its progressive, enlightened, "socialist"exterior.
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